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ABSTRACT

Hendricks, Amber. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December 2015. “Today’s
not yesterday, and all things have an ending”--Stevie Wonder's Proximate Soul and the
Black Arts Movement. Major Professor: Dr. Terrence Tucker.
Starting with the album Where I’m Coming From (1970) through Hotter Than
July (1980), Stevie Wonder’s music embodies a hero’s cycle, attaching his voice to
myths rendered from the the Black experience. As manifestations of Wonder’s
unconsciousness, the myths remind the reader of the Black diaspora, and project listeners
into his musical dreams. Through his music and lyrics, Stevie Wonder defines Blackness
as inclusive, resisting the restrictive notions set by both Motown and the Black Power/
Arts Movements. During his mythmaking process, Stevie Wonder enters into a
"supernatural" world of the Black Power/ Arts Movement (hereafter BP/AM) that
Motown once protected him. Stevie Wonder engages the many intricate myths and heroes
of the Black psyche, inherently unifying the once oppositional stances of Blackness
involving gender, class and cultural policy.
Stevie Wonder's work is deeply acculturated in the style of mainstream pop music
accessibility from Motown as well as activism from the BP/AM, striking a balance
between the two paradigms. Taking on issues of poverty and class, Wonder utilizes
Motown’s sense of “refinement” as a baseline for his music and political stance of the
BP/AM. With every step along a hero’s path, Stevie Wonder encounters and conjures
several entities who help him through portals until the end. These myths of the
unconscious each have a crumbling archetype on which they are projected, giving the
“body” of culture a secure form that can endure the moving process. Working as cradles
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of identification, the archetypes of Black femininity and the Black child, all subjecting
Wonder to conflicting perceptions of monolithic Blackness. Wonder’s passages with,
through, and against these accepted cultural norms, reshapes him at every tonal and
textual implication. Yet because he is the hero, he as a vessel emerges unscathed.
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INTRODUCTION

“The dream is to utilize our beginning to conceptualize and direct a Black end
that is as beautiful as our beginning.” Carolyn Rogers, Black World/ Negro
Digest, September 1969
Having sold over 100 million albums and singles, Stevie Wonder remains one of
the most prolific musicians in modern history. Best known for his innovative albums
Innervisions (1973) and Songs in the Key of Life (1976) among many others, Wonder is a
living monument to aspiring singer/ songwriters. From India.Arie to Paul Simon, Stevie
Wonder has influenced artists from different genres and backgrounds. His music is
played all over the world and has even been used to sell cars and cereal. As a noted
philanthropist and social activist, Stevie Wonder was a prominent figure in the campaign
for a US national holiday for Martin Luther King, Jr. and wrote the song "Happy
Birthday" for the civil rights leader on the 1980 release of Hotter Than July.
More recently, many of Wonder's works are regularly featured on the hit ABC
show "Scandal," created and produced by Shonda Rhimes. In an interview with Billboard
Magazine, Rhimes explains:
Stevie Wonder is an artist who really, really cares. It's kind of
delightful. I will submit the scene and he comes back and says,
"Absolutely you can use this song," or "Absolutely you can't use
this song.' And his reasons are always very smart, very clear, and
he has parameters. And I respect that. It's been so helpful to us for
this genre of music. (Ayers)
Placing Stevie Wonder's music in a genre of its own is not just an attempt to pander to the
collective work of a talented artist, but rather is a useful interpretation of the
representation of Wonder's work. Yes, Stevie Wonder has made a career of timeless hit
after hit, remaining a respected musician within popular culture. Simultaneously, Stevie
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Wonder has preserved his identity as an activist, who has "parameters" for his music, be
it a hit television show, a sample for rapper Nicki Minaj, or to honor the life of a Nobel
Peace Prize winner. His "care" for his music is apparent in how his music is used
commercially. More importantly, the "care" with which Stevie Wonder creates his music
is evident as he is working an ancient ritual among a collective of Black Artists centering
on the Black Aesthetic.
I choose to discuss Stevie Wonder’s work within two distinct paradigms because
of the dual lens his work does within contemporary Black culture. I begin with a cultural
analysis where I engage the works of his artistic contemporaries. Authors like Amiri
Baraka and Gwendolyn Brooks as well as musicians such as Aretha Franklin and Marvin
Gaye represent exciting co travelers on a metaphoric train that cycles around humanity.
By sharing time, art and space, Wonder and his collaborators offer varying avenues for
identity. Stevie Wonder’s ritual acts work: to acknowledge the collective power of Black
Artists creating Black Art; and to redefine space, both figuratively and physically.
Through these coded acts, Wonder’s music uses archetypal symbols of femininity and
adolescence to perpetuate an aesthetic of loving Blackness.
In her work, Playing in the Dark: Whiteness and the Literary Imagination, Toni
Morrison discusses the transformative role of Africanism in American literature,
discouraging “those totalizing approaches to African-American scholarship which have
no drive other than the exchange of dominations—dominant Eurocentric scholarship
replaced by dominant Afrocentric scholarship" (8). Morrison explains that several forms
of criticism have focused on the subjects of race, inevitably leading to “silence and
evasion . . . historically rul[ing] literary discourse.” Morrison explains that angles of
analysis are ultimately “encoded” by the limiting standards of conventional literary
2

criticism (i.e. European and Afrocentric scholarship), preventing any viable discussion
(9). Morrison’s deliberate choice of the word “encoded” informs my analysis of the
concept of Blackness or Whiteness in a literary text and ultimately “codes” those very
ideas as a method of exchange between the “actors” and “action” in the text. Both the
author and reader bring images and symbols from their own understanding with each
interaction of the text; author and reader “code” their own understanding of actual
depictions or symbols of Blackness and Whiteness. Morrison’s “coded acts” suggest
critical discourse must address creation as an act, i.e. the process or means of production,
and not just the products of creation. Aligning Stevie Wonder and his fellow Black
Artists under the process of ritual offers a method to examine these coded acts for
meaning.The Black Arts Movement’s large scale effort of mythicizing of (re)coded Black
vernacular offered a rich performative space for successful acts of counterhegemonic art.
Stevie Wonder’s music advances in this collaborative space, by offering variating
perceptions of Black experience.
In his text “Myth and Symbol,” Victor Turner writes that the purpose of myths
was not to present “models for secular behavior" or “as cautionary tales” but
[r]ather they are felt to be high or deep mysteries which put the
initiand temporarily into close rapport with the primary or
primordial generative powers of the cosmos, the acts of which
transcend rather than transgress the norms of human secular
society. (577)
Therefore, the myths evident in the music of the African diaspora are not solely seeking
“power to transcend limits of [a] previous status,” but to release “elements of culture and
society ... from customary configurations and recombined in bizarre and terrifying
imagery" (577). During liminality, or the interim stage between the beginning of the
ritual process and the completion of the myth, the initiand’s antecedent culture is
3

dissolved into this “terrifying” limbo. Turner describes the experience as “pure potency,
where anything can happen, where immoderacy is normal, even normative" (577). By
collaborating with his peers during the Black Arts Movement, Stevie Wonder's proximate
location to popular and Black culture let him work autonomously in his art, while also
expanding the meaning of his ritual. Wonder enters in a disruptive state of liminality,
where he transcends out as a singular initiand from among other Black Artists.
When an entire social group (e.g. Black people) are forced removed from their
ritual process--because of historical oppression, violence, etc--they face “an annulment or
invalidation of the distinctive arrangement of specialized and mutually dependent
positions that composed its preritual structure" (576). Even in the face of cultural
appropriation, through the “annulment of historical influence,” Wonder remains a
respected and influential artist, invested in the Black experience. When the lines are
blurred between rigid intersections of identity and as Turner says “preritual distinctions
of kinship, wealth, rank, or age are temporarily invalidated," (576) Stevie Wonder uses
this space to create and reconcile multiple identities or “dyadic oppositions” and the artturned ritual suspends the barriers that oppress them. Wonder’s concentrates his symbolic
power of the ritual to advocate for Blackness. Only a liminal experience between Black
Artist and Black art initiates this transaction.
The second paradigm in my analysis examines how Stevie Wonder--engaged in
the collaborative atmosphere of the Black Arts Movement--codes his work to advocate
for Blackness during the metaphysical experience of a collective ritual. Consider for a
moment the physics model of tossing a coin on a moving train. The coin, while in
possession of the traveler, is moving at the same velocity as the traveler and the train.
When moving at a constant speed, the train, the traveler, and the coin, are harmonically
4

traveling in opposition to the time passing outside of the train. If the traveler is acting as
the observer, the coin appears to fall vertically down, relative to the point it went
vertically up (himself). Further, a conscious observer outside of the train/ traveler sees the
coin fall backward, as her view is relative to that of the train and traveler. Yet if the train
and traveler are accelerating, the moment the traveler tosses the coin vertically in the air,
the coin disrupts the experience of the traveler, as well itself. As the train/ traveler
continues to move, the coin is suspended in the time experience outside of the train,
having elevated its own experience on the time continuum. This can only happen when
the traveler and train are at a point of acceleration. There is one traveler, one observer,
one coin, and one train, but two experiences for the coin, when tossed. Observed by two
reference points, the same coin simultaneously travels twice and once for each observer.
Both the observer and traveler possess separate reference points, as they are both moving
relative to one another. At this point, the notion of time dilates, having been suspended
by the matrix created by the tossing coin, the traveler/ train, and conscious outside
observer.
Organizing this narrative through the lens of time constructs Stevie Wonder
(traveler) as a reference point relative to the literary Black experience--the Black Arts
Movement (train), whereupon he composes music (tosses coin). At the expansion of the
BAM (acceleration), Wonder’s music suspends the conscious understanding of the
present (elevation during the time continuum), disrupting his own experience (heroic
journey). The audience--or the cultural imagination of the listener--witnesses a musical
experience that serves as an additional reference point for Wonder’s act of creation.
Therefore, Wonder’s music acts in a dual narrative for two points of relativity--his own
and the audience’s. The temporal notion of time informs this analysis as it provides a
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context for these elements to act in relation to the concept of the larger time continuum in
our culture. Furthermore, one cannot discuss the suspension/ ending/ slowing/
recalculation of the temporal, without having a time to enact said suspension on. Wonder,
in my view, must suspend time with every music composition (read: myth creation), as he
attaches the present Western centered narrative (conscious world--read: prototype) with
the past Black experience (unconscious world--read: archetype). Therefore, my thesis
must contain a dual narrative as well: Stevie Wonder as he journeys along the hero's path
in time and Stevie Wonder as intercessor of symbolic interactions within the spirit.
Together, the hero's path and his vision constitute the space/ time continuum, as told
through Stevie Wonder's music.
In “Ray Charles, Stevie Wonder, and a New Soul Spirituality,” I will examine
Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles’s symbolic implications in American popular music.
Applying Mircea Eliade’s concept of the sacred pole (The Sacred and the Profane), I
discuss how the Black Artist’s coin toss invokes his ritual. Next, I explore how Charles
and Wonder’s interactions blurred boundaries between gospel and secular. After locating
Wonder and Charles’s approximate position in time to the Black Arts Movement, I use
works by Amiri Baraka (Dutchman) and Gwendolyn Brooks (“Boy Breaking Glass”) to
explore the relationship between Black Artists and their art. Using Samuel Floyd’s
concept of the ring, Wonder’s self reflective act as an inhabitant on the train critiques or
“cuts in” on the sacred persona of Ray Charles.
In Chapter Three, “Rainbows Moonbeams, and Orange Snow”--Stevie Wonder’s
SpaceTime Continuum, I conceive the collective space of the Black gathering as a
political act. After discussing the history of stringent monitoring and control of Black
gatherings, I use the poem “From Inside the Continuum” to conflate the Black Artist’s
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experience while attempting to complete a ritual. With several works from Black Fire, I
examine how Black Artists use their collaborative space to reinterpret their figurative and
physical spaces. Using the music of Parliament Funkadelic, Earth Wind and Fire and
War, I explore how space becomes a boundless realm of Black possibility. Finally, I
discuss Stevie Wonder’s projection of outer space as an inspiring place to advocate for
Blackness.
In Chapter Four, “Married to our dangers”--(Re)Visionist Politics of Stevie
Wonder’s Where I’m Coming From,” I reflect on the historical significance of Stevie
Wonder’s creative departure from Motown Records. After exploring the ideological
foundations of Barbara Ann Teer of the National Black Theatre and author Harold Cruse
(Revolution of Rebellion?), I discuss how Black Artists like Stevie Wonder must
symbolically interact with their work. Using several poems and songs, I discuss how
artists like Nikki Giovanni and Wonder repositioned opposing political stances between
the Black Power and Civil Rights Movements. Finally, I present Marvin Gaye and Curtis
Mayfield as contemporaries removed from their own creative limitations, who made
music to advance the Black experience.
I consider Wonder’s coded work through several symbols of Black femininity in
Chapter Five, “Boogie on Superwoman, Little Golden Lady with Ebony Eyes.” Through
a framework that includes Michelle Wallace’s The Myth of the Superwoman and several
works by Rosa Guy, I develop a feminine representation that resembles Stevie Wonder’s
concept of Black femininity. Intelligent, compelling and self reflective, Stevie Wonder’s
feminine representation can project her femininity because she is among a community of
women. By presenting the Black woman as a chorus of feminine experience, Wonder
assures her the protection that community brings.
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In the final chapter, “Maybe Your Baby Done Made Some Other Plans--The
Aesthetic of Loving Blackness,” I explore how Stevie Wonder’s music promotes an
inclusive Black culture. Because of his close location to popular culture and Black Art,
Stevie Wonder, I begin with the bell hook’s essay “Loving Blackness as Political
Resistance.” Stevie Wonder’s influence on music history is as undeniable as his position
as an advocate for Black people. By informing their music with their cultural experience,
Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin and Nina Simone communicate multilayered to
audiences. Finally using the work Suzan Lori Parks (“New Black Math”), I explore how a
Black Artist uses her connections to Black culture to perpetuate an inclusive love of a
Black self.
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CHAPTER ONE
RAY CHARLES, STEVIE WONDER AND
THE POLITICS OF A NEW “SOUL” SPIRITUALITY

“We have five senses, yes but they are merely the ones the present
world is prepared to use. They are not nearly complete. In the here
and now on earth, in society, we live in a lower register. This is
why we are essentially one-handed. Add five more senses to the
five we know. Then we will be getting somewhere.” Amiri Baraka,
“Bopera Theory” (2002)
“--the kiln in which I was fired--” August Wilson, “The Ground on
Which I Stand” (2001)
The musician’s coin toss on the fixed path of the train personifies the creation of a
counter culture to oppression, or the cycle of the train on its track. The Black Musician’s
artistic creation constructs a space for the audience to witness this counter culture as
Subject, opposing its normal position in the margins. Like the coin toss, the pole
established during the consecration of a newly acquired space begins the ritual symbolic
interaction in the temporal. According to Mircea Eliade in the work The Sacred and the
Profane, the pole “represents a cosmic axis, for it is around the sacred pole that territory
becomes habitable, hence is transformed into a world” (33). The Arunta tribe tradition
believes deity Numbakula made a pole from the trunk of the gum tree, anointed it with
blood, then “climbed it and disappeared in the sky” (32). The Alcihipa utilized the pole to
stay mobile, allowing them to be “in their world” and “in communication with the sky
into which Numbakula vanished” (33). In this context, the sacred pole serves as a ritual
sacrament of the present customs of former sacred experience, as the Numbakula utilized
gum trees in its construction. Native to Australia, gum trees are much like the Blues form
in terms of the Black Musician. Blues contains the cultural remnants of Black people and
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their history in Africa, while under Western influence. By symbolically interacting with
the blues, and sacrificing its code to create new texts of the Black Experience, the Black
Musician consecrates the forged ground.
The Blues remain as a symbolic code of a disallowed past, with the Black
Musician as an intercessor for the tradition. With every invocation, the Musician and
listener return to the original cosmogony (read:archetype), while simultaneously creating
a new form in the present. The combination of symbolic and iconic interaction mirrors
the semiotic and performative exchanges in music. The Black Artist has a symbolically
iconic relationship with Western music. The Black Musician plays music on a scale of
tones and semitones (symbolic) arranged from lowest to highest; this scale, when played
in a series of patterns and formations (iconic) drives the listener to move. A reflexive act,
before supplication of the sacred pole the Artist must first establish authority over the
space, and by doing so,
presuppose[s] an existential choice--the choice of the universe that
one is prepared to assume by ‘creating’ it. Now, this universe is
always the replica of the paradigmatic universe created and
uninhabited by the gods; hence it shares in the sanctity of the gods’
work. (Eliade 34)
A self defining cosmic authority ordains the Black Musician as cosmic guardians of an
enveloping Black consciousness. Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder were assigned this task
of establishing the sacred pole when they accessed the sacred space of communication
between the sacred experience of art and the profane experience of oppression. Upon
reorganization, many symbols of Black popular music--the Blues, spirituals, the piano
and harmonica--were projected into the ritual imagination of audiences. The Black
Musician’s coin toss “opens up the world of the gods” to listeners, while also forging a
means by which to get there. Equally as sacred as the “gods’ work,” not just a skylight,
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but a staircase, the Blues code invites audiences into their own self-reflective acts. Each
of the acts presents the godhead in its plainest sight, expanding notions of the
unconscious and the conscious, and the body and the spirit.
According to Amy Abugo Ongiri, in Spectacular Blackness: The Cultural Politics
of the Black Arts Movement and the Search for the Black Aesthetic, the year 1968 was
“marked [by] several key moments in the destruction of symbolic markers of the civil
rights era, especially in the transition of away from a mass movement politics and
nonviolent struggle and to a post-civil rights era of vanguardism and violent repression”
(Ongiri 99). James Brown’s “Say It Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud” came at a pivotal
point musically during the Black Arts/ Power movements. Released in 1968, after the
assassinations of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy, “Say It Loud”
registered with Black people all over the nation. The same year, Black Fire was released,
edited by BAM members Amiri Baraka and Larry Neal. Authors like Baraka, Neal and
Gwendolyn Brooks were progressive inhabitants of the train, and just as Wonder tossed
his coin, their own autonomous acts worked to advance the rigid ideas surrounding the
Black Aesthetic. By wrestling with notions of collective identity, temporal space and
femininity, Wonder initiates ritual via Black artistry (i.e. music, signifying), insulated in
the collective experience of the BAM. The sacred pole centers the ritual of a collective
culture and emerges as the Black Aesthetic, with the BAM cycling around. The power
comes from the collective power of the Black Artists motivated by the impact of what
this gathering offers. The Black Aesthetic is the ritual centering of a collective culture
through a mojo bag of individual identities. The power comes from the collective
Blackness, that suspends the rigid matrix surrounding them Stevie Wonder uses the
complex structure surrounding him, yet housed in the collaborative space of his fellow
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passengers, he works a root of Black cultural artifacts (i.e. Blues, signifying), to
reimagine his own creative power within a space of self reflective love.
When considering the work of Stevie Wonder, the historical relevance at this time
is also significant, as it represents his primary point of departure at the start of his heroic
narrative. In 1968, Stevie Wonder also debuted an instrument that shaped his sound
during his classical period, the Hohner Clavinet and wrote his hit song “Signed, Sealed,
Delivered: I’m Yours,” with his muse Syreeta Wright. Meanwhile, Ray Charles,
professionally waning under the psychedelic rock and burgeoning soul sound of a “New
Black Music,” had not had a US number one hit since 1966’s “Let’s Go Get Stoned”--a
number one on R&B charts. Suffering with drug addiction and womanizing, Charles had
left Atlantic Records, moving to ABC-Paramount for a more lucrative contract. By 1968,
Charles was recording primarily country and western.
Charles and Wonder’s images of blind griots conjures the hope for a prophetic
voice to give reason to the destabilized times of the 1960s. Racial tensions run high for
our viewers, as well as those travelers on the train. Amy Abugo Ongiri writes the “The
Black Arts Movement asserted its definition of ‘Black community’ as an open
contestation to the Civil Rights Movement’s utopian vision of community based on racial
inclusion, integration, and cultural harmony” (97). Ray Charles proximity to the musical
beacon of this vision represents a sacred performance of a secular ideology.
The Black Arts Movement began its negotiations around class,
inclusion, and cultural production precisely when changes created
by the Civil Rights Movement and the end of legalized segregation
fostered opportunities for economic advancement and inclusion.
(Ongiri 103)
Both Charles and Wonder represent several of these hegemonic cultural antecedents-class, inclusion, etc.--within American perceptions of culture and popular music. As our
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heroes meet, the audience finds the former and his contemporary within the rigid
structure of oppression, now equals in American pop culture.
Stevie Wonder had considerable success as a young musician signed with
Motown. Having been signed at the age of 11 to Motown Records, Wonder wrote and
performed many hits for artists such as Smokey Robinson and the Miracles. Ray Charles,
having lost his sight by the age of seven to glaucoma, learned how to play music while at
the Florida School for the Deaf and Blind. As an intercessor of the Black experience,
Ray Charles had been very successful, both creatively and economically. Motivated by
more money and the opportunity to own his recordings’ masters, Charles signed with
ABC-Paramount, later receiving much critical acclaim for his Genius + Soul = Jazz and
the recording of “Georgia On My Mind"
Both Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder engage a literary trope common to the
Black experience--the blind blues musician where a lack of sight becomes an impetus for
internal understanding on behalf of the artist. The Black musician, regardless of sight,
revisions his soul, purging the experience into music. Listeners are then inherently forced
to do their own sense of soul reconfiguration to accept the newer mold from the older
model. Yet this heroic role has not always been easy for the Black musician. In her
engaging work Give Birth to Brightness--A Thematic Study in Neo-Black Literature,
author Sherley Anne Williams discusses several representations of Black mythology
explored through the Harlem Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement. In her chapter,
“The Black Musician: Black Hero as Light Bearer,” Williams considers the works of
James Weldon Johnson, Claude McKay, and Langston Hughes, where Black musicians
use music as an important subtext to the critical understanding of the performance (136).
Within this “exotic framework,” Williams explains, “[b]lack music becomes, in McKay
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and Hughes, a symbol of liberation from a stifling respectability and materialistic
conventionality which have an odor of decay about them” (137). Charles and Wonder
both engage a “liberationist” stance because of their proximity to collective movements
of the Civil Rights Movement and Black Arts/ Power Movement. Further, both
musicians’ underpinnings in the church represent the reconstruction of Black cultural
monuments. Within the rich collective space of Black spirituality, many practitioners
(Mahalia Jackson, Sam Cooke, Al Green, Aretha Franklin, etc.) utilize gospel to center
their artistry on the Black Aesthetic: liberation through gathering.
While the Black musician as hero within the Black aesthetic does have several
common characteristics--“episodic plots” with characters from lower social status or “the
underdog,” who face marginalization from an unstable world. Williams insists the
Western construct of the rigid heroic individualism be critiqued: “The Black musician,
the jazz, blues or gospel artist, in crystallizing and synthesizing his own experience and
that of his listeners, exemplifies unity and community” (141). “Unity and community”
are the primary objectives of the Black Aesthetic. By acknowledging the power of a
network of Black experience, one can slow the train of the hegemony, which cycles
around humanity. Williams later uses several texts by James Baldwin to explore the
relationship of the Black musician to the community, as he is “an archetypal figure whose
referent is Black lives, Black experiences and Black deaths” (145-146). Death, despair,
and destruction project onto the image of the Black musician, moving him out of the
margins and further into the mainstream, as he seeks success within the American dream.
Black musicians must utilize their musical abilities to reconcile oppression both in the
past and present (146). Like the remnants from a sacred ritual, Black music exchanges
over the passage of time, relying heavily on its intercessor in the experience.
14

In his section on Black musicians in the work The Drama of Nommo--Black
Theatre in the African Continuum, Paul Carter Harrison offers that the power of Nommo
comes when “the song [creates] a dramatic tension which urgently reveals the social
problem embedded in the mode” (66). While Williams focuses on music’s representation
in literature, Harrison situates the Black musician specifically as a creator and not just the
subject of a text. As a “mode,” music is a form of ordered time where the Black Artist’s
“tension” plays out for the listener, engaging the “problems” expressed:
Having realized confirmation of a peculiarly native life-style,
Black artists now act on--as opposed to constantly being in
reaction to--their immediate environment with new vigor,
conjuring up that procreative force, Nommo, to abet the
transformation of the illusion of life that belongs to the slave,
into real images of manhood and humanity. (66-67)
"Nommo" originates when the Black Artist “realizes” his own Subjective position within
the Matrix “peculiarly native life-style.” Realizing his Black hand working his root, the
Black Artist enacts "Nommo" through ritual performance. The dialogue of self reflection
is also a gathering as the Black Artist collects the often isolating experiences within the
rigid structure of the hegemony. Here, the Black Artist treats music as Subject, where he
is the negotiator of the lived experience, allowing Art to contain the oppression, and the
ritual reenactment to heal the Artist. Stevie Wonder realizes his ritual performance within
the landscape of "Nommo," embracing the African Time Continuum where time is
suspended.
The complex relationship between art and ritual, or life as narrative struggle is
described here as "Nommo," where the author of his experience projects a new identity
onto an old form. Played out on the world’s stage, the Black Artist must accept the role of
gatekeeper at the railroad crossing of the sacred and profane. The sacred nature of Black
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music combined with the profane lived experience of the Black musician produces a
matrix through which art comments on society. Mircea Eliade’s premise of sacred time vs
profane duration is integral in the analysis of the Ray Charles/ Stevie Wonder dialectic.
The sacred nature of ritual performance (i.e. Black Popular Music) correlates to the
construction of sacred time that ultimately develops in opposition to the lived experience
of Black people, e.g. man’s profane duration.
Visibility and Blindness in the Literary Imagination
Willa Cather’s 1918 novel My Antonia features the character Blind D’Arnault,
whose rigid portrayal of Black blindness represents the cycle of repression and
expression of ritual passageways. Removed from the "Nommo" of the aforementioned
analysis and described as “repulsive if his face had not been so kingly and happy,” D’
Arnault is a mere projection of an intercessor of Black music. By calling his voice “docile
subservience,” and “repulsive,” the unnamed narrator attempts to devalue D’Arnault’s
value as a decoder to the Blues. His visibility places Blind D’Arnault in a space of
rejection and contempt, as his own mother is ashamed of his looks, preventing him from
playing the piano. The (dis)connection to the mother is no mistake, as she represents
D’Arnault’s relationship with his past, i.e. his art. Yet, because of his natural predilection
to music (another tragic stereotype, along with his mixed ancestry), Blind D’Arnault is
drawn to a piano in the Big House. Like Blind D’Arnault, Charles and Wonder play the
keyboard to work cultural roots in Blues and gospel music. In a sexual-like experience,
Blind D’Arnault sneaks into the room, and finally touches the piano:
Through the dark he found his way to the Thing, to its mouth. He
touched it softly, and it answered softly, kindly. He shivered and
stood still. Then he began to feel it all over, ran his finger-tips
along the slippery sides, embraced the carved legs, tried to get
some conception of its shape and size, of the space it occupied in
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primeval night. It was cold and hard, and like nothing else in his
black universe. He went back to its mouth, began at one end of the
keyboard and felt his way down into the mellow thunder, as far as
he could go. He seemed to know that it must be done with the
fingers, not with the fists or the feet. (Cather VII)
The piano, described here at the end as a “highly artificial instrument,” contextualizes the
detached existence of practitioners who have been stopped from completing their work.
Using the piano helps complete the ritual, and D’Arnault understands “instinctively” the
instrument will help “piece him out and make a whole creature of him” (Cather VII).Yet
unlike D’Arnault, Wonder and Charles are not isolated from their pianos. The piano,
despite its use and dominance within Black music, is a stiff and impermeable symbol of
white privilege for D'Arnault. While Charles and Wonder relish the ebony and ivory
keys, Blind D’Arnault seems afraid of the keyboard. Having been historically denied the
communicative potential of the piano because of its proximity to Whiteness (e.g. located
in master’s house), D’Arnault enters into his ritual from a space of Black denial. Wonder
and Charles have greater agency, having initiated their rituals as a part of a community.
The wholeness D’Arnault seeks is invested in completion of a task that he was
preordained to do. The piano represents a sonic vessel by which D’Arnault can transcend
his tragic experience.
The combined experience of Black and blind allowed Charles and Wonder to
converge paradigms of White privilege, social uplift, and the oppression of Black people.
The Black Artist ventures away from the collective of artifacts and community, they
move further into mainstream that affords him greater visibility. Subjected to
discrimination in a system that they function with/ without, Black artists face a distinct
scrutiny. In Richard Wright's novel Native Son, Bigger Thomas’ interaction with the
blind Mrs. Dalton represents a symbolic encounter of Blackness’ visibility to a “liberal
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eye” of whiteness.Wright carves a sacred space out of the profane experience of both
Bigger and Mrs. Dalton, as each have their own moral failings. Meeting Bigger in a
hallway of the house, Mrs. Dalton allegorizes the blindness of white people who
supported the Negro uplift movement of the 30s and 40s, yet un/consciously supported
the structure of white privilege. Her presence is unsettling to Bigger, as she occupies a
disruptive space in his understanding of oppression. Her blindness would seemingly
exculpate her from responsibility, as she cannot “see” the race that determines the
prejudice, while simultaneously working toward racial uplift, as Mr. Dalton relays to
Bigger, “[Mrs. Dalton] has a deep interest in colored people” (Wright 489). However
Mrs. Dalton is able to benefit from her white privilege: “Even as she exempts herself
from the coercive visual economy regimenting race relations, she supports and makes
possible that system, just as the gaze is both external to and productive of the field of
visibility” (Elmer 788). Like D’Arnault, Charles, and Wonder, the lack of a physical
gaze does not prevent the visible gaze of oppression, because of the rigid structure that
supports Mrs. Dalton’s privilege.
The Black Artist’s experience of dual matrices also manifests dual performances.
By symbolically interacting with his ritual, Black artistry remains coded, even when
presented for mass popular consumption. Superficially the Black Artist’s work might
appear to just be a prototypical representation of Blackness, containing many symbolic
elements of Black culture (e.g. the Blues, call and response). Yet upon closer inspection,
the work reveals important commentary and analysis about the structure that presupposes
the exchange: the hegemony. Rev. Homer A. Barbee from Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man,
reflects a different perspective of blindness, one that acts with autonomy while in
coalition with his ancestral spirits. Barbee is also described as ugly, “fat, with a bullet18

head,” also by an unnamed narrator, who admittedly does not see Barbee, having
“focused only upon the white men and Dr. Bledsoe” (Ellison 118). While clearly invested
in Christianity, Rev. Barbee in the early stages of his sermon goes through a series of
physical moves to collect his power as he enters into his ritual performance:
As he talked he made a cage with his hands by touching his
fingertips, then with his small feet pressing together, he began a
slow, rhythmic rocking; tilting forward on his toes until it seemed
he would fall, then back on his heels, the lights catching his blacklensed glasses until it seemed that his head floated free of his body
and was held close to it only by the white band of his collar. And
as he tilted he talked until a rhythm was established. (Ellison 118)
The tension (“touching,” “pressing,” “tilting” but not falling) combined with rhythm
evokes ritual performance, presenting Barbee as practitioner. His head appears to detach
from his body, only tethered to his clerical collar (read: restraints of Christianity). As an
eyewitness to Barbee’s coin toss, the unnamed narrator also is drawn into Barbee’s lifealtering and life affirming process, saying Barbee “was renewing the dream in our hearts”
(Ellison 118). This renewal is the hope and dream for the Black Artist Hero, to return to
his culture with the boon of his experience--an important gift for all of humanity, and not
just the original birthing culture.
In his essay “The Conscious Hero and the Rites of Man--Ellison’s War,” author
John S. Wright calls Barbee’s oration “a praise song to the ex-slave-cum-demigod who
rose from oppression and obscurity to found a citadel of learning in a hostile wilderness”
(Callahan 229). During the sermon, Barbee’s “praise song” is a sacred space within the
profane lived experience of Black culture. Continually drawing on binaries (“lowly,”
“high intelligence,” and “lowest part of this barren, war-scarred land,” a dark slave
“shedding light”), Barbee expands his newly consecrated ground with prototypical
representations of blackness, through the narrative struggle of the Founder. Barbee’s
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position in the narrative is to serve as a passageway for the story of the Founder. In the
essay “Ellison’s Zoot Suit,” Larry Neal explains Barbee’s role as a “tribal poet,” who
casts his audience of black college students under a spell, and “must don the mask of
god” (Callahan 100). The existential disruption of sacred space occurs so that those who
witness may “mask” themselves in the powerful, albeit painful mythicizing of the
Founder, as Neal goes on:
These are memories that his young audience must internalize, and
share fully, if they are to ever realize themselves in the passage
from adolescence into maturity. And this is the function of folk
culture. This is what Ellison sensed in the blues. (Callahan 101)
Folk culture, especially Black culture must wear a similar mask, to gain acceptance
within the mainstream. The mask allows protection from visibility gained during the
hero's return. The hero will receive the appropriate hero's welcome, rather than rejected
because they have changed from their ordeal. Like Rev. Homer Barbee, Stevie Wonder’s
representation as a Black blind musician offers a window into the relationship between an
intercessor and his art, when initiated in the community of origin. His lack of sight isn’t
about vision but agency, as some who are blind do not act because of unseen White
privilege--Mrs. Dalton and Blind D’Arnault. Empowered by the church gathering and
multiple codes, Barbee inserts the Founder’s narrative by collapsing symbol, style and his
experience. Barbee collapses history and ritual, as Neal collapses Ellison’s understanding
of folk culture, down to the function of Black culture as a semiotic system for collective
advancement. Barbee does so via ritual, embracing the duality of lived experiences and
suspended temporality.
Cheryl Clarke’s After Mecca: Women Poets and the Black Arts Movement offers a
similar analysis of Aretha Franklin’s version of the blues classic, “The Thrill Is Gone.” In
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the chapter “Missed Love--Black Power and Black Poetry,” Clarke interprets Franklin’s
version as a reflection of loss at the wane of the Civil Rights Movement. Containing a
sample of the Negro spiritual “Free At Last,” Aretha Franklin stylistically riffs on
accepted boundaries of sacred and secular, as Franklin utilizes her various “readings” of
music and history (Clarke 7). Franklin’s extensive musical background affords her
greater mobility with lyric, tone (“resignation,” “desolation”) and style (gospel with
insertion of “Free At Last” riff at at the end) to expand the literal meaning of losing one’s
love (Clarke 8). Calling Franklin’s tone “sinister and mourning--a dangerous melding,”
Clarke writes,
Freed of the obligation and commitment to act peacefully for the
constitutional promises of citizenship, the speaker warns the object
of her pain that her desire for the fulfillment of those promises is
“gone away-ay-ay-ay.” Following hard upon the melisma
signaling the historic intimacy and familiarity of the betrayal
comes the sarcastic thrust of the endearment. (9)
Franklin’s performance places her as intercessor of an important heroic revelation, as the
reimagined "Thrill Is Gone" is a sacred boon for humanity. Like the Rev. Homer Barbee
from Invisible Man, she skillfully engages the Black cultural “normative” of the slain
civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. to enlist the listener as a witness to this ritual.
“[T]urning the tables on white people,” Aretha Franklin strikes a balance of R&B (“Thrill
Is Gone”), and gospel (“Free At Last”) to critiquing cultural oppression (Clarke 9).
Franklins dual performance is not unlike the ritual performance of aforementioned
Black Artists. While singing as an artist for Atlantic Records, Franklin won her first
Grammy for Best Female R&B Performance in 1968, and she won consecutive Grammys
for eight years straight. She attained enormous fame and prestige, yet recognized the need
to consecrate new ground with a coin toss of her own. Nor does Franklin’s creative work
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stand alone in her critique of white oppression. During the increased momentum, the
Black Arts Movement also responded to the changing times. From the deaths of Malcolm
X, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Medgar Evers, the bombing of the 16th Street Baptist
Church, to the Fannie Lou Hamer led Mississippi Freedom Party, Clarke writes,
All these conditions produced a new black poetry and a new black
American cultural practice. Like the ‘out’ improvisational shift in
jazz as performed by John Coltrane, the nationalist expressivity of
black theater created by Ed Bullins, Leroi Jones/ Amiri Baraka,
NR Davidson, Richard Wesley, the poetry and the poetry reading
were profoundly instrumental in advancing and prescribing
masculinity and heterosexuality. The poetry forecasted and
corroborated the radical revisioning of the place of AfricanAmericans in the mind and body politic of [America]. (10)
The hegemony presses Black artists and BAM members into their seats with the past
memories of oppression, while simultaneously moving forward in the present. Within this
“radical revisioning,” the distortion disrupts privileged populations who exist within the
boundaries, affording those without agency more power to move (e.g. slows down the
train).
In his address “The ground on which I stand,” August Wilson explains the dual
landscape of the Black Artist as “art that is conceived and designed to entertain white
society, and art that feeds the spirit and celebrates the life of Black America by designing
its strategies for survival and prosperity.” Manifested in both body (the stage) and spirit
(ritual), Black people occupy a liminal space whenever they are not completing a ritual
task. In this context, Black people’s sheer existence disrupts the hegemonic structure.
Now a “target for cultural imperialists who seek to empower and propagate their ideas
about the world as the only valid ideas,” Black Artists must either be controlled or
destroyed, as the ritual allows artists to transcend the sensory threshold of the body and
spirit (Wilson “The ground…”). Baraka explains that Black Art is the “five more senses
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to the five we know,” (“Bopera Theory” 378). Because Black Artists often matriculate
the experience of Black-life-as-Art, they must symbolically interact with their ritual. By
using the ritual space of performance, Artists conceive a multilayered Black experience.
While there might be only one author, character, or play, the interpretations of these parts
produces a collaborative environment for the Black Artist as well. Artists must rebalance
the ideologies that might hold these parts together while also reimagining the space in
which they inhabit.
Performed in 1964, then made into a film in 1967, Amiri Baraka’s “Dutchman”
superficially portrays a fatal exchange between two characters Clay, a black man, and
Lula, a white woman. The cycling--or repetition of cultural memory--of the train does not
advance the passengers any further. Set in “[t]he flying underbelly,” of an unnamed city,”
there is little discussion to where people on the train might be headed. “Looking vacantly
just above [a magazine’s] wilting pages,” and “blankly toward the window,” Clay’s state
of reverie represents the ritual trance of Baraka’s act (“Dutchman” 3). He tosses his coin
in the presence of Lula, described as “a tall, slender, beautiful woman with long red hair
hanging straight down her back, wearing only loud lipstick” (“Dutchman” 5). Baraka
downplays Clay’s initial attraction to Lula (an “instinctive though undesirable” smile,”
“smiling quizzically”) and reveals that Clay hopes “his memory of this brief encounter
will be pleasant” (“Dutchman” 4-5). Clay has no ulterior motive: he only wants to
complete his task as a ritual. Lula, as conscious outside observer to Baraka’s coin toss,
attempts to capitalize on the temporary suspension of time, to investigate Clay’s “idle”
gaze (4). Clay is not looking at her initially, as she admits to looking for him:
Lula. That’s why I came looking through the window . . . so you’d
have more than that to go on. I even smiled at you.
Clay. That’s right.
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Lula. I even got into this train, going some other way than mine.
Walked down the aisle . . . searching you out. (“Dutchman”
7).
She has captured his “sight” to disrupt Baraka’s ritual performance. Lula seeks Clay out
to control and co-opt the power of Clay's existence in Baraka's narrative.
Lula first attempts to minimize the sacred space that Clay inhabits with overt
sexual innuendoes and lies about Clay. From constant touching (“Putting her hand on
Clay’s closest knee, drawing it from the knee up to the thigh’s hinge," (13) “Grabs his
thigh, up near the crotch,” (17)) to accusations that Clay wants to have his way with her,
Lula’s uses myth (or lies) about Clay, effectually forcing him into a self interrogation
about his identity, allowing her to co-opt the powerful space of his ritual:
Lula. I lie a lot.
[Smiling]
It helps me control the world.
By projecting her own myths into the ritual performance, she does not stop the ritual, but
masks it in the hegemony. Lula’s accusations center on several prototypical references to
black masculinity, especially hypersexuality. Because of her position center in white
mainstream, Lula must only acknowledge part of Clay's projection, as early on Lula tells
Clay, “I told you I didn’t know anything about you. . . you’re a well known type” (12).
Clay attempts to echo this sentiment to entice her to a party and offers, “You said you
know my type” Baraka reminds us that Lula’s ideas about Clay are just mythologizing:
Lula.
[Strangely irritated]
Don’t get smart with me, Buster. I know you like the
palm of my hand. (17)
Lula’s irritation stems from Baraka’s reminder that he is still in control, as Clay’s identity
is a product of Lula’s own construction (“palm of my hand”) and not real. Her inability to
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materialize the ritual forms shrinks in the interrogating gaze of the metatextual
connection of the Black Artist to Black Art. Because Baraka possesses an archetypal
communication to consecrate his newly attained ground, Lula--now just a witness to the
heightened experience--cannot disrupt his performance.
Lula resorts to disrupting the cosmic communication, as she cannot destroy the
emerging completion of the ritual. Lula literally puts words in Clay’s mouth trying to
upset the performance:
Lula.
[Starts laughing again]
Now you say to me, "Lula, Lula, why don't you go to
this party
with me tonight?" It's your turn, and let those be your
lines, (16).
Metaphorically, Clay becomes the coin in Baraka’s toss, malleable clay at Baraka’s
disposal, who must yield to his potter’s hand as well. So, he repeats the line, as she
requests. It is only later, in her pathetic imitation of the Blues--an important code in the
Black aesthetic--does Lula try to convince Clay that his ritual stage also has limitations.
There is power in both the completion of and initiation of the ritual. Lula dangles an
objectified perception of Black culture in front of Clay, who was “embarrassed but
determined to get a kick out of the proceedings” (30). Berating him with images of Black
“sellouts,” (“Uncle Tom,” “Old Tom,”) and passing (“liver-lipped white man. You
would-be Christian. You ain’t no nigger, you’re just a dirty white man”), Lula reveals
herself as icon of oppression. Clay “gets up out of his seat and visibly scans the faces of
the other raiders,” as witnesses converge their gazes in opposition to Lula’s oppression
(32). Pivotal scenes in the play begin with looks--“blank look” (3); she enters the train
because she thinks Clay is looking at her-- and this final act of hypervisibility proves too
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much for Clay, and he snaps. Lula has no attachment to the cultural history, yet she
attempts to wield the symbolic power in front of witnesses. Clay must challenge Lula’s
admitted lies, therein readjusting the communicative power between the past and present.
In his essay “Bopera Theory,” Baraka explains the symbolic function between a
dialogic past and present:
The ancient world was organized socially by primitive
communalism. The old African aesthetic still speaks directly of
this, whether in the polyrhythms of music or in the bright,
polychromatic colors of visual art, passed even now to us in the
Western World Afro-American music is still fundamentally a
collective and improvised communal expression (380).
The African Time Continuum is evidenced in the community center. The archetypal
communication of the “social organization” responds to both an instinctual need to
complete the ritual and resist a temporal annihilation. The spectrum (“polyrhythms,”
“polychromatic”) of experience “[becomes] verse by their insistence and resistance,” or
in other words materializes out of the cosmic authority of the initiand (380). Because
Clay serves as Baraka’s ritual (as a creative act) and initiand (in Clay’s exchange with
Lula on the cycling train), he is also an intercessor for the Black Artist’s lived experience,
attached to the sinewy strands of Baraka’s manipulation. Using the term manipulation is
intentional as Clay is a necessary, albeit problematic puppet in Baraka’s hands.
Working as cultural marionette puppeteers, Black Artists carry their rituals--the
ancient archetypes of humanity. With each manipulation of their crafts, the symbolic
interaction between the unconscious enveloping darkness and its intercessor disrupts the
mythical dual experience. Clay, in the hands of his ritual master Baraka, captivates the
hegemony, destabilizing its architecture. While shocking, Clay’s disposal also contains a
plea to purify the space at the completion of the ritual act. Discarding the remnants of the
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act prevents the ritual power from being hijacked by the hegemony. Baraka orchestrates
these events, maintaining an aesthetic distance only realized in the face of an audience.
Because he initiated the ritual act, Baraka maintains dual control over the liminal (ritual)
and literal (theatre) space, maneuvering Clay in and out of the hegemony, as well as its
oppressive composition.
Cutting in on Ray’s Sacred line--The Boy Wonder Redefines Both Black and Blind
“Ezekiel saw de wheel, way up in de middle of de air.
The little wheel run by faith
The big wheel run by the grace of God
A wheel in a wheel, way in the de middle of de air.”
“I'm so darn glad he let me try it again
Cause my last time on earth I lived a whole world of sin
I'm so glad that I know more than I knew then
Gonna keep on tryin'
Till I reach my highest ground.”
Stevie Wonder, “Higher Ground,” Innervisions, 1975
“The ring--symbol of community, solidarity, affirmation, and
catharsis--was common to many African societies.” Samuel Floyd,
The Power of Black Music 1995
Through syncretism, the Black Musician uses ritual performance to raise the
cultural value of the Black Aesthetic in the renegotiation of popular culture’s political
economy. The ritual ring is a primary symbol in this interaction. The symbol of the ring is
both constative and performative within African American culture: constative-- describes
the situation; performative--creates reality, incites action. In his work The Power of Black
Music, Samuel Floyd situates the ring within the Black aesthetic as an extension of the
blues code or language. Blues is a manifestation of the values of the ring (74). The ritual
ring symbolically as “communication system” represents through words and formulas,
such as the 12 bar blues form or “the Blues” as cultural narrative:
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In short, instrumental blues spoke a musical code decipherable by
knowers of culture but inaccessible to those outside it. It is this
code and its interpretation that links the blues to other Black
modes of expression. The code itself is interpretive, traditionally
taught to blues people, by Esu, the African god of interpretation
and connector of the people to their African past. (Floyd 78)
As the Black Diaspora faces sacred dissolution in the profane interaction with the
hegemony, many of the modes of expression could not be taught in a traditional way due
to segregation and prejudice. Black artists, must re-consecrate their profane existence, as
they live in opposition to their oppression. The Blues code flexibility (“interpretative,”
while working as a “connector”) serves as cultural signifier to the impermeability of the
Black artists’ ritual performance.
The ring reproduces sonically in these forms as in the case of the blues (AAB
form), but represents ritual performance within the Black Aesthetic. The return and
recreate cycle is evidenced in the exchange between the Black Artist, the Black
Aesthetic, and Black Art. Calling it the “mechanics of improvisation,” Samuel Floyd
explains jazz musicians’ ability to recall appropriate musical responses while playing in
the same space as cultural memory (140). Along with call and response, this ability
coincides with a “reservoir of semantic-like expediencies” that condition Black music
with symbolic meaning, while other forms of representation support through
improvisation:
It is this dialogical effectiveness that jazz musicians strive for as
they create and re-create, state and revise, in the spontaneous
manner known as improvisation [. . .] it is not merely the manner
in which attacks, releases, sustainings, tempi, and other technicalmusical requirements are rendered that makes jazz. On the
contrary, it is the dialogical substance, the content brought to and
created in the experience that determines a genre. (140-41)
[original text’s emphasis]
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The ritual ring becomes iconic as internal representation of external objects, constantly
revising while creating alternative pathways through a performative space. Including
tones and half tone, the sonic code of music represents a dialogic performative space
between music and artist.
Similar to this experience are cutting contests, or musical contests between
various stride piano players from the 20s-40s. During these contests, musicians would
introduce increasingly more complex ideas, changing the key and/or tempo as well as
attempting to outplay & outstyle one another musically. Art Tatum, another blind Black
musician, was considered best at cutting, usually winning the contests. Ray Charles, as a
Black blind musician was also recreating while editing the form. It is not merely
Wonder’s music that redefines the coming development in Black popular music, but also
Charles’ music whose “substance brought to and created in the experience--[is] the
makeup of the music prior to the reconstruction of the newest cultural monuments”
(Floyd 141). Ray Charles’ representation as a Black Artist is as integral to Wonder’s
completion of the ritual. Stevie Wonder reclaims the “ritual value base” during his tenure
on the train. “Soul began when Ray Charles exploited gospel’s sacred sound" (Floyd
204), and by initiating the deconstruction of the misplaced ritual, Wonder consecrated his
newly acquired space as sacred as well.
Stevie Wonder represents a geographic expansion of the Black blind musician
narrative. His experience in the industrialized city of Detroit richly inscribes the
migrational aspects of the Black Time Continuum. Black popular music’s cross country
movement is evidenced in the blues roots in Mississippi, the birth of jazz in Louisiana,
and its northern movement to such cities as Detroit, Harlem, and Chicago. Furthermore,
Wonder notably explores that movement in several songs prior to his departure,
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declaring, “I was born in Little Rock/ Had a childhood sweetheart/ We were always hand
in hand,” in the song “I Was Made to Love Her.” Written in 1967, Wonder integrates
(word choice intentional) his own childhood narrative, with that of the integrationist
efforts of the Civil Rights Movement. By centering Wonder on the Black Aesthetic,
audiences are immediately reminded of the Little Rock Nine, of Central High School.
Because he “was always hand in hand” with his love, Wonder lyrically unites himself
with the coming movement in Black popular music. By situating the lyrics in the South,
Wonder is also unifying himself with Charles, another Southern cultural antecedent, as he
was born in Albany, Georgia.
Ray Charles and Stevie Wonder also stand at a metaphysical boundary of the
profane time experience of Western hegemony and the sacred time of the Black Time
Continuum. Their proximity to this discursive space or “the cosmogony [or] the
archetype of all creation,” implicates their role in the reconfiguration of cosmic time,
where “the cosmogony brings forth, [serving as] the paradigmatic model for all other
times” (Eliade 76). By enacting the sacred pole of music, between the two worlds of
Western and the Black Time Continuum, the Black Musician “[s]ymbolically became
contemporary with the cosmogony [where] he was present at the creation of the world”
(Eliade 76). The burning of cultural monuments from both sides of the paradigm serve as
fuel to accelerate the movement of the train: the “sacred” space of the gospel music; the
profane symbolic interaction of blues music. This consecration of sacred and secular
music allows for a “repetition of the cosmogony” or the “ritual taking possession,”
(Eliade 31). By breaking apart the rich and meaningful symbols of gospel and blues,
Charles and Wonder were engaging an ancient ritual the African Time Continuum or
"Nommo" by of forging new ground in the Black Time Continuum. Because of Wonder’s
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blues background and predilection, he would invade Charles’s sacred proximity to gospel
music. Stevie saw the wheel, and cut in on Ray’s sacred line.
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CHAPTER TWO
“RAINBOWS, MOONBEAMS, AND ORANGE SNOW”-STEVIE WONDER’S SPACETIME CONTINUUM

Don't need cars cause we've learn to fly/ on Saturn/
Just to live to us is our natural high.
Stevie Wonder, “Saturn,” Songs in the Key of Life (1976)
If you find Earth boring/ Just the same old same thing/
C’mon and sign up for Outer Spaceways Incorporated. Space Is the Place.
You and I make a complete spirit to deal with realities,
while the/ others flash and fan illusions about. It’s us the
children of the Cosmos to grab the concrete, its up to us to
live complete lives./ Life is up to the %100 alive. Two in
one spirit in meadows and fresh/ green forests, with the
sound of youthful spring in our midst. Kuwasi Balagon
“Children of the Cosmos,” (lines 19-23)
Many members of the Black Power/ Arts Movement saw outer space as a helpful
symbol in exploring the self through actualization. On a journey through the
“nothingness” of Space--mirroring “out of this world” oppression, Black Artists
encounter a more autonomous Black experience on the other side. Artists such as Sun-Ra
and Earth, Wind and Fire engaged Space tropes to critique the plight of Black listeners
discouraged by the unkept promises of yesterday.
Establishing the gathering of Blackness as a political act gives a historical context
to the legislative efforts to control and eliminate autonomous Black collectives. The
poem “From Inside the Continuum” by June Jordan explores the performative space of
ritual for the Black Artist. In the collective work of Black Fire (1968), Black Artists use
their limitless power to reimagine their physical and figurative spaces. The work of Earth,
Wind and Fire, Parliament Funkadelic, and War actively uses celestial themes and
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imagery in their music to embrace a radical space for Blackness. Stevie Wonder's uses
the symbol of space to nurture environment for a variegating Black experience.
Historical Significance of Black Gatherings
As conscious observers of time, both historically and in the present, Black artists
are actors in the nature of time--living in a conscious present moving forward--and an
audience of an undiscovered and reclaimed past. As an audience, Black artists have a
dual purpose of both uncovering a lost tradition and preserving Black aesthetic principles
of community. As the sacred pole of the Black Time Continuum, the Black aesthetic is
nurtured within a liminal space of Black collectivity. Simultaneously, Black Artists serve
as practitioners of a reconstructed “new” past, critiquing new art and texts via the cycling
profane experience outside of the train. Like the platform passing by a train window, the
past experience is always moving backward. Recognizing this distortion of time and
space, the Black Arts Movement sought to embolden the compelling but uncomfortable
position of the practitioners of the Black aesthetic. As the Western cycle of oppression
exists to construct a rigid world of imaginary lines, the Black Artist must grasp hold of
these devices of his/her own oppression. As the Black Aesthetic’s ethnographers, the
Black Artist must also craft an existence that both preserves the self and destroys the
stability the Artist relies on to transcend the very same oppression. The Black Artist must
stand upright to toss the coin, complete their ritual, and ultimately stop the train.
To maintain the power of the symbol, while protecting it from commoditization,
Black Artists must symbolically interact with their Art. Like Baraka's Clay, whose fate is
death, the attachment of ritual to art within the Black experience is dangerous to the
hegemonic structure, much like the banning of public gatherings of slaves: "We forbid
slaves belonging to different masters to gather in crowds either by day or by night, [...]
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for any other cause, either at the dwelling or on the grounds of one of their masters, or
elsewhere, [...] under the penalty of corporal punishment" (Louisiana's Code Noir). After
the adoption of the Code Noir in 1724, Louisiana made it illegal for slaves of different
masters to gather, for fear of slave rebellions and the loss of white lives. The penalty for
frequent unauthorized gatherings, ranged from lashings or being branded with a fleur de
lis, or worse--death. Furthermore, these early laws gave rights to all “all our subjects, be
they officers or not,” to arrest, try and send to prison any slave they deemed guilty of an
offense (Louisiana's Code Noir). White supremacy actively sought out autonomous
collectives of Black Art, to both appropriate and destroy. Similarly traditional Western
critical restrictions on genre and performative space work to control the creative
expression of Black Art. Stevie Wonder disrupts these limitations by overlapping spaces
of experience and genres. His critical acclaim is worldwide, as he develops an inclusive
narrative around the Black Aesthetic. Furthermore, Black Artists have rarely embraced
these divisions, as authors such as Langston Hughes, Zora Neale Hurston, and even
Suzan Lori Parks represent their gifts in a variety of forms. The emphasis remains on the
communicative potential of performance, whether poem, play, song, or dance, and
centers on capturing the vivacity of Black life.
In the book “Congo Square--African Roots in New Orleans,” Freddi Williams
Evans explores how social and creative gatherings produced counter hegemonic forces in
the dynamic space of New Orleans’ famed Congo Square. Yet New Orleans was not the
only city, as Philadelphia and New York City both had their own versions of Congo
Square, even sharing the name (Williams 24). From marketplace to burial ground, these
collectives were frowned upon by the white power structure, and resulted in a series of
ordinances and laws that attempted to disempower the assemblies:
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In 1856, a city ordinance made it unlawful to beat a drum, blow a
horn, or sound a trumpet in the city. A week after this ordinance
passed, the city council passed an additional one that prohibited all
public balls, dances, and entertainment with permission from the
mayor. . .[Later] a clause provided an opportunity for enslaved
Africans to again assemble and dance or play ball and cricket with
permission from the mayor . . . [T]he fact that officials established
the law suggests that there was a need for it and that the
opportunity to assemble existed. (Williams 31)
By re-inhabiting the physical space with a variety of representations, the Black ritual-asart disrupts the oppressive structure, making it hard to distinguish between each
autonomous act. These collections are so “dangerous,” that despite clear opposition, they
still prevailed. The sheer existence of a mass of Black people in white dominated space
presented enormous opportunity in the physical sense, at the moment of their
inhabitation. By spiritually annexing these often rejected spheres of white oppression
(Williams 24), and inhabiting them with their own needs (marketplace) and rituals
(dance, music, etc), the newly decolonized space only perpetuated the autonomous Black
energy that produced it.
The now [re]inhabited space of the train, filled with like minded individuals,
recognizing the need to cipher together, create a sacred space for their rituals in their
unity; yet, they also understand the repercussions of such an event. In the face of
enormous oppression, these Artists must indirectly communicate with their art, without
bringing attention to their collective. Together and in communion with their art, Black
Artists represent the “most dangerous threat to the internal security,” of the hegemony
because they suspend oppression in both the physical (ritual performance) and
metaphysical sense (symbolic performance). Even while I resist and rethink the
idealization of intrinsic Black experience, I willfully admit that attaining this relationship
presents a challenge, and is an ideal on its own. However, I offer the poem “From Inside
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the Continuum” by June Jordan to model the exchange between art and intercessor during
ritual performance within the matrix.
The Black Artist who exists within a matrix of oppression, is also a matrix for she
is the creator of ideas/ objects. This matrix within a matrix, like a mirror within a mirror,
worms in and out of the crumbling monuments of Western thought and ideology. The
Black aesthetic takes old ways and does a new thing--often destroying or reconfiguring
the same oppression. In the poem “From Inside the Continuum,” author June Jordan
describes this experience, appearing at the beginning to give up:
well then let it all go
to hell
or wherever it may
But let the movement
in general
and mine
in particular
keep the pace of the days
in decision (lines 1-9)
Jordan explains it is not the destination of this experience, but rather the journey through
this dark, nothingness where one will find the spirit of existence. “Keep[ing] the pace of
the days,” represents time that moves ever forward in the "Nommo" or African Time
Continuum.
Therefore, through ritual performance and the symbolic act, Black Artists
“choose” to engage art in a tiresome game of cat and mouse. With the pervading
hegemony setting traps to snare the intercessor throughout the conscious world, the Black
Artist throws proverbial head fakes towards mainstream and capitalist success. Much like
Baraka's use of Lula to represent the hegemony, Amiri Baraka is all the while engaging
art, by extension, via Clay. The narrators are birthing something out of nothing, as they
often do not receive the spiritual, financial and communal support they need, having
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many times only remnants of a forgotten ritual to complete the task. Like Clay's
protection of the Blues, these shadows of understanding are not enough to quell the
thirsty human spirit bent under oppression. The Black Artist grows weary and less able to
resist or conform to the atypical suffering of the Black experience. The words “in
decision” serve as a turning point, as Jordan continues:
in decision
by tomorrow I will
resolve to kill somebody
and what can I show
for this sumptuous proof
of consistency
breathing in saying the names of things
hello
Weary, the Black Artist decides murder satiates the desire for creation, but even after the
ritual is over, knows that it will not be enough. “Hello,” says the Black Artist, now a
mercenary sent from the unconscious:
I am the victim who kills
I am the killer intending
to punish the past for my destiny
why
does it require
so much effort
just to close the circle. (17-25)
Because the ritual experience has been forced underground, the Black Artist must destroy
the present structure that demands its expulsion. This is why Clay must die at the end of
"Dutchmen," as he is "killed" by Baraka, the Artist. The structure was, is and presently
will always be there; therefore, “the past” becomes the old, deteriorating ideas,
perceptions, and understandings that sit on the hands of time. Each act of creation grazes
the actual ritual, yet undermines oppression--the ultimate conquest of Black Art. A
challenging but necessary process, the circle has been broken for so long that the Black
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continuum must stretch, like the impenetrable Blackness of Space around a planetary
body. Like the tuned wire of a one-string guitar, the tension produced from the “effort
just to close the circle” produces a sound from Black Artist by striking a nerve for the
listener.
Literary Significance of 1968's Black Fire
Inhabiting a massive space of its own at 670 pages, Black Fire represents 200
works from over 75 different authors. Published in 1968, Black Fire presented an
opportunity for many authors (both new and old) to let their voices be heard. Within a
strict definition of Blackness and edited by Amiri Baraka and Larry Neal, the text
includes the works of poets K. William Kgositsile, Joe Goncalves, and Kuwasi Balagon
as well as the poems of prolific jazz musician Sun Ra. When in proximity to the Black
collective of other authors, Space represents the same cyclical place of opportunity.
The theme of three hundred years of enslavement appears throughout K. William
Kgositsile’s poetry, including the work, “The Awakening.” The speaker confesses to
idealizing whiteness as a foundation, stating “Nothing sounded good enough/Unless it
had a white background” (5-6). Waxing on about the many ideological trips he took
looking for himself (“flirted with Marx/Kept my ear open Tshaka, /Moshoeshoe,
Dingane, Garvey, DuBois”), the narrator found the journey (“Twentieth century
recipe/For a grassroots favorite dish”) to be most beneficial (7-9, 14-15). The experience
of gaining wisdom about his culture is just as important as possessing the knowledge of
the culture. He developed an appreciation for his “grassroots,” after exploring these other
counter hegemonic arguments.
After witnessing the Civil Rights Movement (“Amidst sit-ins, kneel-ins, sleepins”) and in response to the voice of Malcolm X, the narrator reclaims his manhood
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standing “too high/For the pedestal of Greco-Roman Anglo-Saxon/ adolescent Fascist
myth” (26-28). A giant among Western myth, this image of a ten foot tall Black man
empowers the narrator who finds peace and acceptance as he is enveloped by an
autonomous Blackness:
Now I see everything against a Black background
As Black and proud as Melba
Breaking the blood-drippin icons of Western congenital chicanery
Enthralling me like the cataract of a cosmic orgasm. (29-32)
“Melba” of course is Melba Patillo who “invaded the space” of Central High School in
Little Rock, Arkansas and by posing his thesis through these paradigms of the academy,
race, and sex, the narrator symbolically interacts with his Black archetype, confronting
the white power structure with a full arsenal of ritual performance. Armed, like the
powerful narrator in Jordan’s “Continuum” who seeks murder as reconciliation, the poem
personifies the ritual slaying (“blood-drippin”) of Westernism. With his early calling of
the ancestors, as well as the vision of the martyred Malcolm X, combined with the
hyperbolic speech and images, Kgositsile’s art-as-ritual poem destroys the structure with
every intonation of the listener.
In another K. William Kgositsile poem, “Ivory Masks in Orbit,” Western
influence “masks” Black sound in the confines of American popular music. The chorus
from the popular Motown song by the same name, “do you love me!” as well as “future
memory,” serve as lyrical riffs on the overall steady and repetitive pace of the image of
orbiting white masks. Repetition dominates the poem as the reader experiences tonal
shifts from past “dig the beginning,” “saw the sun rise,”; to present “this moment’s riff,”
“this burning moment.” The words “future memory” also riff on the cyclical experience
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of the poem, seemingly driving the time along in the poem. Consider how “future
memory” works in the lines below:
300 sounds burn
on the ivory bespeaking
a new kind of air massive
as future memory (8-11)
The weight of the piano sounds (“ivory bespeaking”) played under the oppressive history
of slavery (“300 sounds burn”), are a recollected memory (“new kind of air massive”)
that can only be attained to the repetition of time and space. “Future memory”
successfully contextualizes the word “massive,” as it emphasizes the brevity of the
current experience as it relates to future generations. Through the lens of a planetary
orbit, the piano’s notes circle around the listener’s mind, much like the Black Time
Continuum circles around Western modernity. The pattern of a planetary cycle reinforces
the image of repetition in the poem, as the listeners and author are both participants in
this reenactment of the ritual.
Joe Goncalves’ visual poems, “Now the Time Is Ripe to Be,” and
“Sister/Brother,” invade the space constructed as they begin in a center circle and spread
across the page. By producing the poems in his own handwriting and not a typograph or
perfect circle, Goncalves molds this reconstructed space with his own hand. As the circle
of words move in a clockwise fashion, Goncalves flips the letters of the words to read
backwards, jarring the reader’s accepted notions about texts. On one hand, he reaffirms
their literacy with every backward word the reader understands; also he redefines the
concept of what literacy means from a cultural standpoint, asking, “How does one
understand a ‘backward’ language and/or ‘backward’ transmission of ideas?” Also, by
minimizing punctuation, Goncalves is not limited by the Western confines of language,
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as the emphasis is not on the stopping and ending of ideas, but on the visual structure of
the poem. The symbolic value of language takes precedence over the order of the words.
In the poem “Now the Time Is Ripe to Be,” a six point star in the center has a
circle in the hexagon with the interjection “OH!,” as if meeting the reader by surprise.
Below, the poem’s complete text:
[OH!] Our kingdom was not of this world but it has come
now. For though we sought, with our eyes full of stars and
our head full of dreams, the precious freight, the surge that
never came by the sea. The time was not our time, the trees
were not tall enough, the sun too hot. The sea was within
us. The time is now an we are the universe out of their time
free at last (Black Fire 265)
With a transcendent vision (“eyes full of stars and our head full of dreams”), Goncalves
relates this self denial (“not of this world,” “not our time”) to an opportunity to transition
into the next realm of history. The narrator finds the present state of existence too
confining (“trees were not tall enough,” “the sun too hot”). Blackness is in possession of
the ocean (“the sea”), another indomitable planetary body. “Out of their time,” suggests
the possibility for an alternate [Space] universe, as well as a time continuum that is
dialectical to the Black experience.
The poem “Sister/ Brother--Don’t you stumble” employs the concept of the wheel
as a symbol of the passage of time, as well as the turning over of ideas in the speaker’s
head. At the center of the circle is a 12 point star, with each point representing a different
month. Four months are listed; each month where the season’s equinoxes occur, March
(Spring), June (Summer), September (Fall), and December (Winter). This wheel turns, as
months go by, as seasons change, and as time passes. Here is the poem’s complete text
below:
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Help us brother to turn this wheel out of the pain that holds
us in now out of the road that is not our way help us sister
to find the way that is our own and not anothers give us
your strength and your sight to free us from the grief that is
not our way that half of us die from everyday--Ah! Your
hand is here & and I know we are on our way (Black Fire
266)
Reading like a cipher, Goncalves assigns specific roles based on gender. Goncalves
directs the reader that the “road that is not our way” and for men to turn the wheel away
from the pain that confines the mind. Women must find a way to “give strength and sight
to free us from the grief that is “not our way.” These distinct roles represented by strength
and guidance navigate across the space of the paper as a visual poem. Both poems when
in collaboration reconfigure the visual space to perpetuate power for readers.
Kuwasi Balagon’s poem“Children of the Cosmos” defines the cosmos as an
eternal place of origin for a people who are subjugated in the present. After a description
of a broken world, overrun with trash and flies, Balagon introduces the reader to the
overseer, the Joker. The administrator of this blight, the Joker, is seated at a desk, sipping
coffee as he shifts papers into several stacks, from left to right. Between grimaces, he
“looks up at the clock, makes an uglier face” (8-10) The narrator then addresses the
listener directly, unifying the voices of both speaker and listener with the pronouns “we”
and “our.”
Children of the Cosmos never say goodby, only minor
interruptions
appear like small forevers. Only time when we must
communicate with
the vibrations of desperate souls, and then it’s morning
again, and
the sun steps out from hiding, and our world glistens.
Spectrums flash
and fade, streaks of purple and orange shot with
soulasphere. Our
voice ripple and prance, our bodies glow like stars and
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melt; transformed and reformed into compressed
constellations that will
continue to continue. Yet we are only children of the
cosmos. (24-32)
By unifying the voice of the listener with the speaker, the listener is no longer protected
from the grotesque images. The narrator says, “You. Yes, you are a part of this filth,”
and in hearing this, the listener is then forced to reconstruct his own sense of space
under the stifling gaze of the Devil, as he perpetually maintains the oppressive structure.
Furthermore by calling out the reader, the speaker initiates a collaborative effort towards
greater agency with the oppressive matrix. Balagon expresses the eternal nature of the
soul (“never say goodby, only minor/interruptions/appear like small forevers”), then at
the break of dawn, when “we must communicate with/the vibrations of desperate souls,”
a bevy of technicolor images describe the experience of ritual practice.
It is only after the performance is complete for humanity, when the children of
the cosmos are allowed to transition to the next realm.
Within the illusions of one of their nights, they will peer into
the brightness of the darkness that surrounds them, and
read the codes
of all of the children of the universe. The dump will last as
the light
of a flash bulb, and those that produced it will move their last
paper,
take their last sip of coffee, and make their last ugly face.
And we will be children no more (31-37)
The author disrupts the present state of suffering at the dump by compressing the current
understanding of time (“illusions of one of their nights”). The phrase “brightness of the
darkness that surrounds them” paradoxically frames sight without light, what one must
possess to see through a place like the dump. Kgositsile’s prophecy of “be[ing] children
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no more” suggests that future generations will not only live to a different aesthetic and
cultural principle, but be the ones charged to create them.
“For I have one foot upon the threshold of the other realms
and winds,” “The Image Reach,” Sun Ra, Black Fire.
The jazz musician Sun’ Ra’s use of the word “if” in the poem “Of the Cosmic
Blueprints” signals a connection made through condition, at separate times in history.Sun
Ra’s “cosmic” is a similar vessel that the Black experience must encounter before
transitioning to another dimension. Several of his poems feature cosmic as a painful focal
point that the narrator accesses in the journey towards greater agency. In the poem “Of
The Cosmic Blueprint,” Sun Ra similarly aligns the concept of cosmic with an eternal
horrific martyrdom. Asking “If it was not slavery,” Sun Ra says this act “was rather
complete service to humanity,” an “unstinted humble effort,” while “foolish” to those
who witnessed, this mythicized Black experience as “bolder and braver/than any of
history’s warriors” (lines 1-5). Sun Ra’s “if” in this context places him in a debate while
also critiquing the relationship between history and oppression: (IF) Slavery’s oppressive
force is still in effect in the present; (THEN) oppression is a continuous cycle and not an
isolated time in history. Again we see the "Nommo" in action, disrupting Westernism's
concept of time. Sun uses “if” as beacon for the inevitable death of a people and culture:
(IF) Slavery’s oppressive force is a cycle, unlimited in the temporal experience; (THEN)
the oppressed are also enslaved under a doomed cipher in time. By posing this “cosmic
‘if’”with a “blueprint ‘then’”--how to do something or a prototype drawing of
something’s design--Sun Ra explains how something was, is and will continually be
done.
If it was not slavery
It was freedom not to be
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In order to ready for the discipline-plane
From other-greater-worlds. (12-15)
This technical drawing, like lyrical white lines on a blue background of the Black mind,
becomes a restrictive precept (“freedom not to be”) to another prophetic call (“disciplineplane/ From other-greater-worlds”). “[T]he discipline-plane/ From other-greater-worlds”
might signal everything from an alien race to the answer to end one’s suffering can only
come from outside of the suffering, or birthed out of the nothing that one might not
know--an untold or unknown self truth.
The poem “The Cosmic Age” presents the manifestation of this cosmic blueprint.
Sun Ra proclaims during the “Space Age,” people will no longer be held back by the
“gravitation of the past,” (4). Declaring that future generations “will step out of the pages
of the blinding blend of the book,/and gaze astounded at/ the Endless space of the Cosmic
Void,” Sun Ra uses Space to complete this ritual of suffering for the Black experience.
Today is the “disguised twin of tomorrow,” whose oppressive regime can only be
defeated through “a rendezvous/With the living wisdom/of the unadulterated fate” (1214). Sun Ra, a graduate of a historically Black college, understood the nurturative, albeit
restrictive aspects of formal education (read: exists within a matrix). As a Black Artist, he
was also very capable of appreciating the “living wisdom” of the lived Black Experience,
as he himself is a manifestation of that living wisdom.
By turning to face the “Cosmic Void,” the suffering must face its victim. The
delineation between the two are undefinable: this cosmic suffering is a matrix that
produces the Black Artist, wherein the matrix of the Black Artist directs that energy back
into the Void by materializing it into his art. It is only in this state of flux where, as Sun
Ra reports, "You will learn to live the Cosmic Way--/ You will learn to journey with
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courage--/ With the fiery aim to reach/ The even greater day/ of the even greater
tomorrow./ The greater tomorrow of the Cosmic Age" (23-28). While promising and
inspiring, one must endure through the present time to reach a larger landscape. Further,
the “greater day/of an even greater tomorrow” is found through engaging the “CosmicTimelessness of the Cosmic Age” (34). In this poem, Sun Ra exists much in the same
space as Kgositsile’s work, “The Awakening.” While Kgositsile’s work destroys the
hegemony, Sun Ra’s nurtures the Black experience through its inevitable engagement of
the hegemony. Both poems seek to annihilate the oppressive structure, though they exist
on opposite ends of the same spectrum. The connection between the two artists is Black
Art. As each artist engages ritual performance, the oppressive energy and structure is
dissolved by the vacuum created by a unified and perpetual Blackness. These poets were
the original all-Black everything.
Musical Context
“Our realm is not based upon highness. Space is not only
high; it’s low. Its the bottomless pit. There’s no limit to it,”
Sun Ra, in Space Is the Place.
As these Black Artists reconfigure space--visually, lyrically, and artistically--they
are also reconstructing the space in which the Black experience inhabits as a cultural
artifact. Music artist during the acceleration of the BAM serve as contemporaries for
Stevie Wonder, revealing art is less about the genre or form, but about the experience of
performance. In the analysis that follows, I demonstrate how several musical groups
employ the Space metaphor, specifically War; Earth, Wind and Fire; and the Parliament
Funkadelic. While on Earth, the complex duality for the Black Artist is to both birth an
entity while being birthed. In this cosmic experience, time is the only progression
available to move the Black Artist--and her audience--out of the lived experience.
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With a musical introduction that mirrors a rocket launch, “Galaxy” by the group
War, presents a good example of the Space trope. The narrator asks the listener to “[t]ake
[him] to [the listener’s] place in Space,” because he is “sick and tired of the rat race,”
reflecting the urgency to move. There is “no time to wait,” on a rocket ship, as first the
narrator acknowledges then affirms the communal space of the listener, wanting to
“gravitate” towards the audience. Now as the leader in this communion, (“I'll take you
out to see the place”), the narrator discourages the sanctimonious (“You don't have to
wear no fancy lace/Just a funky feel and a lot of taste”), instead relishing in the liminal
space to complete a series of rituals:
People movin' to and fro
To a song and a band and a laser show
Superman, Batman, goin' all night
Playin' one on one with a meteor light
Ritual acts such as music, dance (“movin’ to and fro”), myth (superheroes “Superman,
Batman”) directly counter (“one on one”) the oppression, thereby conquering the mutual
space of experience. In another time (“Ninth dimension, seventh lane”), the narrator will
“get raised in solar cane,” as opposed a to sugar cane field of his ancestors. The
completion of the ritual coincides with work, as there is a “star patrol,” who says “keep it
down.” An overseer enforcing the Black codes monitors the newly decolonized space
because it is “the rule when you stay in town,” and “where you stay around.” On guard
for the narrator and his subversive activities, the “star patrol” is not unlike police racial
profiling. The existence and proliferation of oppression relieving Black Art must be
controlled and/or stopped for fear that its existence will only perpetuate more Black Art.
As with any autonomous act of Blackness it is viewed as an act of violence against the
power structure.
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The songs “Sun Goddess,” “Jupiter,” “Star,” and “Head to Sky,” represent Space
as a powerful, healing place. Released in 1974 by Ramsey Lewis, “Sun Goddess”
combines the repetition of classic Earth Wind and Fire nonsense words “Way-oh, wayay-oh/ Bop way-oh, way-oh-oh/ Bop-ba-dop, ba-ba-bah-de-ay-oh/ Bop-bop, way-oh,
way-ay-oh/ Ah... ah-ah... ah” (1-5) with split harmonies after the repetition of each
stanza, elevating the listener into a frenzy of celebration. Both “Jupiter,” from the album
All ‘N All (1977) and “Star,” from I Am (1979) personify planetary bodies as therapeutic.
In “Jupiter,” the fifth planet from the Sun is morphed into a man bringing a gift to the
listener, “a flower from/A distant planet, from where [he has] come" (7-10). In contrast
“Star,” offers a life nourishing energy, that “hides from the rain, turns against the pain,”
enveloping the listener in a healing light, (9-12).
Recorded in 1973, “Keep Your Head to the Sky,” offers words of advice to the
listener, who is presumably living under enormous oppression. Religious signifiers aside,
(“Master,” “repent”), the narrator’s spiritual journey engages an omniscient being, as he
says
Gave me the will to be free
purpose to live is reality
Found myself never alone
changes come to make me strong (11-14)
By reclaiming one’s purpose from the hegemony, the experience of life as art or reality
becomes clear. The song ends with an a capella, and a three part harmony sings the line,
“Keep your head to the sky,” twice. As a duet of falsetto voices sings the line again,
beckoning to the listener from a literal heightened state, the complexity of song and
lyric invites listeners to critique an ever present and invading oppression. The resources
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in this critique do not reside in the everyday--on Earth--but in the celestial space of the
heavens.
The Parliament Funkadelic fundamentally constructs Space to exploit and
challenge accepted aesthetic notions of Black femininity. Because album covers were
an “essential form of communication between musicians and their listeners,” according
to Amy Nathan Wright in “Exploring the Funkadelic Aesthetic: Intertextuality and
Cosmic Philosophizing in Funkadelic’s Album Covers and Liner Notes”:
While music fans engage with this art form in a variety of ways, it
is obvious that the album covers and liner notes of [the 60s and
70s] were incredibly significant to some young people in enabling
them to construct their identities and express their politics, …[T]he
power of Funkadelic album covers is the emphasis on selfdiscovery, identity formation, and transcendence. (142, 144)
Parliament Funkadelic’s futuristic approaches to music and sexuality destabilized the
overwhelming power structure. The band’s initial act encouraged listeners to communally
critique the oppression of homogeneity, “opening up representations of blackness but also
helped their listeners to think critically and interpret art--in its many forms” (Wright 145).
Exclusively using the Black feminine form on their album covers in both progressive and
exploitative ways also provided Funkadelic an alternative visual text to interpret with
their listeners. Using Black women on all of their covers, often dismembered, and with
grotesque imagery like skulls and maggots, Parliament Funkadelic was essential in
reconfiguring black male desire for fantastical and downright strange images of Black
femininity (Wright 152). Now in a limitless space, removed of the normalized images of
sexuality, Parliament Funkadelic crafts a decolonized space for their listeners.
The varying approaches to Space in this analysis are only a microcosm of their
implications. At the time of these albums’ releases, no African Americans had been to
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outer space and history remained unchanged until Dr. Guion Stewart “Guy” Bluford went
in 1983 (Paul and Moss). I don’t say that to take away from any of the accomplishments
of Black astronauts or Black musicians. By approaching outer space with such
Afrocentric-verisimilitude while also not resorting to mere avatism to secure this
credibility (through reinvention and adaptation), Black artists’ success relies on their own
connection between Earth and Space. They did not write this music for their present, as
much as they did for their future. Who will Black astronauts want to listen to in outer
space? Better yet, when we load up the Mothership what will the cabin play as humanity
packs its suitcases in its overhead compartments? As George Clinton offers, "We had put
Black people in situations nobody ever thought they would be in, like the White House. I
figured another place you wouldn't think Black people would be was in Outer Space"
(Hicks). Parliament Funkadelic “put Black people in situations,” by inhabiting the mind
with its Afrocentric funk connection. Clinton’s concern is for representation in worlds not
yet discovered, and by simultaneously attaching these worlds to a Mothership, he
consecrates the sacred space preordained by P-Funk’s inception.
“The underground/ We now have to deal with our own self
destruction/ We cannot live on the surface of our earth any longer/
There is now pollution in every natural mineral taken from the
land/ We have truly become a vast wasteland.” Curtis Mayfield,
“The Underground,” Roots.
In the song “Saturn,” from Songs in the Key of Life, Stevie Wonder presents Earth
very similar to Curtis Mayfield on his record Roots: a haven for violence and pollution.
Wonder wants to leave for Saturn, “a place where the air is clean/On Saturn/There's no
sense to sit and watch the people die” (1-4). By establishing himself as far away from
Earth as possible, Wonder initiates the listener in his own celestial experience (ritual)
and separates himself from the former profane “space” on Earth, explaining, “We don't
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fight our wars the way you do/We put back all the things we use/On Saturn/There’s no
sense to keep on doing such crimes” (5-8). Wonder directly speaks to the undisclosed
“you”:
There’s no principles in what you say
No direction in the things you do
For your world is soon come to a close
Through the ages all great men have taught
Truth and happiness just can’t be bought--or sold
Tell me why are you people so cold (9-14)
Using wisdom “through the ages” to admonish the listener against trying to buy
happiness, Wonder lyrically engages his audience in a ritual act against the oppressive
system of capitalism. The perpetual nature of oppression (“no principles,” “no direction”)
can only be ended with Wonder’s ancient use of ritual--his music-- to remind “conscious”
listeners they are in possession of the same tools.
Notably, Wonder ends the song with the sounds of female children--playing a
jump rope game. Each of the girls’ voices can be heard negotiating the rules before they
begin as well as romantic musings: “I hope it’s J,” and near the end one girl begins
chanting “S” in the hope of changing her fate. All this on Saturn. Little Black girls,
doing Black rituals, to reconstruct their Black realities. Wonder has now situated his plea
for a better life in the context of children and the games they play. With the images of
circling ropes, sounds of rhythm and rhyme, Wonder presents a child’s creativity as a
successful avenue to reach other worldly realms. This act of creation by the Black child-also serving as a symbol for Black Art--resembles the Black Artists who must recreate
themselves while in the process of being (re)created as jumping rope fundamentally
requires an understanding of the body as well as cultural customs. Yet the conscious
experience of the circling ropes require more than just a foundation, but how to
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improvise. Furthermore, by presenting children actively engaging their own rituals (song,
jump rope, rhythm), Wonder offers a hopeful glimpse into the future of Black Art.
The influential Songs in the Key of Life (1976), specifically “As” and “Another
Star,” function as a binary star in the center of Stevie Wonder’s Space continuum. A
binary star consists of two stars orbiting around a common center point. Understanding
the function of binary stars is important to astrophysics because binary stars allow
scientists to calculate reference points for the age of other stars. In this analysis, “As”-the primary star--and “Another Star”--the complementary star--balance each other in a
musical orbit situated on the axis of lyric and song. While “Another Star” is musically
impressive, filled with Latin influences--asymmetrical rhythm and the congo beat; “As,”
with its textually and metaphor heavy lyrics, establishes itself as the primary star.
Stevie Wonder’s “As” begins with a reminder of the cycle of time (i.e. the space
of the train), as well as a promise:
As around the sun the earth knows she's revolving
And the rosebuds know to bloom in early May
Just as hate knows love's the cure
You can rest your mind assure
That I'll be loving you always (1-5)
By pairing his own love, with the conscious experience of time, Wonder conflates his
own sense of the temporal in the mind of the listener. Through a series of concise
parables, Wonder places himself on the hands of the world’s clock, relaying his vision to
the reader:
As now can't reveal the mystery of tomorrow
But in passing will grow older every day
Just as all is born is new
Do know what I say is true
That I'll be loving you always (6-10)
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In a relay of images (“rainbow burns the sky,” floods, flying dolphins and swimming
parrots), Wonder confounds the listener in both metaphor and image. The fantastical
ideas occur only in the consecrated space, encouraging the listener to “dream of life, and
life becomes a dream” (15). As an invocation, these images paired with the circling
music, are both intoxicating and frightening. The rainbow, most notably a sign of peace,
“burns the stars out in the sky,” while floods and metaphysical mayhem ensues. Much
like the experience of a young John Grimes in church from Go Tell it on the Mountain,
Wonder’s cataclysmic ritual disintegrates the power structure, accepting the instability
that love for the self brings under this oppression.
Wonder’s vocals deliver complexity through his own texture as well as
polyphonic voices. Like the sound of God reigning down from the heavens, Stevie uses
the deeper register of his voice to invoke a Black street preacher persona, as he
sermonizes:
We all know sometimes lifes hates and troubles
Can make you wish you were born in another time and
space
But you can bet your life times that and twice its double
That God knew exactly where he wanted you to be placed
So make sure when you say you’re in it but not of it
You’re not helping to make this earth a place sometimes
call Hell
Change your words into truth and then change that truth
into love
And maybe our children’s grandchildren
And their great-great-grandchildren will tell (41-48).
A community of voices support Wonder’s never-ending love, while the song seemingly
spins out of control. After several chord changes, Wonder riffs on the original chorus, but
also raps the lyrics. Opening tiny windows of understanding in the mind of listeners,
Wonder reminds us of the future. A descendants of “now” in the present, the listeners
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must acknowledge their inevitable effect on the future. Layering this idea with the chorus
of voices advances the dialogue between himself and the audience through community.
In the newly reclaimed space of the decolonized mind of the listener, Wonder expands
the original metaphors of the flood and swimming parrots into a cacophony of imagery:
Until the day is night and night becomes the day
Until the trees and seas just up and fly away
Until the day that 8x8x8 is 4
Until the day that is the day that are no more
Until the day the earth starts turning right to left
Until the earth just for the sun denies itself
Until dear Mother Nature says her work is through
Until the day that you are me and I am you
By collapsing these metaphors into one concept-- or “As,” Wonder projects the liminal
space out of his own consciousness into the collective experience of his audience and
fellow singers.
In outer space Stevie Wonder speaks directly to his oppressors, and from a
protected position, now empowered by the unconquerable Blackness that surrounds him,
Wonder ordains a search of his own. More specifically, by symbolically interacting with
Space--a perfect, albeit distant representation of an autonomous Blackness--Stevie
Wonder embraces the Black earthly experience as a matrix within a matrix, as his lyrical
exegesis maps possible passageways for transcendence by way of the labyrinthine of the
listener.
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CHAPTER THREE
“MARRIED TO OUR DANGERS”-(RE)VISIONIST POLITICS OF STEVIE WONDER’S
WHERE I’M COMING FROM

the sixties have been one
long funeral day
the flag flew at half mast
so frequently
seeing it up
I wondered what was wrong.
Nikki Giovanni, “Love Poem (For Real)”
In 1970, when we mounted Newark’s Community’s
Choice electoral campaign and elected the 1st Black
Mayor, Kenneth Gibson, of a major northeastern city,
Stevie came in a bright yellow suit and wailed for us all
day, all over town, from the back of a truck. Amiri Baraka,
Digging--The Afro-American Soul of American Classical
Music.
A little more than a month after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
on May 13, 1968, Stevie Wonder turned 18. Having graduated from the Michigan School
for the Blind in January, Wonder’s career was ruminating in the pop-infused sound of
Berry Gordy, president and founder of Motown Records. With superstars like The
Supremes, Smokey Robinson and the Miracles, and Marvin Gaye, Gordy’s Detroit based
company was financially successful due to selling singles and not full albums to the
larger mainstream, mostly white, audience. Within the experience of Motown (as a Black
owned company) and the Black Power/ Arts Movements, Stevie Wonder (re)constructs a
narrative centering on the sacred heart of the Black Aesthetic, or the gathering.
Stevie Wonder’s creative departure from Motown Records (re)brands his sound
and image toward a Black nationalist stance. Without the stringent policies of Motown,
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Stevie Wonder’s first album possesses more politicized thematic, lyric, and iconic
elements. Barbara Ann Teer of the National Black Theatre and author Harold Cruse
(Revolution of Rebellion?) offer how the collaborative experience of Black Artists incited
a cultural change through symbolic interaction. Several works by Nikki Giovanni and
June Jordan explore how Black Artists used art to reposition political stances within
contending beliefs. Marvin Gaye and Curtis Mayfield present a soulfully coordinated
effort among Wonder and his contemporaries to incite cultural change for Black
consciousness.
Historical Context
In politicizing the “Lil’ Stevie Wonder” musical persona, Wonder projects a
musical identity aligned with the growing Black Power and Arts Movements. While
Berry Gordy didn’t want to release the Marvin Gaye protest record What’s Going On, its
financial and critical success gave credibility to more socially conscious music, as well as
to conceiving albums as a whole, and not a pile of number one singles and B sides
(Lodder 60). After releasing the very successful Signed, Sealed and Delivered in 1970,
Stevie Wonder had proven his financial worth to Motown. However Gordy still did not
want to give up creative control, and Stevie--feeling stifled by the limitations on his lyric
and musical creativity--used his exceptional ability as leverage to have more autonomy
with his sound (Werner 164).
This leverage, honed and nurtured in the collective ritual acts of his
contemporaries, represents a political act against the homogenization of Black culture.
Birthed by Blackness, the gathering on the train is perceived as an act of aggression. Any
autonomous act by an object destabilizes strict social customs, and when done in a
collective by many individuals, the rituals undermine the oppressive power structure. The
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ultimate goal of the hegemony is not to kill the ritual act or its intercessor; rather by
appropriating the ritual’s symbolic power in the physical, the hegemony perpetuates the
metaphysical consequences of indifference in the intercessor in exchange for the act’s
liminal space. Without understanding the ritual act’s purpose within the collective space
of the train, Black Artists are removed from their own powerful selves. Yet, during the
acceleration of the BAM, many Artists struggled with authenticity, and often supported
or rejected restrictions on what Black Artists would be allowed on the train. While under
the watchful eye of a clear and present white hegemony, slaves of Congo square were
more concerned with constructing Black collectives. Whereas the BAM members
emphasized an authentic Black experience that embraced exclusionary politics that
centered on masculinity and the dissolution of past representations.
Black Artists must command their liminal space during the ritual process. By
acknowledging the presence of the body with ritual, and not passively interacting with
one’s craft, the Black Artist brings “validation to a group suffering from negative effects
of cultural hegemony,” as Lundeana Marie Thomas explains in her book Barbara Ann
Teer and the National Black Theatre--Transformational Forces in Harlem:
. . . [T]he populist-oriented, communal, and ritual experiences
practiced by many experimental theatres of the 1960s . . . [o]ften
used improvisation, interaction with audiences, rebellion against
many elements of realism, redefining of theatrical space,
renouncing the importance of the text, and shifting emphasis from
“product” to “process.” (xix-xx)
By emphasizing the imminent critical engagement in creating theatre, rather than
focusing on the performance, Artists counter appropriation. Having to still remain covert
in all interactions with the White power structure, the Black Artist will mask his
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Blackness, while also completing a ritual. Newly initiated in a spirit of autonomy, the
Black Artist emerges politicized, weakening the power structure.
This troubling position for the Black Artist stems from appropriations by the
Western form. While African art predates Western form and time, in the contemporary
cycle of humanity, resources have always been systematically denied to the descendents
of the culture that produced it: African and Black people. Mass culture perpetuates white
privilege through worldwide colorism, slavery and colonization, while simultaneously
sewing threads of discord via capitalism and sexism. Access to these resources requires
negotiating these troubling boundaries to regain political power. Yet, each access point
are attached to a host of problems of their own set of problems--multilayered and
stratified to support white male patriarchy. She is a lost artist in the ritual process, unless
recovered by the wholeness of her community. Because of the conceivable pushback
from mass culture, Black Artists must remain in control of the long marionette strings
connected to their rituals.
Through symbolic interaction, the Black Artists begins and complete their ritual,
commanding the uneasy, albeit productive liminal space between. Because of sustained
abuses as a response to autonomous acts of Blackness, Black Artists’ occupied spaces
reflect the liminal struggle between political and cultural advancement within a larger
homogenous culture. At the price of one or the other, Black people have had to choose
between a sustained violent political rebellion that challenges the status quo, or cultural
appropriation of community rituals, that are necessary for personal and spiritual
advancement. In his book Rebellion or Revolution? (1968), Harold Cruse explores the
impasse between the end of the Civil Rights era, and the beginning nationalist
movement in the Black community. While there has been power gained through
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integration, many others rejected this notion believing “that Western civilization [was]
intellectually, spiritually and morally bankrupt:
It is a civilization that is no longer able to originate creative ideas
in social thinking--and American is no exception to this creative
decline that is sapping vitality of the Western world. In this sense
white American has inherited a racial crisis that it cannot handle
and is unable to create a solution for that does not do violence to
the collective white American racial ego. (104)
After thousands of years of murder and colonialism, and with no new ritual performance
in sight, the hegemony must culturally appropriate what it cannot autonomously create. In
avoiding the “white American racial ego,” Black people must search for other "nonconfrontational" ways to counter the regular violence, through their own rituals, e.g.
Black Art. Because of the relative immaturity of Western Whiteness in the temporal
sense, the hegemony lacks a foundation to perpetuate its own symbols, and must
effectively steal from its marginalized groups. Through deception, the hegemony denies
its oppressed political and economic advancement, yet needs the very same groups to
work blinded to their collective power. Harold Cruse explains, for Black people to
remove the veil, and obtain more power it will be through
the cultural front [...and…] the ownership and administration of
cultural communication in America, i.e., film, theater, radio and
television, music, performing and publishing, popular
entertainment booking, management, etc. In short, it is that part of
the system devoted to the economics and aesthetic ideology
involved in the cultural arts of America [...] [T]he only observable
way in which the Negro rebellion can become revolutionary . . . is
for the Negro movement to project the concept of Cultural
Revolution in America. (110-11)
By reclaiming the “administration and cultural communication” of their art, Black Artists
will also control the liminal space that allows for that art to exist. In controlling the
breakdown of social/ racial/ political structures, Black Artists effectively invoke a
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cultural revolution through ritual performance, allowing them to complete their rituals
with agency.
Gwendolyn Brooks’ “Boy Breaking Glass” offers an image of this ritual process
for the Black Artist as personified in a Black boy. Published in 1968, “Boy Breaking
Glass” is from Brooks’ last work with Harper and Row, In the Mecca was written in
1968. “During [an] intense period of social change” Cheryl Clarke writes, where
African Americans dreamed a different world and imagined a
different black community where their rich heritage and culture
would be honored; they created a rhetoric and vernacular that
challenged hegemonic and racist White-Anglo-Saxon-Protestant
culture. (Clarke 2)
In response to racist oppression, the subversive act of breaking a window becomes a
“cry of art” for a Black boy, described as “a beautiful flaw and terrible ornament,” and
“barbarous and [a] metal little man” (5-6). His autonomous act initiates his ritual as he
exclaims: “I shall create! If not a note, a hole./ If not an overture, a desecration” (7-8).
His musical note is a hole in time, made whole by both the creator and listener.
Centering on community and the relationship between initiate and ritual, the Black
Artist dissolves the contentious veil for the hegemony to project its own image onto.
After administering advice, the boy tells the listener, “Nobody knew where I was and
now I am no longer there” (15). Because Black Art exists under scrutiny, the ritual act is
often concealed, or remains in a dynamic state. Discarded, the Black Boy chastises the
listener, “It was you, it was you who threw away my name!/ And this is everything I
have for me” (19-20). At the poem’s close, Brooks reveals that the Black boy (now as
ritual) has no avenues (“not Congress, lobster, love, luau,/ the Regency Room, the Statue
of Liberty” (21-22) when out of sync with his intercessor. Now, just “a sloppy
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amalgamation,” the “mistake” of exposing the Black boy in his agency (e.g. the broken
window) has led to the rigid remnants of Black culture: a song, rhythm, and work.
Iconography
Only through recognition of the sacred
space will the ritual self actualize in a critique of
the communal inhabited space of the Black Artist.
As an argument for Stevie Wonder’s growth and
the reconstruction of his music, Where I’m
Coming From (1971) develops a disenchanted
narrative that initiates the critical engagement of
Fig. 1 Signed, Sealed & Delivered,
1970.

his own music space. Stevie Wonder explains

“where he’s coming from” as the record’s iconography, lyrics and music absorbs Lil’
Stevie Wonder into a space of Black militancy. Primarily known for the chart topping
“If You Really Love Me,” Stevie Wonder’s last LP under his original contract with
Motown Records, Where I’m Coming From ideologically represents Wonder’s exit from

Fig. 3 Tribute to Uncle Ray, 1962.

Fig. 2 The Jazz Soul of Little Stevie, 1962.
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the middle class conservative values of Motown Records, as Wonder emerges a more
politicized self.
The album cover for Signed, Sealed,
Delivered (SSD), shows Stevie Wonder
bursting out of a box, as if to present himself
to the audience (see fig. 1). One could argue
that just as Stevie appears to be jumping out
of the box, forces were working to keep him
in one. Prior to the release of SSD, Stevie
Fig. 4 Uptight, Everything's Alright, 1966.

Wonder was featured on the cover of his

previous thirteen albums in one of three ways: closeup of the singer’s face, seated with an
instrument, or standing on a stage--with or without an instrument (see fig. 2 and 4).
Limited to a suit or slacks and a shirt, Wonder only departs from the tradition for two
albums, Stevie at the Beach (1964)--donning a pair of shorts and a tropical print shirt-and Down to Earth (1966)--dressed in dungarees and a short sleeve collar shirt (see fig.
6). It was on Down to Earth where Wonder also made a departure from his usual scenery

Fig. 6 Down to Earth, 1964.

Fig. 5 Little Stevie Wonder-The 12 Year
Old Genius, 1963.
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of a stage, as he is presented sitting on a cement stoop in the ghetto. Shades, a broad
smile, and musical instrument in tow, both Stevie Wonder and Ray Charles were often
featured dressed in classic white button shirt (see fig. 3) and slacks (see fig. 4), common
for Black blind musicians in American culture .

Fig. 7 Where I'm Coming From, 1971.

However, on the cover of Where I’m Coming From (WICF), wearing denim
military clothing, Stevie prominently features a protest button on his chest while he
appears to offer the viewer a chocolate and vanilla cream sandwich cookie (see fig. 7).
While walking down a city street, wearing a yellow suit, Stevie appears at ease and
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natural, quite a contrast from the magical boy wonder of his previous album covers. Also,
the nature of movement coincides with relationship between the body in music in Black
culture. By posing the image of Stevie Wonder, a blind man, with movement, represents
many things, especially considering how Ray Charles was never featured on his album
covers standing up--always a bust, or seated at his piano. As Wonder moves across the
album, he metaphorically moves in the minds of listeners. Stevie Wonder’s image of the
blind musical genius ushered in his role as a prophet within the space of the accelerated
movement of Black expression and experience.
Musical and Literary Context
Stevie Wonder assure his listeners that while he is noticeably engaging a different
self, the more political Wonder is working to further his ideologies of love, not war. The
album’s third track, “Think of Me as Your Soldier,” employs many of the stylistic
notions of a song from the decade. From the strings and Funk Brothers rhythm section, to
the woodwinds accompaniment and melodic styling of a Burt Bacharach ballad, “Think
of Me as Your Soldier” appears to be a wartime love song. “Through world’s of hate,”
and later “pain,” the narrator in the song declares he “is the man for [the listener],”
possessing an “eternal,” “sweet love that is greater than time has known.” Wonder
declares, “[t]ho' the darkness hits me ever hard, I'll stand long.” Aside from a sexual
reference, Wonder’s notion of longevity (“long”) and the mentioned “darkness”
perpetuate Blackness as enveloping and everlasting. The all encompassing darkness is
progressive as “In our hearts there are no others/ We are bound as two lovers/ To give the
great eternal love.” The song ends with the line “To give an endless love,” repeated twice
and finally ending with “To give an endless love to you.” In concert with Wonder’s antiwar images and military style clothing, this love song identifies the tension between two
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movements who were seeking a common goal: a more autonomous blackness. By posing
as a soldier, he is both perpetuating and protecting the all encompassing darkness.
Stevie Wonder recognizes this as nutritive and via liminality, has the opportunity
to expand his network of Black collectivity. While he does possess many physical
opportunities for this exchange (e.g Baraka’s epigraph at the beginning of this chapter),
this research is concerned with the metaphysical experience of his work as informed by
collaboration of other Black Artists. In the space consecrated by the sacred pole of the
Black Aesthetic, Wonder “chases the thought/ the unspoken [/] the untutored that
unfinished ah yes, dream” of community:
his mind willing and directing it all
trying vainly to teach himself
to stand firm/ stand still
stand most of all
deep, lasting and true
[. . .]
there is no
camping ground
down here
this
is
no
promised
land.
we can not make it so.
Carolyn Rodgers, “This Is No Promised Land” (16-22, 26-35)
The missed “promised land” of Carolyn Rodgers’ poem cannot be constructed out of the
oppression of the hegemony, but instead in spite of, reflecting the need to engage the
ritual at its act (process--when in collaboration), and not its completion (product--when
in isolation). Realizing the ritual in isolation has power but there is more power when
perpetuated through the collective. While beneficial, this consecrated Blackness has
artistic (liminal), political (Code Noir), and physical ramifications (para-military
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response to Black protest). The Black Artist must manage the tension (because we
cannot “make it so”) between the profane lived experience and sacred act of ritual, via
the collective. In the following analysis, I examine how some Black Artists cope with
this complexity through conflation or critique.
Starting with a sarcastic affirmation, June Jordan’s “Okay ‘Negroes’” conflates
the disconnect between the Black Artists and their rituals. Not Black, but “American
Negroes,” whose infantile pursuit (“looking for milk/ crying out loud”) into the
unattainable utopian ideal of the American dream puts them at odds with their own
agency (3-4). By disengaging the Black Artist from completing the task, the Artists are
often lured by acceptance into a “nursery of freedomland,” (5). As an act of bad faith
(“the rides are rough”), these “American Negroes” have cloaked their rituals in
oppression and white privilege:
You think clean fingernails crossed legs a smile
shined shoes
a crucifix around your neck
good manners
no more noise
you think who’s gonna give you something?
By using these common monikers for the White gaze of respectability for Blackness,
Jordan reveals the self annihilation that an Artist endures when doing the Devil’s work.
Christianity, cleanliness and “good manners”--while perfectly acceptable--are not
enough to cover the Blackness. Telling the listener, “Come a little closer. Where you
from?” Jordan acknowledges the effect of community on these White constructs of
Blackness, effectively saying, “Who are your people and why are you misrepresenting
yourself?”
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In her poem “Poem (No Name No. 3),” Nikki Giovanni criticizes resistance to
Black militancy. Emphasizing that Negroes will not be absorbed into other hegemonic
fronts like anti semitism, Giovanni lists a series of Black male leaders subjected to
violence at the hands of white oppression:
They already got Malcolm
They already got LeRoi
They already strapped a harness on Rap
They already pulled Stokley’s teeth
They already here if you can hear properly
negroes (11-15)
Negroes, now mythicized as the tragic brother of Black nationalists, are deemed deaf and
blind to the atrocities of their “promise land.” Giovanni’s use of history recalculates
perceptions about a present perception, tying the past experience of Native Americans, to
the present suffering of Vietnam, struggles between Islam and Judaism, and Black people
(lines 17-21). Linking present suffering to an ever present white oppression, Giovanni
challenges the demilitarized negroes sense of perception while accepting the white power
struggle. While the Negro has tried to hide, according to Giovanni, that will not stop the
inevitable: “If the Black Revolution passes you by its for damned sure/ the whi-te
reaction to it won’t” (30-31). If Black Artists detach from their art, the disassociation
from the potential of liminality makes their ritual work the perpetuation of White
hegemonic lies. Giovanni’s warning for Black militancy pushes for politicization
through community and truth.
The first track, “Look Around,” calls for a similar movement with a revolutionary
perspective. By engaging space (as the “nothing), the narrator travels through space and
time, reconstructing the temporal--sonically birthed and conditioned in the Motown
aesthetic--to initiate a narrative (ritual as art) that allows criticism of this marriage. With a
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haunting clavinet introduction, Wonder sings, “We are idle strangers/Married to our
dangers/Into space we go to change our ways/Flying to our heavens/We are all
together/Into hell we chase the light of day (1-6). This “marriage” is between several
anonymous entities, doing nothing together--idle, as they are entering into nothingness
(read: Space). This journey through nothingness toward the discovery of self mirrors the
Black experience, especially at the end of the Civil Rights Movement. As the Black
collective enters “hell,” [to] chase the light of day,” Wonder exposes this journey, despite
being in Space, where there is no light. Here, Wonder demands the listener to “look
around and [see]/Ruins of the human history,” and while “searching for time,” the mind
will not find a resolution (7-13).
“Look Around” also introduces the album WICF as a space time dilation on the
collective acceleration of the Black Power/ Arts Movement. Compared to the African
Time Continuum, the Western concept of time “is only floating in [the listener’s] mind,”
as Stevie Wonder begs for people to see how decayed (“ruins”) society had become. The
line “ruins of human history” is also integral to the analysis of Wonder’s work at this
moment in his career. Like the epic poem “In the Mecca,” by Gwendolyn Brooks, the
foreboding tone in WICF is a critique of the western musical monuments (e.g. the
Motown sound) in which Stevie Wonder was acculturated. Black people are acculturated
in an oppressive system enculturated in excess and domination. Therefore to create Black
Art, the Black Artists must search for remnants of their culture, left over in the decay of
Westernism. It is only through the breaking of monuments can new creative acts be built.
Poet Nikki Giovanni poetically examined this idea in her first chapbook Black
Feeling Black Talk (1970). In the aptly titled “Word Poem (Perhaps Worth Considering),
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as things be/come
let’s destroy
then we can destroy
what we be/ come
let’s build
what we become
when we dream
Giovanni’s broken words become “be/come” as her tone, while playful, is deeply serious.
By breaking up the word “become,” the poem is an invitation to join the cycle of
destruction and creation. The poem climaxes when the narrator and the listener manifest
themselves out of their unconscious (“become when we dream”), but that is only through
the breaking at the beginning of the poem.
In relation to the Black Panther/Arts Movements, consider the poem “Harlem” by
Langston Hughes:
What happens to a dream deferred?
Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a sore—
And then run?
Does it stink like rotten meat?
Or crust and sugar over—
like a syrupy sweet?
Maybe it just sags
like a heavy load.
Or does it explode?
Hughes’s poem frames a prophetic call for Stevie Wonder and the like while critiquing
the rigid idealism of the American dream. “A dream deferred” translates to the denial of
humanity for the Black Americans. As each stanza moves forward with a series of
questions, the narrator thrusts a finger in the listener’s chest. He asks the question, then
pauses slightly, as if to give the audience a chance to consider his words. As the Black
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experience moves through slavery, and its remaining antiquated ways--“a raisin in the
sun,”; to lynchings (“fester,” “sore” “and then run,”) and poverty (“stink like rotten
meat,”) the poem mythicizes iconic images that urge the listener to a climatic point of the
Civil Rights Movement where the rigid American concept of humanity is in opposition to
the lived experience of Black people. The “crust and sugar over--like a syrupy sweet” in
this context becomes the cloyingly idealistic sweetness of the American dream that while
in view, is still unattainable by Blacks. Finally, the poem ends with a "heavy load,"
because the dream that has been long put off for so long must come to fruition.
Wonder’s funky “Do Yourself a Favor” establishes a similar knowledge of the
past as the primary force of resistance. The Langston Hughes poem, “Harlem,” works
well here as Wonder responds as the climactic voice of this “deferred dream.” With the
delivery of a street preacher and to a driving four on the floor beat, several startling
images rattle in the listener’s mind: “Isolated junk yard,/letting out the garbage/Eating
through the core of life/Sweet fragrance irritates/in a state room death awaits/Persecute
your own self pride” (lines 1-6). These profane images when paired with the smell of a
dirty sweetness immediately brings the listener to feeling of disgust. Like the “crust and
sugar over,” of Hughes’ “Harlem,” Wonder presents the bittersweet taste of the
“deliberate” speed of the Civil Rights Movement. His directive “to persecute [one’s own]
pride is an act of annihilation for falling victim to accepting one’s fate, rather than taking
heed to “look around” and see the ascent/descent into hell. The stench is the taste of the
remnants (“core of life”), and not the complete picture. Wonder goes on: “Suffocate the
new high, ride the thorny mule that cries/‘Dig your grave and step right in’/And like a
Judas pay the price/30 pieces for a ride/ Here's the fire take a chew” (7-12). Wonder
critiques the resistance (“rid[ing a stubborn,] thorny mule”) to a politicized existence
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(“the new high”), linking it to death (“dig your grave”). The second half of the song is no
less dramatic, as Wonder has the listener encountering the Devil, singing: “Shredded
know-how give away/Species of the human race/Those funky winds of ups and downs/
Hall of grit is known too well/Heaven still is your hell/Poison slowly slowly drowns”
(21-26). The only relief the listener has is Lucifer, a common overseer in many of the
works discussed here, as Stevie sings, “Let the devil step right in/Lucifer's your only
friend/Ain't a soul go'n pity you,” (27-29). By placing the helping hand in that of the
Devil’s, the listener must now reconsider where the help comes in their own cycle of
oppression. By “hurd[ling] over time to death,” death waits with open arms” and by this
time it will too late.
The chorus demands the listener to “do [themselves] a favor [and] educate [their]
minds,” all under the pressure of time passing. The demand to “Get yourself together is
not unlike James Brown’s “Say it loud!,” or “Get On Up!” as Wonder continues to
impress upon the listener, “[h]ey there ain’t much time” (13-16). Both “Look Around”
and “Do Yourself a Favor” represent the thesis statement of Stevie Wonder’s
composition, effectually saying, “Look around, do yourselves a favor, and let’s
implement change.” This motivation is evidenced throughout the album as he addresses
social issues at every juncture.
"I had to find out what my direction and my destiny was. And
there was no way I could go on from where I had stopped at
Motown. It was a completely different thing that was in my head.
This time it wasn’t so much a question of where I was coming
from, but where I was going to." Stevie Wonder (author's
emphasis)
While politically a departure from his Motown roots, Where I’m Coming From
was only the beginning of Wonder’s musical journey. As the burgeoning Black Arts and
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Power Movements had filtered throughout the country, Wonder’s role as Black blind
bard places him as narrator on the beginning of a musical journey through popular music.
In this analysis, two key figures emerge, guiding Wonder at the beginning of this journey:
Curtis Mayfield and Marvin Gaye. As Joseph Campbell writes in The Hero With a
Thousand Faces, the hero must annihilate his own self as he departs from his current state
of being and enters a supernatural place: “[T]he first encounter of the hero-journey is a
protective figure (often a little old crone or old man) who provides the adventurer with
amulets against the dragon forces he is about to pass” (69). Often male, with a “benign,
protective power of destiny,” this guardian will direct the hero through the irrational
experience of self annihilation, as Wonder will not emerge the same person after his
journey. Self annihilation is a concern because of the precarious position of Black Artists/
Art who are in close proximity to each other. Protection comes from the suspended
restrictions via liminality, and encountering figures who are supportive of the sacred pole
of the Black Aesthetic. Wonder’s encounters with Gaye and Mayfield do not presuppose
exclusivity among these artists and any other artists; rather, this metaphoric meeting of
Black Artistry affirms my role as an initiate who places these figures in a supernatural
journey in music.
On his hero’s path, Stevie Wonder musically encounters Marvin Gaye and the
album What’s Going On in 1971. Gaye wrote, produced, and released the album under
Tamla Records. As a protest album, What’s Going On politicized the Motown sound
which had built a foundation on not being blatantly subversive. Yet, Gaye sonically
reconstructs a matrix of Black representation that suspends the customary “safe”
associations with Motown music. The song’s title track “What’s Going On” begins with
“Hey, what’s happenin,” serving as both a greeting and a question for the listener. Like
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Stevie Wonder’s “Look Around,” from Where I’m Coming From, “What’s Going On”
encourages the listener to critique his experience, initiated through community. The
song’s 19 second introduction features the following intermingling dialogue of Gaye, the
Funk Brothers Band, Elgie Stover and two players from the Detroit Lions, Lem Barney
and Mel Farr:
Hey, hey, hey . . . Hey . . . How you doin’?
Hey what’s happening . . .
This is a groovy party man, I can dig it.
I’m witchu you brother, what’s happenin’?
Yea Brother like solid . . . Right on.
Everything is a good thing...
Beginning the song with sounds of a gathering of autonomous acts of Blackness gives
homage to the liminality that the ritual process brings. Throughout the song, the liminal
space suspends social norms to speak directly to parental figures (“Mother, mother,”
“Father, father,” (1 and 7), opening the portal for a politicized expansion of the mind:
We don't need to escalate
You see, war is not the answer
For only love can conquer hate
You know we've got to find a way
To bring some lovin' here today,
Picket lines and picket signs
Don't punish me with brutality
Talk to me, so you can see
Oh, what's going on
What's going on
Yeah, what's going on
Ah, what's going on (8-19)
The lyrics’ simplicity co-mingle with symbols of community and resistance (“picket
lines”). Gaye encourages the listener toward politicization (“You know we’ve got to find
a way,” “Talk to me, so you can see”), advancing another opportunity for liminality.
The sixth track on the album, “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)” portrays Earth as
a topocosm, having been stunted by abuse from humankind. After waxing nostalgic
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(“things ain’t what they used to be no, no, no” 2), Gaye begins the song with another
question then follows with an answer, “Where did all the blue skies go/Poison is the rain
that blows from the north and south and east” (3-4) Assimilating critique into a soulful
narrative about the Earth, Gaye has capitalized on the suspended reality initiated in his
ritual. He and the listener in communion will find solutions. Marvin Gaye’s double voice
of a falsetto and tenor, and breathy incantations invokes a similar sense of dialogue from
his songs “What’s Going On,” or “Inner City Blues.”
While “Mercy Mercy Me (The Ecology)” focuses on nature’s liminality, “Inner
City Blues” first represents the urbanized circuitry of Blackness as a matrix of suffering
at the hands of American capitalism, where the punishment is death:
Rockets, moon shots
Spend it on the have-nots
Money, we make it
'Fore we see it, you'll take it
[...]
Inflation, no chance
To increase finance
Bills pile up, sky high
Send that boy off to die (1-4, 12-15)
At the close of the song, Gaye changes the lyrical tone, singing in nonverbals, incanting a
falsetto offering a piano backed verse of “What’s Going On,” as well as the trademark “Iyi-yi-yi” and “Na-na-na-na.” Like sonic allusions, Gaye allows the music to cohabitate
together with the album’s title and message, maintaining the common threads of
percussion throughout. Repetition plus Gaye’s signature multilayered vocal invokes the
daily grind of a multitude of Black people who have been forced into the perpetual
struggle of the “inner city blues.”
While on hiatus from the hit R&B group The Impressions, Mayfield released his
self titled debut album Curtis in 1970. Seeking a more politicized space for his music,
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Mayfield’s debut was well received in the effort and Roots (1971) marked Curtis
Mayfield’s sophomore studio departure on a similar strand of consciousness. After a
sultry beginning with breathy rhythmic vocables, funky bass and the congo drum, “Get
Down” instructs listeners to “let the light reflect upon your natural mood” (4). Mayfield
guides the listener through a series of images engaging a critique of what we are at our
most basic selves: “after life and desire there is nothing left,” “a hungry man in search of
a hungry girl,” and “It’s strange, so plain we’re all cannibals” (8, 10-11). Much like the
separation cycle of Joseph Campbell’s hero myth, by the pre-liminal status acts as a predeath for the initiate, allowing the hero to emerge as something new. The audience enters
into the expansive, reality altering liminal stage:
Take my soul, baby
When you reel I can feel so much desire
Take my soul, baby
Life unfolds from my soul when you start a fire
So get down, just get down
Get down, baby
As the rhythm should follow through your able soul
Get down, baby
Play the part like a pro in a perfect role (16-24).
The ritual sings to the listener to “take [the] soul” in exchange for the gift (“life unfolds”)
that liminality brings.
Both “The Underground” and “The Underground (Demo)” describe how the
popular culture has lured humanity through appropriating symbols of the unconscious. In
the beginning of the demo version of the song, indistinguishable polyphony of male and
female voices talk about conservation (“recycling now. . . recycling bottles”) then fade as
Curtis Mayfield speaks:
The undergrounds . . . we now have to deal with our own self
destruction. We cannot live on the surface of the Earth any longer.
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There is now pollution in every natural mineral and material taken
from the land.
We are not dead yet . . .
We have truly become a vast wasteland. And now underground,
how will we deal with our society of discrimination among people?
Near to hell its just as well . . . what will become of our
children . . . underground?
The “self destruction” represents the symbolic interaction by Black Artists who must
repress ritual acts to avoid the scrutiny that greater visibility brings. The hegemony
pollutes the body of collective symbols through appropriation, then reinsertion under the
guise of popular culture. In a female voice, the interjection, “We are not dead yet,”
appears from the unconscious, declaring its state of being in the white paternalist
conscious world. The double metaphor “a society of discrimination among people”
means at the hands of prejudice, but also how do we acknowledge difference among the
collective? A collection of Black Artists who are actively critiquing a future world in the
present tense disrupts the intersecting lines that make them all different, uniting them in
ritual performance. Having entered Mayfield’s liminal space, the hero encounters a
terrifying world oppressive scrutiny: “Familiar music, familiar sound/ does mute your
thoughts for the underground”
They'll all turn black so who's to know
As a matter of fact, color, creed and breed must go
There'll be no light, so there can be no sight
And you'll judge your fellow men on the stand
By what is right (9-14)
In the absence of light, engulfed in the dark social space of a Black collective, after
“getting down, and going “underground” in ritual manifested through art, the listener can
see his “fellow men on the stand.” Judgment, displayed as the ultimate atonement for the
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denial of a Black space of agency, will be “equal stay and equal play” manifested only in
the darkness of the “underground.”
In “Beautiful Brother of Mine,” the fifth track on the album, Curtis Mayfield
advocates the ultimate realization of Black Power is Black Love. The intrepid tone of the
song magnifies in Mayfield’s use of the second person to unify his listeners in a perpetual
Blackness. Much like Marvin Gaye’s use of the second person in “What’s Going On?”
Mayfield collaborates with his listeners to create a sacred ritual space, then shifts to the
collective pronoun “we” as a lyrical confirmation of that unity. By taking advantage of
the sacred space, the ritual act edges out the hegemony. “Beautiful brother of mine” in
this space we are not the same (“whatever may be your birth sign/We are not of the same
seed”), but since we are both Black (now in the “underground,” “Although we are both
the same breed”), let’s make the most of this moment together, and love one another. The
unity of differences relays “[true] Black power.” Perpetuated through time and trust, the
“beautiful brother,” must also respect Black women:
Beautiful sister of mine
Im glad we both think its now time
To really show what we can do
And proving that Black pride is now true
At last without groan of the tongue
Devoid of our time in the slum
Showing our own a new plan
That makes us all feel good inside
Cause we’ve got love. (55-63)
While he addresses the Black masculine identity first, Mayfield’s use of the falsetto
disrupts the gender lines “normalized” by the terms “brother” and “sister” by the final
stanza. He addresses a masculine then a feminine identity to acknowledge the differences
among the listeners, but uses a voice that could be characterized as androgynous. By
offering the plan via the verse to “beautiful sister,” Mayfield utilizes both the “time”
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(music) and metaphysical space (woman as womb), to symbolically interact with the
hegemonic force that projects women as inferior to men. When the “mass [of Black
Artists] agree” the unity of Artist and ritual will manifest further ritual rites (“inspiring
the young of our race”), collapsing the oppression further (“pushing all opposition out”).
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CHAPTER FOUR
BOOGIE ON SUPERWOMAN, LITTLE GOLDEN LADY WITH EBONY EYES

Now, women forget all those things they don't want to remember,
and remember everything they don't want to forget. The dream is
the truth. Then they act and do things accordingly. Zora Neale
Hurston, Their Eyes Were Watching God.
Mary wants to be a superwoman, but is that really in her head?
“Superwoman/ Where Were You When I Needed You.” Stevie
Wonder Music of My Mind.
She is also a must-read text to be delivered into the hands of all of
us who work to achieve the wonderful light of knowledge, love,
and beauty. She is an everlasting yes.” Toni Cade-Bambara, The
Black Woman.
Less of a woman in that she is less 'feminine,' and helpless, she is
really more of a woman in that she is the embodiment of Mother
Earth, the quintessential mother with infinite sexual, life-giving,
and nurturing reserves. In other words, she is a superwoman.
Michele Wallace, The Myth of the Superwoman.
Released in 1970, Curtis Mayfield’s Curtis generously situates Black nationalism
with a commitment to loving the Black self within the confines of American culture.
With songs such as “We People Who Are Darker Than Blue,” and “(Don't Worry) If
There's a Hell Below, We're All Going to Go,” Curtis openly exhibits Black nationalism
as inclusive of all skin tones, genders, and social class. “The Other Side of Town” openly
addresses class distinctions within the Black community. However the record’s sixth
track, “Miss Black America,” Mayfield actively addresses a feminine form, while
acknowledging the evolving facets of femininity. Starting with a conversation between
Mayfield and his “love child,” he asks her what she wants to be when she grows up:
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[Little Girl] “Hello Daddy”
[Mayfield] “Hello baby, how is my love child?”
[Little Girl] “Fine”
[Mayfield] “Tell me, of all your dreams, what most do you hope to
be when you become a big girl?”
[Little Girl] “Daddy, I would like to be Miss Black America”
After shedding tears of success, the unnamed girl matures to womanhood becoming a
“Sista” whose “natural look” gains worldwide admiration. As “Mother Nature’s godchild” progresses through the ritual of adolescence, “Miss Black America” must also pass
on to all children a sense of pride in knowing the truth about their history: “A culture no
one can deny/If a young child should ask/Then tell them why/They should not be
ashamed/Of their past.” At the song’s conclusion, Mayfield declares that the mother of all
of America is “Black America,” collapsing Blackness into a feminine identity. For
Mayfield, Black femininity is the primary landscape for Black nationalism.
This exchange began with a conversation about her future goals when she
“become[s] a big girl,” presumably some time in the near future. Mayfield’s wide ranging
perception of feminine Blackness offers a collective that speaks to the individual
experience of his young listener. She will become the summation of the entire Black
experience, and under the watchful gaze of her Father, she gains power from the
gathering of Black femininity. During the transformative experience of the BAM, Black
Artists carved similar cultural experiences to be both deliberate and indeterminate. The
image of the Black woman is to be who she is and with undefined refinement she projects
ambiguity to maintain her flexibility within an unstable and unsafe structure.
Scholar Carmen L. Phelps examines the achievement of women writers of the
Black Arts Movement in her work Visionary Women Writers of Chicago’s Black Arts
Movement. Centering on the collaboration of Black Artists and highlighting the debates
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surrounding a collective approach to the Black Aesthetic, the BAM emphasized politics
of nation building that would ultimately empower Black people, regardless of gender
(Phelps 3). While BAM contemporaries propagated the creative process and Black
aesthetic as exclusively “Black nationalism,” many Black artists authorized these
marginalized spaces to perpetuate nation building within the community. "[E]xplor[ing]
the ways in which one group of women advanced a pluralistic black coalition building
aesthetic from their positions of sexual and artistic power rather than powerlessness,”
counters the perception that the creative power of BAM women writers was a monolithic
response to misogyny and sexism (Phelps 4). Advancement for Black women writers
meant culturally investing in Black collaboration.
In the following, I use several works to frame my analysis of Stevie Wonder.
Through her use of multiple Martha identities, Sherley Ann Williams in “Tell Martha Not
to Moan” realizes the Black feminine within a space of community. Michele Wallace in
The Myth of the Superwoman explores the self prescribed limitations of exclusive Black
feminine communities. Then in a close reading of her trilogy The Friends, Ruby, and
Edith Jackson, Rosa Guy portrays the friendships between Black adolescent women as
confrontational and regenerative. By confronting the desirability surrounding Black
femininity, Guy’s characters also confront the conflict of the ideal by reconceptualizing
these same Black experiences. Stevie Wonder crafts a feminine identity reticent to these
authors in characteristic and experience. By complicating his own symbolic performance,
Wonder represents masculinity as accepting of an evocative Black femininity. More
specifically, Wonder’s feminine constructs are a portrait-as-mural representation:
Femininity is multi-colored and codified (through the Blues and other semiotic systems)
to progress through the Black aesthetic by initiating a dialogue with listeners.
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From a “Girl Blue,” to a “reggae woman” and also realized as “Golden Lady,”
Stevie Wonder projects a complicated and intricate portrait of Black femininity. The
plethora of feminine archetypes varies from the ages of adolescence through adulthood.
A distinct feminine presence exists in his earlier albums, notably “I Was Made to Love
Her" and “Uptight (Everything Is Alright).” Wonder would almost always directly
address his love interests in the second person. The songs chosen for this analysis
exclusively place woman in a complex influx of Subject and object. As Wonder shifts
from first, second, and third person, as omniscient narrator he skillfully disrupts power
dynamics for the listener. By focusing on feminine transformation, Stevie Wonder adapts
his creative space to expand on collaborative efforts between himself and the listener.
Sherley Anne Williams’ short story “Tell Martha Not to Moan,” (1968) features a
young woman with little resources, unconventionally (re)defines her identity through
several rituals, including maturity, motherhood, and courtship. “Tell Martha Not to
Moan” (“TMNM”) begins with a description of her loving, yet brutally honest mother,
the reader finds Martha in a seemingly hopeless situation. A high school dropout and
pregnant with a second child, Martha complicates as a disembodied doppelganger of the
New Testament as well as a contemporary allusion to the Negro spiritual “Mary, Don’t
You Weep.” Through the lens of Black rural womanhood, Williams collapses “Martha”
from the book of Luke and “Martha” a song about Mary who mourns Lazarus. After
conceding her pregnancy (ritual) to her mother, the suspended time initiates a flashback
to the first time Martha and Time met, at a party at the Legion. “My mamma named me
that so I be good,” she tells Time, who plays the piano at the Legion (art as ritual):
"And is you good?"
I nod yes and no all at the same time and kind of mumble
cause I don’t know what to say. Mamma really did name all us
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kids from the Bible. She always saying, "My mamma name me
Veronica after the woman in the Bible and I am a better woman for
it. That’s why I name all my kids from the Bible. They got
something to look up to." But mamma don’t think I’m good,
specially since I got Larry. (Williams, “Tell Martha Not to Moan”
The Black Woman 50-51)
However Veronica does not explicitly appear in the Bible and relates to a Catholic story
surrounding Jesus carrying his cross to Golgotha. Veronica’s lack of representation in the
biblical text resembles the lack of Black maternal representation for Martha within the
confines of white true womanhood. Veronica, Latin for “true image” (vera- and icon),
hopes that the act of naming a child will ensure a particular type of progress in life,
despite the perceptible oppression that surrounds them both: lack of agency, predatory
white males, and the transitory nature of Black masculinity. Marginalized, Martha
respects her mother, but recognizes the limited nature of these conventions, where she
would rather receive welfare than work as a maid: “What else I gon do? Go out and scrub
somebody else’s toilets like my mammma did so Larry can run wild like I did? No. I stay
on welfare awhile, thank you” (62).
Dark skinned, determined, and all Queen, Martha and her “country” ways
pluralize the Black feminine experience. Martha still appears committed to herself, her
children and their fathers, and her mother (i.e. community). While the biblical “Martha”
is too distracted with preparing for Jesus’ visit, Williams’ Martha’s life mirrors her
namesake from the Negro spiritual, providing an important Blues context to this
character. In the song “Mary Don’t You Weep,” the lyric “Tell Martha not to moan,”
serves as polyphonic call and response to the often isolating experience of loss. The
singer admonishes Martha, after addressing Mary, meaning the three women are in a
shared space in correlation to that loss. During the short story, the loss Martha (and her
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mother) feels relates to a waning naivete (or innocence) about oneself and her femininity.
Just like short story’s Martha, who desires a stronger bond between her friends and
family, all of these Martha’s inhabit this text. By coloring the sacred song of “Mary
Don’t You Weep” with the Blues style narrative of TMNM, Williams expands the
restrictive notions of femininity through collective Black experience.
Transitioning between adolescence to adulthood progresses the narrative when
Martha refashions her loss of her father and Larry, Sr. (her first child’s father) by
engaging a courtship ritual of love with Time. By naming the character Time, Williams
invokes the perpetual passing of time. Furthermore as Martha rejects the notion of being
a burden on “nobody for nothing,” and seeks a reunion with a missing father (Lazarus)-hers or Larry, Jr.’s: “I want to be able to take care of my own self.” I won’t be no weight
on you, Time. I want to tell him. I won’t be no trouble to you” (62). While previously
abandoned under her mother’s restrictive model of work, Martha’s experience on welfare
will give her a level of agency that she is comfortable with. She lives with a roommate
and they are raising their children together. After Time criticizes her for choosing
welfare, and blames the white man for her mentality, Martha clarifies that if her father
had been working, “we woulda been better off” (62). At the close of the story where
Martha declares that Time will return to her, to the repetition of his voice, where he
affirms herself, her Blackness and their union (“You feel good . . . You gon be my Black
queen? . . . We can make it together” Williams 63). Wholeness represents Martha’s
ultimate end even if that means losing during the process. Like the unnamed woman from
the aforementioned Hurston epigraph, Martha will forget the things she cannot change.
Martha’s realized dream centers on collective experience, and not isolated moments of
joy and pain (e.g. "Ships at a distance..."). Sherley Williams’ work also embodies a
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muralism of identities and experiences in “Tell Martha Not to Moan.” Williams engages
the complexity of the Black experience by not superimposing fixity onto silenced
experiences. Unlike her stereotype the Welfare Queen, Martha is more living and less
statue because of proximity to her family, friends and other metaphoric Martha’s.
Polarized by race and class, both Martha and Time must configure their gender
roles within an oppressive White patriarchy. Near the end of the story Martha relays
“Time tell me after we go to bed that night that he kill me if he ever see me with a white
man” (61). While the pair share a laugh, Time criticizes Martha for taking welfare,
negatively associating the subsidies with control of the white man. With his piano
playing, Time has his art to sell. Martha finds this hypocritical because Time has white
benefactors for his jazz playing. Also, with little resources, Martha does not have any
marketable skills and is seeking relationships with men to gain greater agency. Until she
does, she willingly takes welfare. Martha declares that Time isn’t going to New York
City to play, and that he is “just using [the white man] for a scuse cause he is scared.
Maybe you can’t play” (63). Together, they could consolidate their individual needs into
a collective image of Black harmony (Martha’s “pitchers” and Time’s sound), but sadly
this does not occur. The complexity of success within racial oppression and community
collapses into violence as Time slaps Martha then leaves. The two struggle with their
individual experiences with whiteness; yet are unable to recapitulate this oppression into
economic gain because they remain on opposite sides of the gender paradigm.
Stevie Wonder’s “Superwoman” from the epigraph at the beginning of this
chapter is no colleague of the Man of Steel, yet not unlike the concept presented by
Michele Wallace’s Superwoman. In her text, The Myth of the Superwoman, Michele
Wallace explores this complexity where Black women are perpetually exploited by White
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patriarchy through economics and class. Yet, when commodified into a mythical hero
character, the Black woman symbolically presents the hallmarks of the American ideal of
rigid individualism. Because a Black woman is “strong,” she is subjected to
insurmountable pressures of race and gender, and because she manages to survive the
ordeal, her strength only reinforces an often accepted if misplaced myth: “Of course she
is stronger. Look at what she’s been through. She would have to be . . . Naturally black
women want to very much believe it; in a way, it is all we have” (Wallace 107) [original
italicization].
As Black women progress and achieve access to capital, it is often down a path
that only further limits their own personal autonomy within the community. Wallace
explains how her mother’s own perceptions about making a living and advancement for
the soul’s sake:
My mother was so extraordinarily career oriented that I was never
allowed to take lessons in anything unless I manifested a deep
interest in a career in that area. "Will she ever be a musician?" she
asked my piano teacher. "It's not very likely" he said, and my
lessons stopped abruptly. It had been drilled into me that the best
and only sure support was self-support. (89-90)
By associating self support with success, at the cost of seeking agency, the Black Artist
cuts off her feminine hand to spite her cultural face. She must invest in paths that will
secure a career, rather than exploring other facets of the self--which might actually
benefit the career path. Wallace’s mother has little regard for any outside support even
when in constant community with other Black women. The combined act of community
within a culture of detachment (or the hegemony) suggests that despite often living in
close proximity to other Black women, these relationships within a system of dysfunction
paradoxically produce these Superwomen. Isolated from community, the Superwoman
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cannot maintain her fragmented self as superficially “whole” and she is rejected, tossed
back in the abyss of Black feminine stereotypes.
This tenuous struggle between a Black woman’s lived experience and her cultural
representation presents a compelling analysis. Living within a matrix--the hegemony-while also possessing a matrix--the female womb, the Black Woman as Artist capitalizes
on the suspended time of a living ritual. The shared creative endeavors of her Black Arts
Movement contemporaries, both male and female, held diverse and often conflicting
views on the primary purpose for the Movement’s collective vision. Greater visibility
from concentrated collectives of Black Artists initiates the uninhibited desire to cultivate
specific ideas concerning representation. By authenticating her own experience, within
the rich liminal space of a Black collective, the Black woman collapses the stringent
societal opposition surrounding her world.
There has been little scholarship concerning the works of Rosa Guy who cofounded the Harlem Writer’s Guild with authors John Oliver Killens, John Henrik Clarke,
Willard Moore and Walter Christmas in 1950. The Guild “continued the work of the
Council on African Affairs and [Paul] Robeson’s Freedom newspaper after they had
been dissolved in 1955 [and] were also involved involved in Freedom’s descendant,
Freedomways, the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, and the Cultural Association for
Women of African Heritage" (Higashida 115). Because of her West Indian and North
American immigrant experience, Rosa Guy’s work has been prolific within the realms of
Afro Caribbean studies, Women’s and adolescent literature. In an interview at the 2nd
International Conference of Caribbean Women Writers, she explains her focus on the
unrecognized effects of colonization on Black people. Calling it a “generational truth,”
Guy coincides the Black experience with a collective conscious:
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[S]ome of us we, believe, we think that it hasn’t mattered in our
life and every generation has to find its own truth but then you, you
come to the feeling, or the idea that, what is truth. Truth is not
encompassing one person alone. Your mother’s truth becomes a
part of yours, so generational truths, you know, have a way of
sifting down because, any how, it forms you, and so you have to
deal with some of these issues that form you, in order to clear your
mind, even you know of, of pressure, that you don’t know are
there.
Rosa Guy’s work exemplifies a multidimensional Black identity coded with the symbols
of the Black experience. In the following analysis, I discuss how Rosa Guy uses the
relationships of Black adolescents as signifiers for multiple feminine identities. Through
a trilogy of novels--The Friends (1973), Ruby (1976), and Edith Jackson (1978), Rosa
Guy presents a journey of Black girlhood through three narratives of young teens:
Phyllisia Cathy, Ruby Cathy, and Edith Jackson. Addressing rituals like sexual maturity
and death, Guy’s characters possess unrestrained narratives because of the chorus of
women who support the protagonists. Like Stevie Wonder, Rosa Guy unifies different
experiences to disrupt stringent social barriers and dissonance among the young women’s
ritual adolescent experience.
Phyllisia Cathy, first person narrator from The Friends, struggles with Diasporic
identity in the diverse portraits of Harlem Blackness. After being uprooted by their
overbearing father Calvin Cathy, both Phyllisia and her sister Ruby Cathy move to the
city to live in a brownstone apartment. Removed from the nearly pastoral experience of
life in the West Indies, Phyllisia finds herself suddenly on the sundry streets of Harlem,
isolated from the community where she once found protection:
Things were so different at home. On The Island everybody
cared about everything. Grownups would never let a bunch of
children fight only one. They would break up the fight and chase
them all away. Nor would they let children walk on top of people’s
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furniture; they would stop them and scold them and send them on
their way.
But then at home, fourteen-year-old girls did not fight. We
had other things to do. We rushed home from school to take off our
shoes and to play with the cooling earth through our toes. Or
sometimes we would help the boys steal fruits from the neighbors’
trees. And there, nothing was wrong with being alone. (15)
Phyllisia, coming from people who “care about everything,” conflates her role as
protagonist in Rosa Guy’s metaphoric ritual. She possesses the cultural markers (dialect,
memories), yet remains dispossessed of the cultural space to perform her work
(community). The students under the oppressive white teacher view her as a threat to
their identity, as she destabilizes their own collective perception of Blackness. Because of
these same complex barriers of class and American identity, Phyllisia symbolizes a
Diasporic evolution of Blackness dialectic to the conscious American experience. As
Dianne Johnson offers in “Perspectives on Unity and the Children’s Literature of Lucille
Clifton and Rosa Guy, “The reader is forced to deal with the question of what 'blackness'
is, what 'Africanness' is. Moreover the meaning of Harlem--in all its mythological
implication as home of Black culture, as well as sociological standing as 'ghetto'--is
brought into question” (57). By posing the ritual in an inclusive Diasporic Blackness,
Guy expands the effect of mainstream culture that cements Phyllisia’s experience in an
capitalist ideal to exclude her from other avenues for identity.
As the product of middle class economics and politics, among the oppression of
Harlem, Phyllisia wrestles with the idealization of Black success. She wants attention
from her peers for her difference, but that attention must be admiration for her higher
social class. Students instead tease her for the cultural differences they see between
themselves and Phyllisia, calling her “monkey chaser,” mocking her accent, and beating
her up after school (Guy TF 12-13). The white teachers abuse their Black students and
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uphold Phyllisia’s alternate representation of Blackness for other students to project their
hatred:
I knew it suddenly. Standing in front of the room, her blond hair
pulled back to emphasize the determination in her face, her body
girdled to emphasize the determination in her spine, her eyes
holding determinedly to anger, Miss Lass was afraid! She was
afraid and was using me to keep the hatred of the children away
from her. I was the natural choice because I was a stranger and
because I was proud. (TF 8)
Using her face (image), body (performance), and eyes (spirit), the white teacher attempts
a ritual of her own to appropriate the collective power of Black students to imbibe dissent
towards Phyllisia’s difference. Phyllisia insightfully links this scrutiny to her pride in her
cultural heritage becoming an exotic ideal to buffer the students’ violence and disrespect
of Miss Lass’s white privilege. Miss Lass projects her authoritative light on Phyllisia’s
fixidity, the students perceive her as a threat to their own rigid oppressive space. Isolated
from her community because of deteriorating connections to The Island (e.g. her dying
mother), the students see her apart from themselves and their hostility toward her
difference. Phyllisia used her past to maintain connections with her family but when she
uses her difference to oppress the Black collective with an ideal, she faces self
annihilation.
Grieving her loss of community at the Island in the newly acquired space of
Harlem, Phyllisia suffers a symbolic loss of self. She knows friendship will mitigate
much of her isolation and loneliness, but is unwilling to accept the friendship of Edith
Jackson because of differences in class. Edith welcomes Phyllisia’s difference as she is
receptive to her Diasporic cultural connections (TF 37). As the anti-ideal of Phyllisia’s
lived experience, Edith embodies the marginalization that Phyllisia witnesses everyday,
but remains protected from by her class privilege. “I looked [and] thought of Edith’s
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[eyes] with their layers of darkness and interest that one could actually search through,”
Phyllisia reflects (TF 140). Edith presents an attractive dialogic space, but Phyllisia is
unwilling to engage because of class differences. She wields her class power when she
sees her access limited by the exceptionalism that Edith represents in the presence of her
mother. Ramona recognizes Edith as a “lost” form of Black Art, because within the
American ideal, Edith’s desire for Black collaboration is viewed as a threat. As Phyllisia
stands at a boundary of her sacred but waning West Indian past, and Edith’s profane but
dynamic future Black experience, Phyllisia also demonstrates the conflict of the Black
Artist. Stevie Wonder faced a similar decision before releasing Where I’m Coming From,
as he learned to embrace his cultural history with Motown, while also advocating within
the performative space of the Black Arts Movement. The Black Artist must learn how to
navigate her identity through these acts of loss and discovery.
Through a tense moment where Edith, her mother, and Calvin meet, Phyllisia
reveals her true nature. Embarrassed by Edith’s appearance, even after several months of
friendship, Phyllisia helps Edith to sneak in and see her cancer stricken mother Ramona,
convalescing at home. Ramona is immediately charmed by Edith’s misguided but
genuine ways, as she has stolen a gift for Ramona and lies several times (TF 113).
Phyllisia gets angry when Edith does not seem “impressed with her surroundings” (TF
111). Finally, Calvin comes home and throws Edith out, calling her a ragamuffin (TF
114). Her proximity to him in physical space jeopardizes his social status via the
inclusive power of the Black collective.
“That’s why I’m running in bad luck,” he fumed. “Because
of these picky-headed ragamuffins you got breathing down me tail.
Get she out!”
His anger satisfied me. He would get Edith straight. (TF
115)
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Phyllisia’s behavior represents her resemblance to her father’s capitalist ideal. Guy
problematizes the ideal by placing Phyllisia (as a ritual) both in and out of the Black
collective via Edith’s presence in their home. Phyllisia’s disgust stems from Edith’s
stringent disruption of Phyllisia’s normalized experience and acceptance of class
privilege. Ramona Cathy represents the internal conflict of the ritual when enshrined in
the safety of capitalism, via Calvin Cathy’s control. She tells Phyllisia
[G]rownups are very strange people. They have a habit seeing
everything in terms of themselves--their problems. It is always the
rent we have to pay, the food we have to buy, the clothes we have
to wear, the children we must care for. You see, our problems. (TF
120)
Because adults are deeply invested in the capitalist matrix, they are unable to find
meaning in the community centered rituals manifested in the lives of Edith and Phyllisia.
Unlike Calvin Cathy who is consumed with monetary gain, Ramona in the face of her
own mortality, impinges that the lives of Black children (now as Black Art) should alter
the lives of their parents. Ramona realizes her purpose is to not just birth more Black Art,
but also to advocate for the Black Art she creates. Phyllisia later recognizes her father’s
influence in her own selfish ways,
I had seen the things the way I wanted them to be. I had wanted to
be the unhappy princess living with the cruel king of a father. I had
wanted to be the daughter of a owner of a big restaurant. Perhaps it
was because the kids in school had been so hard on me. I didn’t
know. But I had wanted to be rich, to live in luxury, so that I could
feel superior to them--to people like Edith. Calvin never lied to me.
I was the fraud (TF 190).
Without Edith and removed of any healthy ties to new communities, Phyllisia is left
alone to cling to her ideals. Phyllisia was proud of her class and social difference and
even while she lorded it over Edith, Edith remained vigilant to protect that intimate space
because of Edith’s investment in Black community. She recognizes that to live and utilize
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her father’s success, means she would have to endure the repercussion of oppression and
isolation. By realizing she has become a prototype of her father, Phyllisia finally
understand she must use her difference to engage the Black collective to build further
community. For, even when when the collective is resistant, the Black Artist must engage
the dialogue with the Black Aesthetic via community.
Ruby, the title of the second book from Rosa Guy’s trilogy, is a main character
who seeks more sexual autonomy. Told from omniscient third person, Ruby’s detached
narrative reflects her dissociated state. Ruby remains detached from her lived experience,
and the audience occupies this restrictive space, from the very beginning of the novel:
Loneliness, like a vapor, wafted from her bowels up through her
stomach, encompassed her heart where, gaining substance, it
slithered along her throat, collecting, thickening, making the cords
bulger out on her neck, forcing her to swallow,hold on to the
thickness, prevent its erupting into screams, hysteria, torrents of
tears. (Ruby 3)
After the loss of her mother, Ruby Cathy struggles with her father, as she embodies the
paternalistically repressed ideal of Black femininity. By only seeking her father’s praise
and love, Ruby remains dissolved of any agency and her life becomes a routine of selfless
acts. After admitting in The Friends that she lets fellow classmates cheat off of her (TF
20), Ruby helps the racist teacher Ms Gottlieb and the students call her an Uncle Tom’s
Uncle Tom (Ruby 18-19). Guy symbolically interacts with Ruby through a dialectic
relationship with the other two novels The Friends and Edith Jackson. While Phyllisia
and Edith engage an inclusive Black dialogue via first person narratives, Ruby
problematizes the Black ideal within this exchange. Isolated from any connection outside
of her family, Ruby falls into a state of despair and remains subject to the outside
paradigms that support her restrictive feminist representation.
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Ruby’s rigid subservient identity isolates her even more and she enters into a
relationship with a classmate, Daphne Duprey. Lacking a communal grieving experience
with her family, she seeks the homoerotic intimacy of Daphne who makes her feel “one
hundred per” (Ruby 57-58). With a deceased Black nationalist father, Daphne is in a
similar situation as Ruby, as both of their fathers are unavailable: one in body, the other
in cultural community. Calvin freely admits to Ramona before his death “I [sic] living in
the present, not the past. When history advance, it is current events. And I ain’t need no
past in the present to bring me bad luck” (TF 117). Calvin, like his daughter, lacks any
community and is not interested in collective Black experience, as it reminds of him of
his history. By contrast, Daphne Dupree’s father was a Black nationalist who “went out
of this world on a hummer” (Ruby 77):
A hummer is a fluke-- a stupid, unnecessary accident that has
nothing to do with anything a person is about...You see, my father
was a great man, Bronzie. A revolutionary, a nationalist. He had
been in every movement in the United States from Garvey to
Malcolm X and Martin Luther King.
[...] He slipped on a banana peel on Lenox Avenue and fractured
his skull. (Ruby 78, 82)
As Calvin lives a life without purpose and commitment to his family, Daphne’s unnamed
father is the anonymous Black collective who dies a death without purpose. Like Stevie
Wonder during his creative departure from Motown, these men and their daughters stand
at boundaries of nationalism and assimilation. But unlike Wonder, Calvin and Ruby are
resistant to the uncertain but limitless potential of the Black collective.
With markedly different diction to denote class distinctions among Black people,
Edith Jackson’s complex depiction of variating feminine Blackness resolves the conflict
from the previous two novels. While she is last to share her narrative, Edith reconciles the
preceding two stories by standing at the cross section of the trilogy. Edith’s “layered
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darkness” is indeterminate as she exists at the bottom of Phyllisia’s narrative on class,
femininity and Blackness. Edith is willing to stand with the very unwilling Phyllisia who
stands alone because she is different. Much like Sherley Ann William’s Black Martha,
Edith recognizes the power of community supersedes the ideal resolution the collective
might bring. After losing nearly every family member to death (sisters Ellen and Bessie),
drugs (Randy), or invisibility (missing sister Suzy), Edith’s lack of communal space,
leaves her in the perverted hands of Reverend Jenkins (EJ 113). She runs away to stay
with Mrs. Bates, a former classmate’s mother. The two have a tenuous relationship, as
Edith is resistant to Mrs. Bates’ frank and insensitive ways. Mrs. Bates is active in the
church and school system and checks up on Edith’s progress in school. Yet Mrs. Bates’
position within the community is a conduit for Edith’s transcendence from her situation
and she advocates for Edith’s education (EJ 10).
After Edith gets pregnant by James, a fellow ward of Mrs. Bates, she runs away
again, searching for Phyllisia, whose “happy-to-see-me face made [her] feel real again.
Like people again” (EJ 163). When they reunite, Phyllisia attempts to reconnect to her
friendship with Edith via pain, as explains that Calvin Cathy has died too,
“See, Edith? I’m an orphan too. Now I’m an orphan just like you.”
Like that meant to bind us. Tie us together for life. But the
apartment, all its rich stuff, laughed at her exaggeration. She might
be an orphan but sure not like me (EJ 164).
Edith, who has had a life of pain, is resistant to this connection and later questions the
validity of Phyllisia’s friendship: “Nothing seemed real. Nothing. Why did Phyllisia see
me? Because we had hurt together? Or did she love the habit of loving me? (EJ 172). She
questions her friendship with Phyllisia, because even after all this time, Phyllisia seems
removed of her culture to embrace one of status. Several of her friends come over and
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alienate Edith for her tattered and old clothing, and then encourage her to get government
assistance (EJ 177). Like most of the characters in Guy’s trilogy, their portrayal is
imperfect and problematic.
Suddenly, within the collapsed space of their disintegrating connection, Edith
realizes that she cannot simply run away from her problems, and like Phyllisia, “All she
had to do was move” (EJ 167). Accepting this evolution of their friendship, Edith decides
to terminate their pregnancy. While at the abortion clinic, Edith calls Mrs. Bates to help
her through the process now utilizing her circuitry of Black women to end the perpetual
oppression of poverty. Edith sees the difference between herself and Phyllisia, having
changed. In the face of her own maternity, Edith chooses an abortion over a life
perpetuating the systemic problems of her past. By resisting rigid ideals of Black
femininity, readers are able to realize an image of a dynamic, self reflective Black woman
who survives in the presence of community.
By resisting the same idealization that the previous two protagonist faced, Edith
expands her own experience through dynamic representations of Black women.
Muralized portraits of Black womanhood encourages audiences into a dialogue with the
artistic work. By embracing flexible and problematic representations, the projection of
Black femininity remains unified because of the exchange between the Black Artist and
her work. Rosa Guy seeks to complicate Black femininity because by conceiving a new
form requires audiences to retrieve new passageways of understanding. Similarly, Stevie
Wonder presents a complicated woman who must be conceived out of the collective,
imploring audiences to reconfigure their models of Black femininity. Mary, the named
heroine in Stevie Wonder’s first single from 1972’s Music of My Mind, ponders her
vulnerability and strength, as well as the speaker’s emotions: "Mary wants to be a
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superwoman, but is that really in her head?/ But I just want to live each day to love her
for what she is/ Mary wants to be another movie star, but is that really in her mind?/ And
all the things she wants to be, she needs to leave behind" (lines 1-4). From the outset, he
says he wants to “love her for what she is,” or what she is to him. “Is,” then represents the
present condition, including the past (read: stereotypes, tragic past) and the future, or
possibility for a new autonomous experience. Wonder wants to appreciate “Mary” in her
full presence of being. However, Wonder rejects this independent image of a woman:
“My woman want to be a superwoman/ And I just had to say goodbye/ Because I can't
spend all my hours start to cry.” With this lyric, Wonder is just as much as a masculine
construction as his feminine object of affection: "But, very well, I believe I know you
very well/ Wish that you knew me too very well/ And I think, I can deal with everything/
Going through your head" (lines 5-8). Desiring community (“Wish that you knew me too
very well”), Wonder asserts the connection between Mary and himself leads to mutual
acceptance. By privileging the feminine form as an important catalyst in his own process
of self discovery, Wonder expands the oft-marginalized experiences of Black women.
When she sees that they “know [each other] very well,” their union breaks down the
barriers in both of their minds (“everything/ Going through your head”). By collapsing
their individual experiences, Wonder also unites his own self actualization with a
feminine form. In rejecting an exclusively masculine discourse, Wonder redefines the
communicative and collective Black unity among genders.
Wonder’s women are extraordinary women who possess powers that often remain
a mystery to themselves and others. She is a woman who must be loved and received love
because it is her love that is the driving force behind S. Wonder’s artistry: in tribute, the
artist must write to his muse. Unknowingly, she is the ultimate boon in his hero's journey,
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as she is the source and drive behind his artistry. Hidden, Wonder and his muse share a
private sensuous relationship that transcends the restrictive space of Black sexual
subjectivity. While he does place the feminine as the literal object of his affection,
Wonder’s sense of protection and duty to his muse are unwavering. Wonder projects this
archetypal feminine ideal to engage the ritual aspects and slow time during the
acceleration of the Black Time Continuum.
Black women, while negotiating the Black semiotic systems within the
hegemony, are shifted into limiting spheres that paradoxically funnel her toward
“achievement.” As the hegemony defines success through a strict order of individualism,
these women are often isolated within their own communities. “Girl Blue,” also from
Music of My Mind explores this bittersweet complexity of accomplishment for Black
women. With the world at her feet (“Leaves on branches, for your pleasure, perform a
soothing dance.”) Despite the speaker’s views of her achievement, (Though all you
have,/ is visible to you”), the “girl” still exists as as an object in the reader’s mind,
(“Little girl it seems/ in all my dreams/ Your happiness is due”). Wonder sings “Thoughts
of love are in your mind/ Yet splintered hopes push them aside./ A look at life is what
you need to try,” addressing the complexity of love while maintaining romantic
relationships, as this “little girl” character is at odds with her self image. Is she a little girl
because of her youth? Her infantile dreams of romance? Why are her hopes “splintered”?
Wonder has remedy for this paradox: "Little girl be fair/ Show yourself you care/ let
others care for you./ Before it's too late/ Cause time won't wait/ Till your heart's no longer
blue" (lines 23-28). The fix for this “little girl” seems to be vulnerability allowing for
people “to care” for her. While paternalistic, the naming of this woman as little girl
perhaps is to remind the woman of her youth. By invoking the child, Wonder faces the
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listener square in the face of adolescence, the temporal space for the socialization for
gender norms. Further, this approach also affirms the self, as to be vulnerable is to allow
others to “care for you,” i.e. community. Exclusivity (“achievement”) does not
necessitate desirability, as she remains isolated from the self reflective and nutritive
environment of community. “Girl Blue” requires the sense of wholeness that
collaborative loving offers, as a multidimensional need requires a multilayered response.
With Stevie Wonder playing all the instruments in the song, and Syreeta Wright
doing background vocals, "Sweet Little Girl" invokes a sugar daddy stereotype, high
handed in his “sweetness.” One could almost imagine Wonder and Wright in the studio
together, as the song was recorded in the latter part of their short marriage. He pleads for
satisfaction, offering her sugar, honey, and all the “good lovin’” she can handle, but he
also notably offers her a “woofer” a loudspeaker used for lower frequency: “Come on
now honey-sugar, you know your baby loves you, more than I love my clavinet. So baby,
do me good, do me good baby." While in competition with his favorite instrument for
Wonder’s affection (the clavinet), this “Sweet Little Girl” seems unmoved by Wonder’s
forceful game. Shifting the tempo during the spoken word parts, Wonder continues the
song with overt sexual innuendoes and the incessant begging, as well as a reference to the
1971 film Sweet Sweetback's Baadasssss Song:
[spoken] You know just the other day I was gonna take you
to go see a movie,/ Sweet, Sweetback, cause I thought it
might give you some inspiration/ cause we ain't made love
in so long, come on now sweet little sugar,/ honey baby,
now what if you knew I was going to put my harmonica
down/ just to make love to you.
The song takes a slightly more sinister turn with this, as the “inspiration” to which
Wonder refers to in the context of the film could be violent or even fatal. Sweet
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Sweetback, a man that was noted for his large genitalia who pulled no punches, became
the poster child of the Black Power Movement as Huey Newton devoted an entire issue
of The Black Panther, upholding the heroic savior of Black people. The last line of the
song, Wonder warns the “little girl” to take heed to his wants: “Don’t make me get mad
and act like a nigger.” Much like Time in “Tell Martha Not to Moan,” Wonder relies on
brutality to convey his authority.
Even with a raunchy reference to semen (“You know you got my load”), the
underlying comedic tone of the song prevents Wonder’s moves from appearing
menacing. Yet a listener must ask, Is Wonder being serious here? Predatory and
conflicting with his other representations of male courtship, in the song Wonder
embraces the dirty old man image as an offshoot of the Blues tradition. Furthermore, by
providing a holding place for this relic, the Bluesman as atavist of hypermasculinity is
now made joker when relegated to his exploitative ways. In collapsing the Bluesman with
a contemporary misogynistic masculine Black Power figure, Wonder symbolically
interacts with these images to reveal how little power these identities have, as he solicits
the time of his “little girl.” On his knees, empty-handed--as he has willingly given up a
woofer and offers the harmonica, and rejects playing his clavinet for her--the former wolf
has been made a lamb, through denial of his satisfaction. By denying the consummation
of his sexual desire, she “toys” with his pleasure for her own power. This denial result in
anger and physical retaliation against the “girl,” as these rigid depictions of Black
masculinity offer few healthy avenues for self-expression.
“Golden Lady” presents an ultimate feminine form on Wonder's hyperbolic work
Innervisions (1974). "Golden Lady" portrays Wonder pleading with his muse to let her
join him once again on a creative rendezvous. Seeking communion with her nutritive
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presence, Wonder understands that their shared inventive intimacy. By suspending the
attachment to gender norms and mores, both Wonder and his “Golden Lady” can emerge
as more composed selves: “Looking in your eyes/ Kind of heaven eyes/ Closing both my
eyes/ Waiting for surprise/ To see the heaven in your eyes is not so far/ To know the love
and the beauty never known before/ I'll leave it up to you to show it,” (“Golden Lady”
Innervisions). His commitment to her reveals his vulnerability to her, as he relies on her
desire to commune with him (“I’ll leave it up to you to show it”). Wonder uses the space
to isolate the eyes and hands of his muse. While possibly just a correlation, Wonder’s
blindness and abilities as a keyboard player suggest that these parts of the body are
integral in his communication with her, despite his lack of sight. He plays the keys (with
his hands) to understand the world around him (i.e. sight). By acknowledging the parts of
his golden lady, Wonder constructs her whole, linking their collaborative self-reflection
to heaven. Her eyes (read: reflection of the soul), and hands (read: tools of creation),
when unified with his (“Waiting for the chance/ Just to hold your hand”) serve as a
catalyst for both of their growth. “A touch of rain and sunshine made the flower grow,”
Wonder sings, and “Golden Lady” is the manifestation of that maturation, which
possesses “a lovely smile that’s blooming.” His dream is realized when she
communicates to him, after acknowledging her tools of creation.
“Ebony Eyes” from Songs in the Key of Life (1976) embraces a triumphant tone
similar to “Miss Black America,” elevating the image of adolescent feminine Blackness.
Much like “Isn’t She Lovely,” from the same album, Stevie Wonder lyrically portrays
adolescent feminine Blackness as beautiful and audacious. Her distinctly bold nature
manifests in image as she is described as “the sunflower of nature's seeds” as well as a
“devastating beauty.” In every chorus of the song, Wonder’s use of “devastating” reflects
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an unsettling feeling toward her, commenting on desirability and Blackness. It is to say,
her look disrupts ideals about beauty. Furthermore, Wonder’s use of the sunflower image
links nicely to the “blooming smiles” of “Golden Lady,” and her bigness, metaphoric or
actual physique. Larger than life, she stands out because of her ability to suspend her
restrictive youth, as Wonder always refers to her as a “girl.” Listeners, regardless of age,
are reticent to the ritual of adolescence. While she is among many (who wish they could
be like her), she manages to shift her repressive environment (“born and raised on
ghetto’s street”) into one that centers on the sound of her voice: “When she starts talking
soft and sweet/ Like birds of spring her words all seem to sing/ With a rhythm that is
made of love/ And the happiness that she only brings.” Emerging like her sister from
another mister Martha, our “pretty girl with ebony eyes” materializes as vision of Black
feminine agency. Her voice, like “Golden Lady’s hands and eyes, are the tools for her
ritual, as her song brings a sense of communicative elation. The “happiness” Wonder
revels in goes back to the shared space between her “ebony eyes” and his own.
“Boogie on Reggae Woman” presents a sexually autonomous Black woman,
confident in her “moves.” Refusing to criticize her openness and prowess, Wonder
instead remains awestruck in her presence. Noted for his use of the Moog synthesizer
bass line, “Boogie on Reggae Woman” situates sexual ability as desirable. A groove of
funky bass begins then speeds up as his lyrical “riff” of “I like” responds to the silent
smirk of intrigue from his dancing Black woman: "I like to see you boogie/ Right across
the floor/ I like to do it to you/ Till you holla for more/ I like to reggae/ But you dance too
fast for me/ I'd like to make love to you/ So you can make me scream" (lines 1-8).
Wonder enjoys watching her move and gains pleasure from her better ability. He freely
associates her dancing with her sexual ability. Much like the mode of his music, he
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invokes this dance/sex binary to intersect pleasure and movement of the body. Wonder
invokes this “I like” several times throughout the song: "I'd like to see both of us/ Fall
deeply in love/ I'd like to see you na[ked]/ Under the stars above/ Yes I would/ I'd like to
see both of us/ Fall deeply in love - yeah/ I'd like to see you in the raw/ Under the stars
above" (lines 12-19). Through a series of polarizing images of innocence and raw desire,
Wonder expands his own desire: to continue to watch his “reggae woman boogie on.”
The repetition of her dance, now collapsed into a powerful ritual of courtship, sexual
energy and love, presents an transcendent experience for Wonder as he recognizes how
he must re-learn how to “boogie.” By making his “reggae woman” better than himself,
Wonder has set a sexual standard that places her at a greater level of subjectivity. She is
in control, as she must teach him how to reggae. Also, he engages his lack of experience
by initiating their union.
In "Isn't She Lovely," Wonder represents his own feminine ideal in a tribute to his
daughter, Aisha born to Yolanda Simmons. The complexity of Black motherhood bridges
the relationship between Stevie Wonder’s mother, Lula Mae Hardaway, and the birth of
his first child. By transposing the love of Black child by the mother to the father, Wonder
successfully does two things: shows solidarity with the Black mother through shared love
of their production, the Black child (or Black art); and he reaffirms Black masculinity’s
desire for humanity. Loving the extension of oneself is a step toward self actualization,
and the limited position as soul crooner, bad boy, and militant did not afford Black
masculinity the emotional intimacy to love a child. While children were the product of
these relationships, Black fatherhood presence has often been projected as being
fragmented or nonexistent. Inserting a masculine presence in the normally feminine
sphere of child rearing, colors and complicates often stifling representations of Black
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love. Further, as narrator, Wonder embraces his evolutionary place in the exchange
between parent and child.
Like Rosa Guy’s use of adolescence, Wonder also embraces this transitional
performance. Situated from a Black male youth’s perspective, in the song "Do Like You"
(Hotter Than July) Wonder describes a young boy named Keita trying to learn a dance
from an older female sibling named Aisha. While manifested as dance, this act of the
temporal represents having control (autonomy) over the body (physical, cultural
collection of symbols, material wealth, etc), to create new forms of art. Despite his
father’s protests (“his father said hey boy get right back in that bed”), Keita learns the
dance and wants to enter a contest at the school: "But his mama said no/ Keita's much too
young to go/ But his sister said please let him go so the world can see/ When they saw
him they said he must be crazy/ Look at him he ain't nothing but a baby" (lines 24-28).
Here the song marks an important transition for Keita, as he resists the fear propagated
onto him by older generations, and pursue his own autonomous act as a practitioner over
his body. He wins the contest after Wonder sings in the chorus to “show me can you
rock/ can you rock around the clock,” a marker to the passing of time. Keita completes
his task after having learned the dance from his sister Aisha, and she later guides him
through a successful talent show at the school they share. Her feminine presence is both
catalyst and guidance for his act. Not unlike his beloved muse, Syreeta Wright, for
Wonder the feminine represents a progressive form of community building love. Because
Black women bear Black children, they are integral to the recapitulation of Black culture.
Furthermore, in the recorded dialogue of two children--male and female-- the
listener finds a coded message:
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[Aisha] Ooh, you done broke Mama's lamp
[Keita] Uh, uh
[Aisha] Yes you did
[Keita] No I didn't
Aside from adolescent fears of angering a parent, the breaking of the lamp has another
meaning. The adults, with their older perceptions about Black art, fear the very proximity
to the “light,” as it makes them vulnerable to the hegemony. Yet this light is necessary for
them to see. The children's’ act of dancing disrupts the cycle of hyper-visibility and
hyper-invisibility, forcibly expanding the parents own self identity. Much like in The
Friends where Ramona Cathy makes a final plea to Phyllisia, Black children will teach
their parents to see in the dark after recognizing the power of their union. The familial
exchange occurs in the Keita’s bold encounter and willingness to engage his sister in the
communal sphere of dance and Wonder’s music.
Wonder’s representation of femininity offers a complex woman who embraces
collaboration as a means of transcendence through acknowledgement of the prescribed
union. His Black woman acknowledges the conflicting images of her femininity, yet she
also understands the variables that make up the existence within a hegemony. Whether
the union means collecting the Self before initiating a ritual act, or through a collective of
Black Artists working in a community to produce a play, self actualization of life and art
breaks down the complex network of symbolic interaction by the hegemony.
Wonder’s music is a communication from the soul (unconscious as Blackness),
and like a mirror, he projects the image of the listener into his music. Through Stevie
Wonder, the listener engages a committed loving relationship with the self. The feminine
projection is simply the vessel for the listener to have this experience. I am not saying
that women are just vessels for femininity, but the projection of the feminine in Wonder’s
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art produces an identity for the listener that broadens the scope to loving Blackness, and
not just loving in the romantic sense. This (re)birthing is communal for the
aforementioned Superwoman, as it is Wonder who initiates the exchange. As the vessel
expands to accept a broader sense of Black love, allowing for Black woman as lover,
nationalist, etc, the vessel is able to birth the variety necessary for survival under
insurmountable oppression. Because he is Black, and his woman is Black, the love he
projects from his Black music is also Black.
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CHAPTER FIVE
“MAYBE YOUR BABY DONE MADE SOME OTHER PLANS”-THE AESTHETICS OF LOVING BLACKNESS

Because of his immense popularity, Stevie Wonder represents a cross section of
mainstream music and Black solidarity. Wonder’s representation through American
media projects a socially conscious messages, without removing the lens of race, class,
and history. Wonder uses his connections to Black culture to perpetuate love of a Black
self. Because of Wonder’s proximity to other Artists and Musicians of the BAM, his
primary audience for albums discussed in this analysis were Black people. Among the
BAM, Black Artists actively supported an exclusive Blackness, a nurturing yet limited in
representation. Wonder expanded this vacuum of by encouraging listeners to love
themselves, by also encouraging them to love Blackness.
American culture’s proximity to the vacuum of Western modernity and capitalism
tenders a cultural narrative that births and disintegrates, as the popular culture
commodifies oppressed experiences to resell to its larger populus. Like the ancient
ouroboros, Westernism cycles around humanity, devouring its own body of symbols,
only to rebirth itself in the process. However, circling around Westernism is Nommo, the
African Time Continuum. Black Artists enter and exit this sacred space created by the
cycling track of the continuum which largely represents a thriving collective unconscious.
Represented by the primordial conflict of humanity’s self identity (what we know and
what we do not know), this conflict encompasses the very conscious experience of man’s
profane duration. The cycle of production and consumption perpetuates through the
expansion of Western ideals, now white skin in blackface. Plain faced and easy to
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consume, the oppressive culture dominates its consumer, who is now susceptible to
messages of hating Blackness, materialized as the anti-conscious experience. I chose to
name this final chapter after the song “Maybe Your Baby” for this reason. Just as a
mainstream culture has worked to sanitize the political stance of Stevie Wonder, the
Black aesthetic has protected him from such advances, as the collective reaffirms Black
representation. If the White authority must co-opt Wonder as a performer, collective
representations of Blackness must also be included in the experience. Therefore, when in
close proximity to the Black Aesthetic, maybe Motown’s baby--Stevie Wonder--has
made some other plans.
In her 1992 work, Black Looks--Race and Representation, bell hooks discusses
the impact of loving Blackness. In “Loving Blackness as Political Resistance,” hooks
uses the novel Passing to relay her students’ unwillingness to resist the philosophy of
victimization, and engage in “a critical discussion about ‘loving Blackness’”:
They wanted to talk about Black self-hatred, to hear one another
confess (especially students of color) in eloquent narratives about
the myriad ways they had tried to attain Whiteness, if only
symbolically. They gave graphic details about the ways they had
attempted to appear “White” by talking a certain way, wearing
certain clothing, and even choosing specific groups of White
friends. [...] I left this class of more than forty students, . . .
feeling as though I had witnessed a ritualistic demonstration of the
impact White supremacy has on our collective psyches. (10)
For hooks, the most “frightening” aspect of the experience was the students’ collective
interest in only exploring Black self hatred, and not loving Blackness. Loving Blackness
represents for the larger culture a dangerous decision as she and her students examine in
the novel Passing, where Clare-- a biracial character who is passing for White--seeks
Black spaces of acceptance. Clare later dies, either by suicide, or at the hands of her
Black friend, Irene. Clare’s death occurs after her husband accuses her of being “a damn
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dirty nigger,” and reveals the white supremacist hegemony, always on the prowl to
expose any positive association with Blackness.
These symbolic implications pair violence with loving Blackness, and that the
arena for such a rendezvous would ultimately be marred with tragedy. According to
hooks, “the oppositional Black culture that emerged in the context of apartheid and
segregation has been one of the few locations that has provided a space for the kind of
decolonization that makes loving Blackness possible,” (10). Black art has always been in
close proximity to the suffering of Black people, existing in symbolic tribute to the
human spirit. The lived experience under oppression when combined with the promise of
certain violence (even death) when one seeks to console and encourage others in the same
melanin boat is in stark contrast to life itself. Life becomes the ultimate boon for
Blackness, and living becomes an art.
Loving Blackness begins with blurring the lines between object and Subject. To
be successful, oppression demands a structure that is created by the minds of its
inhabitants. Impenetrable, unquestioned and invisible, this structure separates the psyche
into manageable and consumable realms. Loving Blackness means renegotiating these
“prescribed” cultural practices of the hegemony. To survive, Blackness must absorb
larger culture’s problematic implications about its own identity, while simultaneously
magnifying these images for self introspection. Working as the “art” in the intimate life
of a clandestine culture, the hegemony relies on Blackness as an (ab)normative qualifier,
providing the aesthetic foundation to project a White ideal onto. A space of loving
Blackness (i.e. loving the unconscious) ensures protection that only the suspension of the
hegemony can bring. By suspending this conscious limitation of being the sacred ground
for White authority (i.e. through projection), the ritual allows for the interaction between
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an intercessor and his work to begin. Centering on the Black aesthetic offers the initiate
and ritual a collective defense system as the White authority attempts to makes sense of a
differentiated Blackness.
While Stevie Wonder has not been as explicit in his own views of white criticism,
Black Artists have considered the relationship between a white critical gaze and Black
Art through a myriad of complicated lens. In the essay “What White Publishers Won’t
Print,” Zora Neale Hurston discusses how white writers are not interested in the inner
lives of Black characters, and would rather disembowel the Others’ cultural bodies to
provide “The American Museum of Unnatural History” a number of “uncomplicated
stereotypes” (119). These cultural projections remain elusive to mainstream culture,
because the mainstream is not invested in a non-White experience. Hurston encourages
that denying the Black body an autonomous emotional space within literature has larger
ramifications than just representation. By denying the emotional lives of Black
characters, White privilege may also deny the impact of the race struggle, appropriating
the exchange between the artist and her mirror: “Literature and other arts are supposed to
hold up the mirror to nature. With only a fractional ‘exceptional and the ‘quaint
portrayed, a true picture of Negro life in America cannot be. A great principle of national
art has been violated” (Hurston 121). Ignoring an inner Black life in culture also denies
power to a collective artistic unconscious.
Nikki Giovanni laments the effect of cauterizing the wounds of the Black
experience with capitalist stories of success and loss in the poem “Nikki-Rosa”: I really
hope no white person ever has cause/ to write about me/ because they never understand/
Black love is Black wealth and they’ll/ probably talk about my hard childhood/ and never
understand that/ all the while I was quite happy” (lines 27-33). Giovanni embraces the
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diverse, if problematic representations of Blackness in her life (alcoholism, “poor isn’t
poverty”), because she invested in Black community (“the whole family attended,” “only
that everybody is together” lines 15 and 24 respectively), and not a rigid ideal of Black
experience. The "wealth" of Black love is an unlimited wealth of Black experience. Black
people advance in recognition of the variety, and not in a singular ideal. Like Giovanni,
Amiri Baraka in “Jazz and the White Critic” suggests that a Black center protected Black
music from the White critics who were seeking to solidify American music:
Jazz, as a Negro music, existed, up until the time of the big bands,
on the same socio-cultural level as the sub-culture from which it
was issued. The music and its sources were secret as far as the rest
of America was concerned, in much the same sense that the actual
life of the black man in America was secret to the white American.
The first jazz critics were men who sought, whether consciously or
not, to understand this secret, just as the first serious white jazz
musicians … sought not only to understand the phenomenon of
Negro music but to appropriate it as a means of expression which
they themselves might utilize. The success of this “appropriation”
signaled the existence of American music, where before there was
Negro music. (17)
When in close relation to the “socio-cultural” and “sub-culture” of its origin, Black Art
was embedded and hidden to the larger mainstream. Baraka offers that Whiteness
inevitably appropriates this “secret” (his emphasis), to then sell to white culture. How
does this occur? How does one culture both deny and perpetuate another culture as
desirable and denied? When artistic and political responses are compounded under an
oppressive symbolic system of reward and labor, the Black body must both inhabit and
be inhabited. Effectively, in America Blackness exists as primary cultural signifier
because Whiteness remains an unnamed but influential symbol of privilege. In Black
Bodies, White Gazes: The Continuing Significance of Race George Yancy writes in
“Whiteness: ‘Unseen’ Things Seen,” that Whiteness goes invisible because it
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“reinforce[s] its status as given, as natural, as simply a site of being human. Moreover,
whites often effectively engage in power evasion and color evasion through the
deployment of various discursive strategies, such as ‘I don’t see color, I just see people’”
(45). Yancy goes on to explain that by denying that race doesn’t not exist,
whites are able to maintain the illusion that they have always been
individuals, that they have always accomplished their achievement
through merit alone [...] By naming the so-called unnamed site of
whiteness, whites must come to terms with how their racialized
whiteness is predicated upon a form of negation--as in, “I’m not
Black.” [...] Hence the very process of naming functions to
historicize whiteness, to reveal its parasitic reality, and to dislodge
it from those values--beauty, truth, reason, goodness, civilization,
humanity--that are deemed a priori features of its being. (44, 45)
By centering on a collective, the antithesis of the “successful” individual persona of
Whiteness, Black Art critiques the normative politics of the hegemony by destabilizing
the evaluative discourse surrounding Black desire and perpetuating a communal
inclusivity. When in proximity to the Black Aesthetic, Whiteness when removed of the
frightening lone wolf persona, becomes just a white beacon of light, that illuminates or
projects stereotypes into our collective unconscious. Black culture shines an artistic light
on the act of negation, and suddenly Whiteness is under scrutiny.
In “Unspeakable Things Unspoken: The Afro-American Presence in American
Literature” Toni Morrison explains how even in texts where there are no Black people,
the denial of that presence must also be considered an occupied space. Morrison implores
“The reexamination of founding literature of the United States for the unspeakable
unspoken may reveal those texts have deeper and other meanings, deeper and other
power, deeper and other significances” (139-40). Morrison actively welcomes her Black
cultural ties to advocate for “silences” in a text, where characters are forced to “fill those
silences with their own reflective lives. Thus, the opening [of her novel The Bluest Eye]
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provides the stroke that announces something more than a secret shared, but a silence
broken, a void filled, an unspeakable thing spoken at last” (149). Using her own work
(and revealing further that Morrison is better than any writer in history), Toni Morrison
describes a process of creation as centered on the Black aesthetic: “...my choices of
language (speakerly, aural, colloquial), my reliance for full comprehension on codes
embedded in black culture […] are attempts to transfigure the complexity and wealth of
Afro-American culture into a language worthy of the culture” (150). Morrison’s Black
aesthetic center directly correlates with the ability to materialize an existence out silenced
American experience. Within a loving space of acceptance (void of Blackness), Morrison
transforms the cultural codes of expression, to “shape a silence while breaking it” (150).
By recognizing a collaborative experience, she enlists the protective space of Black
culture to critique and transform its discursive practices and symbolic potential.
While Morrison seeks the Black experience to give a voice to the silences in
American literature, many critics use this same silence to shine a spotlight on the Black
Artist as a singular ideal of capitalist success. By closely aligning Stevie Wonder with
limiting, yet economic (Motown) and cultural (religion) constructs, several works written
about Wonder seem to negate his cultural relationship to the Black community. In Higher
Ground--Stevie Wonder, Aretha Franklin, Curtis Mayfield, and the Rise and Fall of
American Soul, Craig Werner considers these soul singers within the context of African
American music’s relationship with Christianity. Informative and engaging, Werner’s
text successfully presents Franklin, Mayfield, and Wonder as prophets who use their
music to unify diverse communities of both black and white. Werner’s work is in depth
for its sheer collection of interviews and resources; however his thesis of these artists as
prophets on a mission from the church complicates my research. This “gospel vision” of
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their work contradicts with the premise of my work where Black art is a construct from
an eternal “soul,” rather than a response to half a century of oppression and
discrimination, through slavery, Jim Crow, etc. Furthermore, Werner's in depth research
is often complicated by the forced overlapping of the artist's’ experiences, social and
historical implications. In a review of Craig Werner's Higher Ground, Andrew Flory
offers an equally limited perspective where “African Americans from the North had an
opportunity to "preach" their gospel vision to an interested white audience,” approaching
black popular music as a way to “humanize” the black experience to white people.
Wonder's lyrics and meaning have all taken a back seat to both Flory and Werner’s
capitalist views of black popular music as a means to an ultimately white end.
In the visually stimulating work Stevie Wonder--A Musical Guide to the Classic
Albums, Stephen Lodder, after a thorough description of the artist’s upbringing, examines
Stevie Wonder’s work through several genres. Containing 80 never before seen photos
of Stevie Wonder, the work is impressive with Lodder focusing on Wonder’s work from
1970-1979.While Lodder’s Musical Guide offers a multitude of criticisms and images for
analysis, as well as an extensive discography and transcriptions of Wonder’s music, his
work lacks associating Wonder and his music, with a relationship as an artist within the
Black community. While I acknowledge historical and capitalist implications in Wonder's
work, my analysis seeks to center Wonder on the Black Aesthetic because of the power
of a collective Black experience. The power of Stevie Wonder's music relies on the
polyphony of Black voices. Even while Motown offered enormous capital (e.g. visibility)
towards Stevie Wonder's progress as an artist, it was among the communal experience of
working with a Black founder, Black musicians, and Black singers that gave his music
power. Wonder "takes us to church" not because religion offers an escape from White
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suffering, but because it is home to a multitude of Black voices. My work seeks not to
ignore, but affirm the acculturative value of Black music within Black culture, i.e. to
repopulate the silencing of Blackness with Black voices.
In his article, “The Good Man Singing Well: Stevie Wonder as Noble Lover,”
Eric Robert Weisman discusses Stevie Wonder’s musical reputation in popular culture.
More specifically he frames his discussion using ethical reputation, lyrics about love, and
style. While I agree that Wonder “directs public attention to heroes, martyrs and saints,”
(137), Weisman dissolves the color content of Wonder’s works. These “heroes, martyrs
and saints,” were and are the pillars of the Black community. Even Weisman’s own
examples from Wonder’s work referred exclusively to people of color. Using the song
“Black Man,” Weisman reverse whitewashes Stevie Wonder’s music in a decidedly
liberal air of inclusivity: “King’s vision of racial reconciliation is echoed in Wonder’s
“Black Man” a song in homage to notable Americans, of all colors, who have made
exceptional contributions to human welfare,” (138). Missing in this analysis is the
critique that producing a song like “Black Man” inevitable brings. Why “Black Man,”
and not “Every Man,” or “American Man.” Why does Wonder feel a need to shed light
on notable persons of color? “Black Man” directly critiques Whiteness by informing the
historical assumptions of the time, that White people alone did everything great in
America. By “not seeing” the non-color of “Whiteness,” Weisman misses the point:
Blackness is a necessary and needed aspect of humanity. These contributions were made
through Blackness, not despite Blackness. Calling it “Black Man,” forces listeners to
reinterpret the definition of humanity. Each statement of an accomplishment is followed
by the individual’s color, and then “man”: "Farm workers rights/ Were lifted to new
heights/ By a brown man" (lines 29-31 "Black Man" Songs in the Key of Life). Linking
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these people of color (Caesar Chavez, Harriet Tubman, etc) to man or woman, reaffirms
their experience for the listener. Centered under a resistant, anti-oppressive culture,
Wonder holds those alienated from humanity.
Furthermore, a path moving towards true spiritual growth allows Blackness an
autonomous space to exist. Despite being “freed” by Abraham Lincoln--one of two White
men referenced in the song--Wonder goes on to say: "But we all must be given/ The
liberty that we defend/ For with justice not for all men/ History will repeat again" (lines
17-20, “Black Man,” Songs in the Key of Life). It is no mistake the other White man
referenced is Thomas Edison, inventor of the light bulb. According to Wonder, “the
invention of incandescent light/ leads to sight/ By the White man.” By switching the
direct object in this verse, and having the action come before its actor, he confounds the
original interpretation of “a contribution by a [insert color here] man” form. The lyric
“leads to sight” suggests the White man can now see, by his own created light. While
historically blinded, the White man now possess the sight, after he invents his own light
(read: freedom) to see differences--or the truth that remained in the dark, until uncovered
in the song “Black Man.” Stevie Wonder’s music--especially during the period to which
Weisman refers--is inherently Black and a product of the Black aesthetic of the times.
Weisman uses race in this article to stigmatize the Black community into
reductive stereotypes. Weisman presents race as burden ideology--he goes on to discuss
how “the socio-political odds were stacked heavily against him . . . [because Wonder was
b]orn Black and blind, and raised in a Detroit slum ghetto” (138). This discussion of
essential characteristics of a particular group without exploring the oppressive systems
that produce these characteristic is dangerous and polarizing. When Weisman explores
Wonder’s use of Black dialect to “identify” with Black people on songs such as “Cash in
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Your Face” and “Livin’ for the City,” Weisman’s analysis presents Wonder as
superseding the “limits” of race and social status. For Weisman, Wonder’s use of dialect
is to “celebrate his ethnicity,” yet links this act with “similar” acts from the sixties: antimilitarism and nonviolence (139). Wonder’s discursive acts are politically and
symbolically violent to white supremacy, and not just surpassing Whiteness as a qualifier.
By rejecting the near perfect articulation of Motown’s yesteryear, Wonder diction
represents a resistance to the very respectability ideologies that Weisman is associating
with his work. By ignoring race, Weisman problematizes the Black culture that permeates
Wonder’s creative tradition.
Weisman’s article goes on to discuss Wonder’s clothing worn during the listening
party of 1976’s Songs in the Key of Life. When Wonder chooses to wear a western style
outfit, gunbelt with albums in the holsters, complete with a cowboy hat (see fig. 8),
Weisman interprets this act as the following:
The cowboy getup, for instance, was probably conceived as
a comical means by which to achieve a consubstantial
moment for Blacks and Whites throughout the world. It
constituted a unifying strategy, one that may be more fully
appreciated in light of the spirit of the times--the sixties-which produced it.”
After relaying that Wonder had to reach a White audience, and must go on tour with the
Rolling Stones to do so, Weisman goes on:
It was probably to this same audience that Wonder’s
cowboy gesture appealed most. Played beneath a sixties’
banner of peace and love, Wonder’s imitation of a Western
sheriff may be viewed as a dramatist act celebrating life as
stage metaphor, and indicating that despite a kaleidoscope
of differing forms we can be as --and are essence--one
(139).
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While Wonder offers "This world was made for all men," his necessity to declare it so,
reflects a cultural center invested in Blackness. By denying the process (e.g. ritual) to

Fig. 8 Alper, Eric. Stevie Wonder’s Listening Party for the 1976 Album Songs In The Key
Of Life. That Eric Alper. 01 June 2013. Web. 07 Nov. 2015.

come to such a conclusion, denies the experience that lead to the conclusion. Like the "I
am a man" signs from the Memphis Sanitation strike of 1968, Wonder in fact ends the
chorus of "Black Man" singing "This world was made for all men." He declares his
world--one inclusive and not denying his community, his music, and his politics--for all
men.
Even as Wonder opened many a night for the Rolling Stones, none were less
happy about his success than the Stones themselves--even as Wonder predated them and
the Beatles with a hits. Despite Wonder’s influence, many times his name was not
featured on the marquee because of jealousy on the part of the Stones. As Mark
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Ribowsky writes in his unauthorized biography of Stevie Wonder, Signed, Sealed, and
Delivered--The Soulful Journey of Stevie Wonder:
[The Rolling Stones] may have loved his music, but they
hated the overheated reaction [Stevie Wonder] got each
show during his strictly limited fifteen-minute set. Finding
it tough to follow him, much as the big Motown acts had
early in his career, they took steps to undercut him--or even
make him disappear [ . . . because newspapers refused to
advertise a Black act] some audiences were genuinely
surprised he was on the bill. The unkindest cut of all was
that the Stones stood by meekly for all this, as if they’d
done enough for him by letting him step onto firmly White
territory (220).
This double vision of the Black artist who must not only “uplift” Black people to
respectability in the eyes of White people, but also maintain this respectability under
undue pressures with limited resources is indefensible. What artist would embrace this
ridiculous self annihilating notion to “unify” the races? Yet Stevie Wonder does. Wonder
faced racism as a Black person in life, also in the dissemination of his craft (concert
promoters), while having to conquer the stage where his craft is practiced (the Stones).
How might one be unified with oppressive entities but in an act of bad faith? Ribowsky
goes on to explain that while the Rolling Stones participated in drug use, Wonder did not:
“At one point he sniffed to a reporter ‘about people blowing money on cocaine when they
could be giving it to those who need it. We artist owe more than our music to, like Black
people. We should give them some time, and maybe, some money too,’” (221). Wonder
was able to commit this act of bad faith because he knew who (Black people) he was
working for. To deny his commitment to his race is to deny his music greater efficacy
within the context of Black society.
By negating the influence of the comedic success of 1974’s Blazing Saddles,
where a Black railroad worker becomes a sheriff in an all White town, Weisman’s
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utopian perception of Stevie Wonder’s clothing directly coincides with the religious and
capitalist circular associations made in the beginning of the article: “He is influential
because he is from God; he is from God because he sells records; he sells records because
he is influential.” Wonder as the “new sheriff in town” to help lead White people to a
new “oneness” works if Wonder’s music was centered on Whiteness. However it is not.
Wonder’s wholeness presents a concentrated effort to bring about unity in the Black
community. He was a Black power figure who uses music as a weapon, effectively
recapturing the hijacked law and order of Black Codes, Jim Crow, etc. In wearing the
sheriff’s costume, Wonder recognizes the power associated with uniform, wields that
power in inherent masculinity, all with the resolution of a Black face. The power position
that Weisman describes as consubstantial seems to be misplaced into the hands of the
White man, who is actually seeking a greater sense of humanity from the Black sheriff in
this experience. Within the collaborative space of the Black aesthetic, Wonder utilizes the
tool of white oppression (police) to reveal the hypocrisy of power obtained through
uniform or identity. Paradoxically this act also confirms the power of the uniform within
the space of the white patriarchy. Stevie Wonder’s aesthetic of loving Blackness
predicates on maintaining a tense balance between these two paradigms.
In the essay, “Micheaux Films--Celebrating Blackness,” bell hooks discusses how
filmmaker Oscar Micheaux produces “counter-hegemonic art,” that displays “complexity
of experience and feeling,” (134). Each of Micheaux’s representations don’t just center
on resisting White oppression, but also loving Blackness and simultaneously extolling the
Black experience. Calling it “oppositional creativity,” hooks’s analysis of Micheaux’s
work reveals several factors in loving Blackness: “complexity of experience”;
melodrama; “use of politics of pleasure and pain” to “problematize” notions of Black
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desirability; and an emphasis of diverse representations, while also rejecting the need to
represent Blackness in a positive light (133-36). While under the direction of Motown’s
leadership, Stevie Wonder learned the framework of success within mainstream culture:
making music that White people would love and Black people would respect. Much like
Micheaux, Wonder’s music “address[ed] the Black public’s need to … reproduce aspects
of white mainstream … that denied their presence,” (hooks 135). Wonder disrupts
notions surrounding desire, to increase the symbolic implications of the Black
experience, while also resisting ideals surrounding representation.
Perpetuating an aesthetic of loving Blackness in her work “New Black Math,”
author Suzan-Lori Parks presents a complex symbolic dynamic through the lens of the
Black experience. Like Micheaux and Wonder, Suzan-Lori Parks reconfigures the
restrictive space of Black desirability. Centered on the Black Aesthetic center of
collective individualism, Parks’ text offers a plethora of literary and cultural devices to
symbolically redefine Black as collaborative and diverse. Based on her equation “Black
People + x = New Dramatic Conflict,” Parks answers the question, “What is a Black
Play?’ Collapsing theater, poetry, and literary criticism, Parks’ manifesto uses collective
symbols of the Black experience to dialogue with the audience about the nature of history
and representation:
Sometimes you can walk a hundred miles and end up in the same
spot. The world ain’t round for nothin, right? What is a black play?
The definition is housed in the reality of two things that occurred
recently and almost simultaneously: 26 August 05, playwright
scholar poet-king August Wilson announces he is dying of cancer,
and hurricane Katrina devastates the Gulf Coast. It feels like
judgement day. (576)
Two cataclysmic events--the impending death of August Wilson and Hurricane Katrina
situate Parks both in geography and time. August Wilson, dramatic luminary of Black
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literature provides the artistic context to the disruption of Hurricane Katrina in New
Orleans, a noted geographical center of Black culture. By invoking these two paradigms,
Parks suspends not just intersections of race and class, but also genre and temporality.
Now enveloped in an autonomous Blackness, Parks embarks on a lyrical experience
where “a void may be empty, but not a vacuum,” (Morrison “Unspeakable” 136). Primed
with both events’ profound senses of loss, “New Black Math” reflects the history of
representation and migration for Black people, while simultaneously attempting to
“locate” a Black play.
Within a space of loss Parks uses the collaborative center of the Black Aesthetic
as a beacon, engaging the call and response technique. First with the audience in asking
“What is a black play?” and then answering with over 100 performances that embrace a
complex and conflicting Blackness, as “a black play is angry,”
A black play is double voiced but rarely confused (576)
A black play got its butt on death row for a crime it perhaps did not
commit [...]
A black play is a leader, but seldom an elected official [...]
A black play ain’t no negro.
A black play is a nigger (577) [...]
A black play fights the power.
A black play wants to uplift the race.
A black play just might set the race back 10 years. (578)
Through repetition, “A black play is,” becomes an invocation to materialize paradoxical
relationships between herself, her art, and the Black Aesthetic. Also, she confounds
several meanings to embrace the tension of the dialogue between each identity. For
example, “set the race back 10 years” could be a detrimental impact or a necessary
cultural critique, as Parks begins by saying her work began ten years ago. Her black play
(re)sets the Black race back, like the Sankofa bird “looks back” to move forward.
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Later, Parks refers to several cultural icons, beginning with Harriet Tubman, then
Martin Luther King and Malcolm: “A black play asks, where MR. JAMES BALDWIN
stay at?/ A black play asks, where SATCHEL PAIGE and SON HOUSE and MEMPHIS
MINNIE and GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER and them all stay at?,” (Parks 579).
Like an MC at an all Black party, Parks ciphers around the Black Aesthetic from Black
icons to Black icon, creating a dialogic and mythical body to project an indeterminate, yet
unified Blackness:
A black play is a poem, like a life is a poem, like the bible is a
poem, like the bhagavad-gita is a poem, a “song of god,” “no effort
is ever wasted,” it says and “you have rights to your actions but not
rights to the fruits of your actions,” it says. The charioteer opens
his mouth and shows us that he is the infinite.
The black play embraces the infinite. (582)
Only in a liminal space of suspended Black ritual, Parks constructs Black culture as a
unlimited marketplace for the unconscious where even Whiteness is Black:
A black play does not exist.
Every play is a black play.
SAY WHAT?
A black play is a white play when the lights go out.
A black play is a white play when you read between the lines
(577).
[...]
A black play take shape just outside the reaches of your white
understanding, no matter what your color baby. (578)
Within the suspended time of her Black collective, Parks goes on Blackness as the sole
cultural signifier in art. By centering on an inclusive Blackness, Parks uses the symbols
and rituals of Black culture to solicit audiences into a dialogue about a performative
ideal--in the margins where there are no boundaries. Removed of the “enshrined”
constructs of Morrison’s critique, Suzan-Lori Parks reclaims ownership over the Black
body of symbols through the use of Black culture as an interpretative text.
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Like Parks and her writing, Stevie Wonder uses his music to discuss exclusively
loving Blackness. Nina Simone, in her germinal work Black Gold (1969) displays love
from self acceptance. More specifically, Black people must love themselves, and this act
will ultimately better humanity. Black Gold begins with a cover of the Appalachian folk
song “Black Is the Color of My True Love’s Hair” and ends the with the song “To Be
Young Gifted and Black,” an anthem from the civil rights movement, also in tribute to
her late friend Lorraine Hansberry. Before the song begins, Simone says to her audience,
“It is not addressed to White people primarily. Though it doesn't put you down in any
way...it simply ignores you. For my people need all the inspiration and love that they can
get." With this statement, the Black hair of her true love in the album’s introductory song
is not just the raven hair of a White person from the Appalachian love song; now from
the voice and soul of Nina Simone, Black hair is Black hair, nappy hair, afros shiny with
afro sheen.
By recognizing the “politics of pleasure and pain,” and seeking to disrupt notions
about loving Blackness, Nina Simone has also initiated an aesthetic of loving Blackness.
Simone presents Blackness as an ideal, calling it "a precious dream," and tells the
audience to "open your heart.” Simone defines Blackness as an extension of the resistive
state of sleeping, i.e. the unconsciousness. By beginning with the collective experience of
Black people (“There are billion boys and girls/Who are young, gifted and Black,/”) she
uses her song to collaborate with Black people. When in the presence of a collective
Black experience--in number and not ideals--Simone impinges upon listeners to “tell our
young/ There's a world waiting for you/ This is a quest that's just begun.” By putting her
audience to task towards unity within a protective space of Blackness, she can now
encourage listeners to reconnect their lived experiences with their Black soul, “When you
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feel really low/ Yeah, there's a great truth you should know/ When you're young, gifted
and Black/ Your soul's intact.” Simone’s collective ritual of the record, “Black being as
one”--from “Black Is the Color”--ushers the song “To Be Young Gifted and Black”
Simone’s own cycle comes into fruition as she explains that despite the sorrows of
yesterday, ("haunted by my youth"), being "young, gifted, and Black/ is where it's at.”
Recorded just one year later by Aretha Franklin on her album, Young, Gifted, and
Black, the phrasing both melodically and lyrically change. While Simone’s wording has
“To Be,” Franklin drops the verb for her album title, leaving just the three adjectives.
Simone’s words could read as a desire for Franklin’s declaration, with both having their
own implications. While Simone gains her listener’s credibility through her lyricism,
Franklin relies heavily on her church background to give credence to her act. On the
album’s cover, “Young Gifted and Black” read across the top of Aretha’s name, above
four reflections of her face. She is wearing a robe and behind her head are stained glass
windows from a church. Seemingly, the album declares Franklin as “young, gifted and
Black,” leaving audiences to bask in the leftover religious fervor. Franklin’s gospel
infused version of the song has a highly arranged introduction where Franklin gives a
soulful holler, “Thank you, Jesus!” This does not suggest that either woman’s
communication is better or worst for the message. These artists symbolically interact with
their work for the good of perpetuating the idea of being “young, gifted, and Black.”
Furthermore, by providing a diverse and expanded experience, Franklin has initiated her
own aesthetic of loving Blackness. Everyone was not open to the scene that Nina Simone
dug, but were open to Aretha’s way. These women were working in opposition to create
polyphony. This polyphony predicates on a multitude of voices who are not singing in
support of a lead, as in the case of chords with monophony; but are sang to create texture
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or feel in music. Polyphony brings wholeness to sound, and this same wholeness is
appropriated when Blackness self identifies. Much in the same way that Blackness must
exist in an oppositional relationship with the hegemony, this ultra feminine dialectic
produces the tension necessary to resonate with listeners’ third eye.
While Wonder’s perceptions of romantic love are clear, his music declares to the
listener (Black or White), not just love one another, but also love Blackness as a
projection of the unconscious--a signifier for loving the unknown parts of the self. By
directly speaking to his listener, he disrupts gender lines by employing Black love as his
ultimate end, and not just heterosexual romantic love of his music contemporaries. He
loves not because he has failed the object of his affections, like many of the R&B
crooners of the time; he loves for the sheer impact of loving Blackness as a revolutionary
act. Wonders expanded definitions of love include romantic love, but also brotherly and
parental love. Stevie Wonder uses second person, to involve the listener in a committed
loving relationship. Rather than solely reading Stevie Wonder’s experience as inclusive
in/of White mainstream culture, under the veil of the Black Arts Movement, Wonder’s
understood “you” becomes an understood Blackness. Wonder even complicates an
understood “you,” as he employs, not to single out or accuse, but also to enlist the listener
as a “you” among many “you”’s. In doing so, Wonder sustains the collaboration initiated
during the collective of the Black Arts Movement, as the understood “you” began as a
Black person. Stevie Wonder critiques the notion of an authentic Blackness by
reimagining the separations among Black political acts. The "you" in this case includes
anyone who is willing to hear the hero's tale of achieving the ultimate boon: a
transcendent, enveloping, love toward Blackness--despite race, gender, etc. You can be
Black, White, female, poor, or rich, but one must acknowledge the deeper implications of
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Blackness in the self, much like Morrison's space of silence. Both accepted within
mainstream popular culture and centered on an inclusive Blackness, Stevie Wonder
forces listeners to expand their unconscious to include loving Blackness, as a corollary to
loving the "unspeakable" parts of the self.
Stevie Wonder rises above the limiting factors by Blackness’ proximity to this
oppositional shifting, is the lamenting “Joy Inside My Tears” from Wonder’s Songs in
the Key of Life (1976). Through a series of contradictions, Wonder “subvert[s] the
negation of the Black body that is imposed by white supremacy, …[and]... claim[s] that
creative potential, glorifying in it,” (hooks 137). To “claim” the space, Wonder reinhabits his Blackness from his identity and semiotics (i.e. Blues form). While he does
not explicitly state “Black,” the song appears to be another love song, with Wonder
referencing the listener this time as “baby,”:
I've always come to the conclusion that 'but' is the way
Of asking for permission to lay something heavy on ones head
So I have tried to not be the one who 'll fall into that line
But what I feel inside I think you should know
And baby that's you - you - you
Made life's his-to-ry
Cause you've brought some joy inside my tears
And you have done what no one thought could be
You've brought some joy inside my tears. (lines 1-9)
Wonder relates the word “but” with having to give bad news, then uses the same word to
convey his love for the listener. This paradox collapses the uneasy, but nutritive this
oppressive matrix. By repeating the word “you,” Wonder multiplies his listeners, singing
to a polyphony (collective) who are able to reconfigure their self identity, as well as the
singer.
I've always felt that tomorrow is for those who are too much afraid
To go past yesterday and start living for today
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I feel that lasting moments are coming far and few between
So I should tell you of the happiness that you bring. (lines 10-14)
As legitimate soul enriching experiences come “far and few between,” Wonder offers this
song as a gift of love for his listener by sharing the “happiness that [Blackness] brings.”
In the second part of the chorus, the lyric changes from “made life’s history,” to “done
what no one thought could be,” implicating the listener as the holder of this new
possibility. Here, Wonder has taken the form of Blackness--manifested in the style
(ritual) of the song and his identity (initiate), and recapitulates or codes the song for the
listener to unconsciously accept the space of Blackness.
From his enormously popular Talking Book (1972), “You Are the Sunshine of My
Life,” applies a Black love aesthetic. By initiating this song with a semiotic system based
on Blackness, the Blues, call and response, and sense of community are perpetuated
throughout the work.With an introduction warmed by a soulful bass line, conga, and
Stevie on the Fender Rhodes and drums, the song doesn’t begin with Wonder’s voice, but
the voices of Jim Gilstrap and Lani Groves. As his backup singers, Gilstrap and Groves
both sing two lines, then are followed by Wonder:
(J. Gilstrap)
(L. Groves)
(S. Wonder)

You are the sunshine of my life
That’s why I’ll always be around
You are the apple of my eye
Forever you’ll stay in my heart
I feel like this is the beginning
Though I’ve loved you for a million years. (lines 1-6)

The lyrical and structural call and response tradition looks back at Wonder’s past, before
his love for the listener moves him forward. Combining the multitude of voices presents a
diversity of experience that complicates societal perceptions of loving Blackness. Many
people sing this song, some who are not Black; yet in the collaborative space of the
original song, when Wonder answers the call of the two singers in a voice that is big,
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beautiful and inherently Black. The lyrics might mask these intentions, as he does not
specifically reference Black people. Yet, on a deeper level, as Wonder symbolically
interacts with his art, he recognizes then utilizes the collaborative space of the listener
and singer to establish a Black aesthetic. He goes on to say the listener “must have known
that [he] was lonely,/ Because [Blackness] came to my rescue,” and realizing that he has
now ascended (“I know that this must be heaven”), he sings incredulously, “How could
so much love be inside of you?” His use of “you” helps the listener self identify within
this space of Black acceptance, that now has been projected from a space of love.
Collapsing identification, self worth, and collaboration, Wonder wields his Black
aesthetic with a poetic force that conditions listeners to rethink their perceptions toward
the cause. By sonically constructing a Black space, and intercepting it with inclusive
language surrounding loving Blackness, Wonder “creatively opposes” the oppressive
hegemony.
Music of My Mind’s “I Love Every Little Thing About You,” (1972) reassures
listeners that while in a space of Blackness, they must be ready for conflict that
“problematizes” its own desirability. The title “I Love Every Little Thing About You”
suggests that there are some parts that might be unlovable but even those too must be
included. Like the diverse Black experience of Micheaux’s video lens, Wonder explains
that unity does not presuppose homogenization, but Black love does love autonomously.
He begins the song, “I know they say you’re not my friend,” and personifies his listener
as a little girl. Gendered experience aside, by placing the listener in the youthful space of
adolescence, Wonder projects an image of original innocence, that he wants to tell others
about, evidenced by the bridge: “I'm here to say/ I love you more each day/ And I just
want to tell the world/ That I love you so.” An innocent representation of Blackness
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removes any negative associations from mainstream culture, while also embracing the
practitioners of an exclusionary BAM. By resisting the homogenization from both the
mainstream and BAM, Wonder encourages listeners to embrace themselves within a
space of loving Blackness.
Wonder successfully problematizes his love in the remaining two stanzas,
“Though they put me down because/ I love you as much as I do/ [...] Though they say
that I am wrong/ Cause my love is strong,” by associating his love with loyalty and
strength. The "they" interprets as those who resist the cultural ties that give Wonder's
Black music so much power: Black community. These cultural ties exist in the Black
experience, even those that might be resistant to a politicized Black experience. Nation
building characteristics are integral to establishing a collective of Black experience. In
the face of insurmountable white oppression, and Wonder recognizes that “[s]ome folks
say that it's strange,” as if to say, how could someone love Blackness and Black people so
much? Within that suffering, Blackness as a collective, gives his own pain validity:
“Some folks say that it's strange/ But my whole life you have changed/ You've saved all
the pain the world's put on me.” Among the collected Black experience, Wonder
proclaims his love for Blackness, taking advantage of the suspended norms and ideals of
the liminal space. Wonder is saved because he loves his Blackness, even under the
sustained glare of mainstream limelight. By recognizing his power both as a Black person
and symbol for the struggle of humanity to love itself unknown self, Wonder transcends
the limitations set upon him by both the BAM and hegemony. He materializes as the
hero, gifting the ultimate boon to all of the world, and not the originating culture.
Seemingly to outline his plan for success, Wonder’s “You and I (We Can
Conquer the World Together)” also from TB, details how his love for Blackness nurtures
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him through the lived experience of a Black person. Having descended, (“Here we are on
earth together,”), Wonder later goes on to say that he and his love will “conquer the
world.” This sense of community building while under enormous pressure mirrors the
uncertainty of the civil rights movement (“may not be here forever to see me through”).
Much like Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s speech, "I Have Been to the Mountaintop," the
conflict of man versus himself resides in embracing the part he plays in the world stage.
King said, "I may not get there with you," not simply because he was prophesying his
assassination, but because the gift of a universal love is an age old struggle that begins in
the self. Similarly, Wonder offers his own gift of self love to the entire world. “Don't
worry what happens to me,” foretells a danger that loving Blackness exposes one to
hegemonic culture where control is manifested in anti-community. Wonder recognizes he
will transcend, because his gift of love transcends with his soul music. While other R&B
songs of this time focused the romantic, make-up-to-break-up notions of love, Wonder’s
work in “You and I (We Can Conquer the World) suspends time for his Black love, as he
sings the listener “will stay here always,/ In love, you and I.” Here in this moment in
music, Wonder can stop the train in its tracks, now able to “conquer the world.” This can
only be accomplished through love and acceptance of a Black self. Where the hegemony
exists in denying a Black self, among Wonder's collective, Blackness embraces all of
humanity. Recognizing his position to power, or the Black collective, integrates Wonder
as strategic intercessor of Black Art as ritual.
“As If You Read My Mind,” from Hotter Than July (1980), resolves Wonder’s
heroic narrative, displaying gratitude to the enveloping Blackness. “Close your eyes, ‘til
the morning/ Close your eyes ‘til the early dew,” the entity beckons Wonder, and he takes
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heed to the call, only to realize in the present it was all a part of a larger plan: “As if you
read my mind/ As if you touched my soul/ As if you knew exactly where I wanted to go.”
By engaging an autonomous Blackness (“closed eyes”), he also commits an autonomous
act of love. How can one see with her eyes closed? The same way that Wonder, who is
without sight can see the apparition of love, despite the tension that Blackness presumes
in a white patriarchal system. Discernment begins with an actualized self, and by seeingwithout-seeing (via mind-reading), Wonder suggests the mindfulness leads to greater
sight. Initiated through a covenant between himself and the listener, these two entities
better understand each other during the dialogic act of love (as ritual). “Reading” his
mind leads to contact with the soul, and finally a clearer path to realization. “Love is here
just for the giving/ And between us we've got all the love we'll ever need,” Wonder sings
in the final lyric before the repeating chorus. Love is the final destination in this
narrative. Sustainable and life giving, the love for Blackness nurtures the self because it is
shared with his listeners--through him. As a visionary, Wonder rises above the
exclusionary tactics of the BAM and expands the problematizing perceptions of
Blackness within mainstream culture. As a result, the ultimate boon becomes a radical
space of loving Blackness, inclusive of any listener, Black or White.
Like Micheaux, Wonder’s music centers his music on a framework of loving
Blackness, as Blackness is the liminal space where his initiation into the ritual. Because
of his acculturated musical history, he is commercially sound; but because of his location
as an artist in communion with other artists, he is spiritually in tune. Like Simone and
Franklin, Wonder recognized the varying meaning in Black Art, and inscribed
multilayered representations of an autonomous Blackness. By acknowledging the origins
of his own creation as a nutritive, Wonder perpetuates a loving space for Blackness, as he
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remains protected by the collective Black experience. He is not asking simply for Black
people to love themselves, but to embrace the silenced voices of the Black experience. In
accepting those silenced voices, the whole nature of humanity, and not just Black people
learn to love Blackness. Therefore, the implication here extends beyond just love and
romance, taking humanity by the hand. Through his coin toss, Stevie Wonder invites
listeners of all races, gender, and social class to love Blackness, as a political act towards
universal transcendence.
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